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UP FRONT
REC #1 HATONN
SAT., JUN. 29, 1996 7:14 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 318
SAT., JUNE 29, 1996
I hope you readers will understand our own fragmentation as we select that which seems most important
on a given date, a time—an era. In almost all instances it is required that you look at the many details to
catch up with the mainstream of what is coming down. For instance you will have to realize that the
bombed buildings event in Saudi-land is an exact duplication of the vortex of chaos at Oklahoma City—
AND, THAT MEANS YOU ARE LOOKING AT THE SAME PERPETRATORS.
F.E.M.A.
FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
This is one of the NEW WORLD ORDER (United Nations-Controlled) policing agencies of TODAY.
Please note that following the bombing in Saudi Arabia there came the following announcement: “There
will be the largest contingency of police and TRAINED GUARDS protecting the people involved in the
McVeigh trial...” Also, there will be need of “thousands of TRAINED troops at the Olympics”, therefore
“F.E.M.A. WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THOSE TRAINING PROGRAMS!” Read it and weep,
America—this is the FINAL TAKEOVER.
Bank mergers are being finalized; currency is being slipped in on you in readiness for bigger changes; the
“debit computer card” is now established as the ONLY way to corporately deal in the Stock Markets, etc.
Your grain crops in the U.S. (and world) are all but a total disaster—ah indeed, YOU ARE IN IT.
It certainly doesn’t matter that you might not believe “me” but you can, and should, believe the signs for
these are “your times”, not mine. If you only follow the bouncing ball of the local diversions and efforts to
destroy our work and presence—it is enough, for the adversary gets more and more forceful in efforts to
destroy and conquer.
O.J. SIMPSON
One of the more brutal clues to the control of media and citizens was shown clearly at O.J. Simpson’s
home night before last. He “hosted” (allowed to be held at his home) a fund-raising party and dinner to
raise funds for abused children, gang alternatives, etc., etc. And what happened? The Zionist Feminist
elements came forth on their marches and stand-ins and flapped about it being obscene for O.J. Simpson
to participate in such horrendous activities. Why? O.J. was acquitted on all charges of wrongdoing. In the
recent past it would have been a mandatory sentence from the court to have such an accused person to be
mandated FREEDOM and the system would HELP to get him a job, become stable, and attend his
responsibilities. There were even instances where the punishment would be to do EXACTLY THIS
SORT OF COMMUNITY SERVICE. Not so now, the Zionists bellow and wallow in their lies and
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ferment. It is a very, very SICK world in which you find yourself experiencing. Is O.J. guilty of “considering” murder? Well, he certainly probably is now!
How DARE I bring “Zionists” into this discussion? Because you had better attend your “religious” studies—Zionists are NOT “just Jews” who disagree, readers—they are a faction of SERIOUS INTENDERS TO THE CONTROL OF THE WORLD. How much do YOU know about the people in the games
taking place as we write? What do you know of the current CIA as a “for instance”? Well, it has been
totally taken over by the Mossad-trained Mishpucka crowd of Israel. And please note that the FBI was
dispatched to Saudi Arabia for this “bombing” raid. What is the domestic FBI doing in Saudi Arabia?
Could it be because the FBI offers troops and policing TO THE INTERNATIONAL CONTROLLERS?
Ah, yes indeed, that is EXACTLY what has happened while you slept. The FBI are the troops of the
Attorney General of the U.S. and totally under her control and orders. She, Janet Reno, Attorney General
of the United States of America, is NOT even a paid employee of the U.S.—she is a salaried employee of
the International Monetary Fund of the United Nations under Zionist LAW. YOU are supposed to believe
otherwise just as you are supposed to believe the Federal Reserve is “federal” and on down the line with
the private corporations.
WHAT REALLY IS GOING ON?
Of course it is difficult to, in all the confusion, hold to what really is going on. It can be compared to, right
in your dooryard, with opposing thought memories. I can’t help it if you choose to be the ONLY one who
can’t remember things like “side agreements”—it is strange that everyone else who would lend funds here
knows about them and honors them. This is close enough to “home” to be understood far better than the
Federal Reserve System. Is it, further, responsible or irresponsible fiduciary behavior for officers and
directors of a corporation to TRY TO STOP A CORPORATION-DESTROY PRONOUNCEMENT
BY AN EMBEZZLER? No, we DO NOT buy the sad stories of singular put-upon while every effort was
made to get the parties free of the entanglements and they just go right back to the attorney of their choice,
WHO TOOK AND USED THEIR PAY-BACK FUNDS. A CORPORATION, threatened with RECEIVERSHIP (“informal liquidation” in George Green’s OWN WORDS), IS REQUIRED, BY LAW,
TO RESPOND AND DEFEND—PERIOD. I note that in “rebuttal” a sentence is underlined but somehow not responded to: “...George Green DID NOT offer to pay...”. Well, we see that he HAS NOW
promised an individual to get back your singularly important split for dancing with him in his continued
march through the courts, if clues be acceptable. I suggest, however, that it will not be in-full because
George Green has never in his life been casually generous, it appears. Thank you, adversaries, for being
such attentive readers, although we find you on no listing of subscribers. I am going to once again remind
these parties who continue to pronounce evil upon us: Built in to George Green’s (now called Ponzi
Scheme) was at the least a DOUBLING in the price of gold to be adequately covered in loans to the
Institute, prior to removal of funds. Emergency consideration or pay-pack plans would always be considered. $40,000 that Leon Fort allowed Abbott to take as part of that pay-back plan—PROVES THE
GOOD INTENT OF THE INSTITUTE. Green claimed to be THE business man of the age and he
explained the “plan”. We have found that he is not the only one who embezzled while an officer and
director of the Institute—so did Mr. Ence/Enz use his position to garner PERSONAL funds and equipment. I don’t know what anyone else might call these indiscretions but it seems a bit less than ethical, at the
least, to me. I suggest that the more recent demands and rebuttals be offered to whoever wants them but
the CONTACT does not belong to our adversaries, and Dr. Young and Staff will decide what is run in that
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paper!
IRRIGATION SYSTEM DAMAGE
AT THE RESEARCH FARM
Now, let us turn our attention to the farm and the most recent cute incident which has happened. Three
nights ago “someone” came in a vehicle (tire marks clearly visible and very trackable), stopped, went over
the fence and broke the end dump valve and not only ruined the irrigation line but wasted precious water.
Fingerprints are present, footprints are present, car tracks are present AND, an envelope somehow blown
out or kicked out of the vehicle at the “stop point” is addressed to Sandy Ence. Moreover, the party in
point did step on the envelope which bears a postmark of May, 1996 so it is not some “old” trash blown
up from last year.
If this represents love and honor to you, then I have to disagree with your perspective on LIFE in general
and on your respective impression on the children you bear. Or, are YOU willing to let the children bear
the blame for such antics?
Let us return to the topic of your changing world. I will offer you an article from SPOTLIGHT, July 1,
1996 which points up better than any lecturer could pronounce on the topic:
[QUOTING:]
ZIONIST TAKEOVER OF INTELLIGENCE
INFRASTRUCTURE NEARLY COMPLETE
by Warren Hough
POWER IS THE NAME OF THE GAME IN WASHINGTON, AND THE CLINTON ADMINISTRATION’S TOP SPY IS A MASTER GAMESMAN.
Cambridge, Massachusetts—CIA Director John Mark Deutch, 57, a foreign-born defense intellectual, one-time chemistry professor and lifelong Zionist, has emerged as a bureaucratic empire-builder. He
is “clearly becoming the most powerful spy-master Washington has ever seen” Time magazine announced
recently.
Until Deutch took charge of the cloak-and-dagger corps a year ago, the CIA was in decline, leaking
scandals and adrift on a tide of post-cold war doldrums. [H: If, of course, you could call the ERA
under BUSH to be doldrums.]
Congressional panels and “intelligence reform” committees heard high-level proposals for cutting the
espionage budget, slashing its staff, even for breaking up the CIA and merging its key divisions into the
Pentagon and State Department.
But once Deutch took over, the storm suddenly abated and the national security bureaucracy enjoyed
a new lease on life. To be sure, there were changes. For instance, a presidential directive shifted the
intelligence budget—estimated at about $30 billion annually and long dominated by the Defense Depart3

ment—to the personal control of Deutch. [H: I think it would be good to put the Deutch “biography”
here prior to moving further with the article.]
DEUTCH BIOGRAPHY
Born: July 27, 1938 in Brussels, Belgium, the son of a pious Jewish couple known as early Zionist
sympathizers. His father, Michael Deutsch, an engineering executive with a Belgian construction company
at the time, eventually worked with the CIA in Vietnam.
Education: In 1941, the Deutsch family emigrated to the U.S. John was enrolled at Sidwell Friends, an
exclusive private school in Washington (now attended by the president’s daughter, Chelsea Clinton), subsequently at Amherst and finally at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology MIT). Deutsch earned a
doctorate in physical chemistry. [H: Physical chemistry? Is this something akin to learning how to
mix fertilizer bombs?]
Employment: In 1961, Deutsch worked at the Defense Department and joined the “whiz kids” around
Defense Secretary Robert McNamara and President John Kennedy as the stage for the Vietnamese war
was set.
In 1965 Deutsch, a civilian employee of the Pentagon (he has no record of military service), was
involved in planning covert-action operations in Vietnam. In retrospect, almost all of the missions were
found to have been failures.
In 1970, with the Vietnam War a lost cause, Deutsch bailed out of government and joined the faculty
of MIT in Cambridge, Mass. By 1973 he was promoted to full professor. Three years later Deutsch was
named acting chairman of the chemistry department.
Deutsch was called in to take charge of the CIA’s Technical Advisory Panel after the agency’s covert
action technicians bungled an anti-Castro operation in 1976. The timer of a bomb designed to sabotage a
Cuban airliner on the ground proved defective. An unintentionally delayed explosion downed the plane
after takeoff, killing 81 aboard.
The next year Deutsch was named to head the Department of Energy’s nuclear weapons program,
where another scandal was brewing. The FBI warned that Israeli agents, with inside help, were stealing
both the raw materials and design secrets of the world’s most powerful weapons.
1980: Deutsch, who has changed his name to Deutch, returned to MIT to teach and was eventually
named provost of the university.
1990: President George Bush picked Deutch to head the President’s Foreign Intelligence Board.
Deutch later joined the Trilateral Commission.
1992, Deutch was appointed deputy secretary of defense. The incoming Clinton administration extended and enriched secret strategic pacts that grant Israel access to U.S. military and intelligence resources no other nation has ever received.
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1994: Clinton put Deutch in full charge of the CIA and related intelligence agencies. Reassured at finding a spymaster who can count on the Israel lobby’s—and with the mass media’s—
full support, the Senate confirmed Deutch as Director of Central Intelligence with an enthusiastic 98-0 vote.
Now, as to
GARNERS RANK
Deutch was granted cabinet status. His booming, often lecturing voice has already begun to dominate the closed-door meetings of the president’s top aides, White House sources say. [H: This reminds
us here of something our local Mensa authority and ex-judge Jason Brent said of himself regarding his control and expectations for election to the Bench: “I like to use my booming voice
to intimidate suspects brought before me...” He blames Ekkers for loss of his election(s) and
states under oath that he “violently dislikes the Ekkers”—but no, HE LOST HIS OWN ELECTION!]
Speculating on the reasons for the new CIA chief’s sudden stardom, Time noted that Deutch plays
squash with other influential Clinton advisers and that he knows “how to make stone-faced Secretary of
State Warren Christopher laugh”.
But sources who came to know Deutch well in this academic community voiced less innocent views of
the forces behind his spectacular rise.
“Deutch owes his talent for intrigue to his father, his devotion to Zionism to his mother and his knack
for selfpromotion to the example of [former Secretary of State HENRY] KISSINGER,” says Dr. Judith
DeVore, a systems analyst who worked for Deutch at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in
the late 1980s.
That Kissinger and the new CIA head share a number of traits has been noted by more than one
knowledgeable source interviewed by the Spotlight.
“Kissinger came to symbolize the growing role of foreign-born theorists and analysts in American
defense since the end of World War II,” observed Dr. Gerald McLachlan, a British biochemist who did
research at MIT in the 1980s.
OUTSIDE LOYALTIES
The trouble was that the most deeply felt ethnic and emotional ties of these ALIEN technocrats bound
them “neither to the country of their birth, nor to the U.S. but to Israel—an impossible position for, say, a
strategic planner or an intelligence officer”, McLachlan explained.
But supported by the Israel lobby, an alien pressure group heavily favored both in Congress and the
mass media, the network of dual loyalist administrators enjoyed a unique advantage: It was almost never
penalized for the mistakes and misdeeds of the national security establishment.
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“When one of his programs fell apart, Deutch simply went back to teaching for a while,” said a MIT
faculty administrator who worked for Deutch at both MIT and the Defense Department. “He knew that he
would be moving back to government—to a new national security job nearer to the top—soon enough.”
Now Deutch, whose father—a Belgian refugee—was a member of the CIA covert action team headed
by Gen. Edward Lansdale during the Vietnam War, has arrived at the top. With the full support of the
Israel lobby behind him, he is reaching for unlimited powers.
[END OF QUOTING]
I hope all of you readers are watching Clinton as he “handles” each of these recent murderings. Look at
the big crocodile tears and weeping over the incidents of such as Ron Brown’s death along with TOP
EXECUTIVES who were, at last count, not on Clinton’s side of anything. Then you had several other
deaths of high note and more tears; now he weeps for the terrible and heinous acts against your children in
Saudi-Arabia (which by the way, was a rerun of the Mossad’s bombing in Beirut and came at exactly THE
RIGHT TIME). It’s a “croc” alright! Murder is simply part of the agenda and it works—because out of
this last came a FULL TAKEOVER BY THE NEW WORLD ORDER ZIONIST F.E.M.A. DOMESTICALLY, WHERE JANET RENO ALREADY MAKES ALL DECISIONS AND CONTROLS ALL
“DOMESTIC TERRORISM”. Does anyone smell anything “fishy”?
OTHER LOSSES
What do YOU know of the recent Bilderberg meeting? Oh yes indeed, it was just held in Canada. Now
why do you suppose there would be a media blackout of such meetings? The takeover is AT HAND,
readers!
And what about Torching of Churches? Who benefits? Well, let us consider another article in Spotlight,
July 1, 1996:
[QUOTING:]
WHO BENEFITS FROM
TORCHING CHURCHES?
by Kevin Kreider
The media says black church burnings in the South are the latest symptom of the “epidemic” of
“white racism” in this country, but the facts, as they are reported, are so distorted and so untrue
that there is little doubt this is yet another media-provided excuse for the government to take
drastic action against a non-existent problem.
[H: Please note the rerun of what happens when other things don’t go exactly as the “big
boys’ want—always the distractions and focus change.]
Coinciding perfectly with the resurfacing of the Whitewater scandal and admissions the White House
had illegally acquired confidential FBI files on hundreds of Republican appointees, Clinton has focused
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his—and the media’s—attention on black church burnings in the South.
During his weekly radio address, Clinton “shared the pain” with black ministers and recalled his own
memories of church burnings.
“I have vivid and painful memories of black churches being burned in my own state when I was a
child,” he said. [H: He should know—and this too, is a big “crock of...”]
An inconvenient fact for the president, however, is that the Arkansas state historian, church leaders
and even the president of the state NAACP said there were no such church burnings in Arkansas
during the civil rights era.
Another fact the president and the media race-baiters fail to mention is that these “racist” arsonists
have, in the long run, burned more white churches and synagogues than black churches.
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has catalogued 123 church fires during the past five
years where arson has been proved or is suspected.
Of those, 12 were synagogues and 85 were exclusively or predominantly white houses of worship—
not including the arson and execution of the members of the mostly white Branch Davidian Church in
Waco, Texas by the Justice Department.
So, for one thing, church burnings have been going on at a regular clip for at least five years. Of the
ones that have been publicized during the most recent rash, 31 black churches were torched, but not
mentioned was the fact that another 30 mostly white churches were burned during the same period.
According to Richard Gilman, the director of the Insurance Committee for Arson Control, churches
are often picked by arsonists because—for one thing—they burn easily, a fact overlooked by all media
analysts but not by actuaries and pyromaniacs and—secondly—because they serve as magnets for disturbed personalities with grudges against both individuals and social and religious institutions.
“There is no typical church arsonist,” Gilman says. “Many are just deranged.”
As examples, Gilman cited a Protestant man who torched 32 white Protestant churches and a Jewish
man who torched 12 synagogues.
POLITICAL EXPLOITATION
Rep. Henry Hyde (R-Ill.)—who exploited the Oklahoma City bombing to promote his counterterrorism
bill—is now using the recent church burnings to promote a new bill expanding federal power.
The Church Arson Prevention Act of 1996, or H.R. 3525, sponsored by Hyde, is in response to the
Justice Department’s continuing call to expand its federal jurisdiction over traditionally local law enforcement areas.
7

The 10th Amendment clearly states that “powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution” are reserved to the states. Federal agencies—like the Justice Department—must find loopholes in
the Constitution to increase their jurisdiction.
The passage of the civil rights laws in the 1960s makes deprivation of one’s civil rights, based on race
and religion, a federal offense. This gives the federal government the loophole it is searching for in this
case—by labeling the church arsons as hate-inspired destruction of black churches intended to spread fear
and intimidation throughout black communities.
According to Robert Brock, president of the Self Determination Committee—a Washington-based
black Nationalist organization—the sudden attention to church burnings is a transparent ploy to increase
the American police state. [H: Reread that please!]
“Black religious communities are being used as dupes in an attempt to federalize law enforcement,” he
said.
According to Brock, the government is using church burnings and the Oklahoma bombing to increase
a military presence, particularly in the South.
MILITARY MOVES SOUTH
Brock says that in preparation for the terrorist threat at the Olympic games “thousands of military
troops and equipment are already being housed in Dekalb County’s [Atlanta, Georgia] public schools.”
[H: I wouldn’t be caught anywhere near those games, readers. I can’t tell whether or not there
will be insanity enough to blow everyone to Kingdom Come or not. Incidents are certainly in the
planning, however.]
This is in addition to the 1,000 to 2,000 FBI, CIA, Secret Service and Georgia police agents and the
15,000 private security, 10,000 military guards and foreign police contingents assigned to provide security
at the Olympics. [H: Note that there was nothing to protect the MILLION MAN MARCH except GOD!]
Brock says that any issue with a high-level of sensitivity—such as church burnings and the Oklahoma
bombing—can be easily used as a vehicle to expand federal power.
“With these sensitive issues, allegations become fact and our Constitution is thrown out the window,”
he said.
[H: Please note several “clues” to follow: The amount of tears shed over specific incidents, the
handing out of “Purple Heart” medals to the immediately returning military (even the dead)
when that medal is an “act of war” medal to begin with, and certainly is a delayed response to
individual injured troops. This smacks of the same courageous display of medals to the returning children from Panama! Perhaps we should all display anger that none of these “victims”,
such as Waco wipeout, got Purple Hearts!? The signs are ALWAYS “there” if you but look,
readers. Remember that in the Protocols of Zion, there HAS TO BE RACIST WAR! THERE
8

HAS TO BE WAR! Furthermore, there is too much information and disclosure popping out from
under the covers at full-rush speed ahead so actions have to be harsh, miserable and more and
more devastating to keep you ALL under control and in total chaos and confusion. IT IS THE
GAME—ONE WORLD ORDER! AH, BUT JUST WHO IS THE ONE OF THE TITANS TO
RULE AFTER THE GAMES? AH SO, INDEED!]
[END OF QUOTING]
May we be given strength to act in WISDOM, our own journey to accomplish. May we not be distracted
by the distractors or their deceptions and distractions. As we are personally attacked we tend to back off
our own work in order to lick our wounds and never mind the rest—no, that is not acceptable. We CAN
make a difference if we continue to walk in LIGHT, always toward THE LIGHT and consciously keep to
the path toward Creator. Names called are meaningless—IF YOU KNOW YOUR OWN NAME and
intentions in the places of God (of that wondrous perfection in Light). If someone tells you to “avoid
moving toward the light...”, BEWARE! In these days of chaos what you don’t know will most certainly hurt you!
Salu.
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CHAPTER 1
REC #1 HATONN
SAT., MAY 25, 1996 7:55 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 283
SAT., MAY 25, 1996
What one does affects/effects every other one.
We pass through each day while sometimes making great changes, sometimes drifting, sometimes waiting,
and always at the same instant as you are planning something else—things happen for that is the act of
living. Sometimes we have “time” to put other actions into change and sometimes we are simply caught in
the tide of another’s game. Does it matter? Yes indeed! For if you live in “another’s” play then you are
caught needing to be a supporting actor. In most instances that IS the best position or role but in your own
little corner of the Universe you must control your own part or you become the “other’s” strength or
weakness.
What mean I? Well, let us consider Ruby Ridge as an example, with the Weaver family. All who were “on
the stage” during that given “act” of the play were caught into something that none of them felt or were able
to control. The Overlords of the Playmaster came and took over the play. Weavers did what they
believed were the “right” things to do but on the other hand they DID NOT LIVE the TRUTH of God in
all ways as they claimed—even of that Bible they touted at every possible opportunity. Anyone who will
take up weapons of death against another or take anything from another, be it water pipe, food or funds,
is not acting in righteousness. I am not commenting here on other than presumption that some of the tales
about the happenings are so. Readers, there MUST BE ORDER AND LAW in all communities—even if
YOU disagree with those laws. There are ways to CHANGE LAWS but it means you have to be willing
to LIVE—TO CHANGE those laws properly. What you do when you take a harsh stand against those
who obey the laws, good or bad, is to set selves up for removal. Death may make a splash for an
afternoon but let me assure you that it is not the “death” which makes a statement as loud as LIVING for
a cause, in the end of the play. The facts are, however, that you MUST USE THE RIGHTEOUS CAUSE
AND NOT SELFISH LITTLE “MY WAY” OR “NO WAY” GAMES.
Can you see and understand the concept at work here? If you decide to do something quite constitutional
but it defies that which is accepted LAW, you may be right but at some point you will only be “dead right”.
And, furthermore, while there are distracting activities such as Montana taking place, ALL THE REST OF
THE ACTUAL NEWS IS PASSING RIGHT ON BY AND INTO LAW AT THE HANDS OF THE
PUPPET-MASTERS.
DEATH RAY
Remember a while back we wrote about Nikola Tesla’s Death Ray? Well it is one of the most important
issues of the moment and it is lost on a distracted citizenry.
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For several editions of Spotlight this topic has been a focus and yet I have yet to find one incident of its
REAL discussion in the media. Is this just a passing fancy which has no impact on anyone? No, it is the
most meaningful one transaction of the U.S. and Israel to have passed your way.
Spotlight, May 20, 1996 [Cutout sheet pg.19]
[QUOTING:]
ISRAEL TO GET SECRET DEATH RAY
A weapon deemed too terrible for U.S. troops will be given to our favorite ally by the Clinton
administration to garner support in the upcoming election. Warren Hough.
[H: This headline is already misleading for the agreement giving Israel the death ray technology
is ALREADY SIGNED BY BOTH PERES AND CLINTON.]
A “death ray” laser weapon, U.S.-designed but denied to American forces because it is thought “too
inhuman” will be handed over to Israel this year by the Clinton administration.
The public announcement of the gigantic defense giveaway, timed to coincide with Israeli Premier
Shimon Peres’ recent state visit to Washington, identifies the weapon only as the “Nautilus anti-missile”
laser. The “buck Rogers-style” weapon can destroy missiles in flight with deadly accuracy.
But this is only one (and a lesser) potential use. It can be used on the ground to instantly immobilize
and permanently blind thousands of combat troops in an instant.
“TRW [a major defense-technology conglomerate], where research on this supersecret battlefield
technology began some 17 years ago, code-named it the MIAAD-182,” said Dr. Vanessa Hughessen, a
physicist specializing in arms-control studies at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
She said the abbreviation stands for Mid-range Infrared Advanced Antipersonnel Disabling system.
The physicist evaluated advance reports of the combat technology transferred to Israel for the The Spotlight.
After almost a decade of closely guarded development, the Pentagon’s top brass welcomed it as a
wonder weapon and a decisive breakthrough in battlefield electronic warfare.
“War planners foresaw a time when the mere terror of a swiftly, silently gliding ray that ‘melts’—
literally incinerates—the human eye would panic hostile troops and rout them without firing a shot,” said
Jeremy Sackett, a veteran wire-service reporter on defense topics.
But eventually, with the arrival of the Clinton administration and its internationalist publicity-driven
outlook, the MIAAD laser was put on the back shelf as too terrifying and “controversial”.
It conflicted sharply with the wave of “peace-making” military operations and “human rights” resolu11

tions undertaken jointly by President Bill Clinton and UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali in the
early 1990s, diplomatic observers say.
At the Pentagon’s Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), work on the MIAAD
laser—renamed the “Nautilus”—continued on a much reduced scale.
“The emphasis was on developing the missile interceptor capabilities of this system,” related Dr.
Hughessen. “The potential is there. The ‘Nautilus’ represents the ultimate combat technology. Properly
engineered, it will destroy anything in its path.”
Now this “sword of lightning”, as one Islamic diplomat described it, will be handed over to Israel, an
aggressor ministate where any technology designed to strike terror into the hearts of superstitious Middle
Eastern armies is always a top priority.
How much will this major military-political tradeoff by the White House, designed to secure reelection
for both Peres and Clinton this year, cost American taxpayers? No one knows exactly, but the so-called
ballpark estimate is more than $10 billion, to be authorized by Congress on some sort of “urgent nationalsecurity” basis, administration sources say.
[SPOTLIGHT, 300 Independence Ave. SE, Washington, D.C. 20003.]
[END OF QUOTING]

MIND CONTROL
When you combine such as the above technology with a bunch of robotic actors on the stage of life you
have chaos to a level of its worst nightmare. You can feel quite sorry for the people, say, in the FBI who
are cast in a role opposite a group of Montana isolationists, but the Master-Minds never are caught in
anything except the ordering around of the robots. Both sides are warped in perceptions for they remain
IGNORANT of ALL the laws and therefore act on less than full knowledge in both instances.
However, I find that as we stop writing about a given focus, say Mind Control, and fail to remind you of
Cathy O’Brien, Mark Phillips and Cathy’s daughter, Kelly Cox, you tend to think that either the horror is
passed by or you simply forget to remember much about it.
No, this IS the tool of Puppet-Masters—THE PUPPETS! In this vein let us look at another high-level
Mind-Control “insider”, Walter Boward, author of OPERATION MIND-CONTROL. Oh, indeed, Mark
and Walter recognize one another!
[QUOTING:]
Spotlight, May 20, 1996. [H: If Rick Martin has not yet interviewed Walter Boward, he will do so
very soon. Rick is just about too busy to breathe these days and it takes a while to go the
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circuitous routings to get to some of the these information people.]
The topic of mind control took center stage on the January 24, 1996 broadcast of Radio Free
America. Walter Boward, author of Operation Mind Control, visited the nightly call-in-talk forum
with host Tom Valentine.
Boward has had personal contacts with traumatized victims of government mind-control experiments
and procedures. He can be contacted through the Freedom of Thought Foundation, P.O. Box
35072, Tucson, Arizona 85740-5072.
An edited transcript of the interview follows. [H: The editing is by Spotlight as we have edited
nothing in this article.] Valentine’s comments are in boldface. Boward’s are in plain text.
************
How in the world did you get caught up in this in the first place?
I had a boyhood friend who came back from a four-year tour of duty with the U.S. Air Force in the
Vietnam era. He came back with amnesia. He couldn’t remember what he and his sister had done, say, on
an outing with their grandfather.
I heard the conversations they had, and I said, this is very curious, yet he made straight As in medical
school and didn’t take notes; he had a photographic memory. He had what is called hypermnesia, which
is a vastly improved memory.
You mean this is a side effect of the mind-control process?
[Doris: Friends, here is where we part ways about myself—Green says I am a controlled, brain-washed
puppet. Well, I fail the testing—I can’t remember my own phone number under oath in a deposition. I
also believe that this symptom is recognized as “old age”. I am quite relieved about my own status when
something like this comes along. I would certainly enjoy better memory and my life otherwise has been, I
suppose, quite dull—when I read all this other extraordinary activity reporting. I may have to face the
enemy on the judicial stage or George Green and the rumors and lies—they haven’t gotten into my head—
BUT GOD HAS CERTAINLY MADE IT INTO MY SOUL!]
Yes, and it took him 13 years. The psychological cost with this kind of thing is immense. It took him
years, and he still hasn’t recovered.
When I published the book in 1978, I didn’t know what this dissociative identity disorder was. I just
reported this as it was. Today the psychiatrists or psychologists who are reading this book are saying,
“Yeah, this guy must have known all about it.”
I didn’t know anything about it, all I knew was what people told me. I reported it accurately, that’s all
I’m doing this time. Now however, we have doctors who have come to be aware of this, what we call
mind control. Probably a better name would be trauma-based programming.
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Yes, these people are being programmed to be human supercomputers, from what it looks
like.
Yes, not only that but a lot of things. If you get hold of children before they’re three years old, and you
abuse them severely, they disassociate, that is, mentally and emotionally escape the situation by assuming
alternate or multiple personalities, or by withdrawing so completely within themselves that the outside
world no longer impinges on their internal reality. Probably 80 percent of them do. The brighter ones will
dissociate brilliantly.
They will have out-of-body experiences; they will have all sorts of alternate personalities.
Then you anchor those personalities, just by touch or by certain words which become cue phrases you
can reinforce. Touches can also be triggers, or smells, just like Pavlov’s dogs. It’s all in the literature. This
has gone on since the 1700s.
A lot of Nazi doctors experimented widely in the concentration camps. And then, when Project Paper
Clip brought them to the United States, we let in a lot of these psychiatrists and psychologists who had
been working in this field.
They brought in the secret of multiple personality disorder or multiple disassociative disorder—the
name has just been changed in the last year—to confuse things further.
They began to give multi-basic personality index tests, to guys like Dan Harr, who was abused as a
child, perhaps by his parents or some other way. They found he was disassociative. They said, “We can
use this.”
There are four different levels of personality each with its own different codes and triggers. And each
level of personality can be assigned a different identity, such as a smuggler, an assassin, a sex slave, etc.
You can trigger one personality after another. Each one can be trained and compartmentalized. Then
you can switch them for the cover personality, and then you can walk through customs, not even knowing
that you’re smuggling or anything like that.
That’s very interesting. Now evidently, the Manchurian Candidate [a novel and movie about
American Korean War POWs brainwashed into becoming assassins once they were returned
home] was a cover for this; we were blaming all of this on the Communists.
I asked Richard Conden, who is the author of the Manchurian Candidate, where he got his information. Conden said he just read Pavlov and Salter and made up all the rest.
It turns out that he was a little bit late.
We have a case of a man who was a naval intelligence operator in the South Pacific, before WW II.
He apparently performed atrocities, and he had atrocities performed on him. He was a mess, suffering
from what we now call post-traumatic stress disorder.
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They produced mind control in him, using the same techniques, and they suppressed his memories. He
lived to be in his 80s, and just before he died he started having cardiovascular events, or strokes.
That shook loose the programming, and he died screaming in terror. The suppression of memory can
go only so far. Memory has a natural tendency to erupt. We’ve interviewed hundreds and hundreds of
people. We’re doing a documentary on this with just the survivors. We have a list—we published 10 last
year—of different interviews with doctors, and different survivors and other people. People are remembering now. Most of them are in their forties and are female. Males are so hard to diagnose, and most of
them are in prison like Dan is.
How much of these “recovered, suppressed” memories are real and how many are manufactured by the psychologist or psychiatrist treating the patient, wittingly or unwittingly?
Well, there’s less of that than you would think. There is a group called the False Memory Syndrome
Foundation. They call it syndrome, but I insist on calling it “spindrome”, because it’s run by the same
doctors—Dr. Martin Norm, Dr. Julian West, Dr. Elizabeth Loftus and others who worked for the MKUltra Research in the days of CIA mind-control research—this is an organization to target and persecute
professionals who are actually healing people like Dan Harr and helping him get his memory back.
But in the case of Dan Harr for example, he may not want his memory back. He’s afraid he
might have been used as an assassin.
Well, that’s true and that’s very common and you very often run into that—people who don’t want to
know.
Some people remain skeptical of even the existence of the MK-Ultra program.
MK-Ultra’s existence has already been proven and the CIA released 16,000 documents on it. MKUltra was the catch-all phrase, that was one project. There was MK-Delta, MK-Chaos, etc. They
admitted to using 35,000 people in this—drugs, hypnosis, electronic inhibition, the kitchen sink.
That’s a lot of people. What does the MK stand for?
I think it stands for Mind Control. That was the German way of initialing it. Recently a psychiatrist
who’s in a position to know—trust me, he doesn’t want to be quoted on this, but someday he’ll come
out—if he had to guess how many people were programmed the way Dan Harr and others were, with
different variations on the same theme, he would guess a million.
He says it will break the back of the mental health industry in this country; it will bring it all down. And
of course most psychiatrists, more psychologists than psychiatrists, but also most psychologists are ignorant of this. They don’t know anything about trauma programming.
President Clinton is trained by the guy who trained me. I don’t think President Clinton is well trained,
though. But I believe Vice President [Al] Gore is better trained at neurolinguistics programming.
Neurolinguistics programming is a fairly general, harmless programming. It can be used for mind
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control, but it can be used for deprogramming also.
Let’s remember some things about this whole subject—it is quite fantastic. There’s improved memory,
there’s all kinds of miraculous abilities of the human mind that these people exhibit. And that means that all
of us can develop those in our educational system, without paying the price of trauma.
These cryptocrats are programming the nation through the media the same way that individuals are
programmed. If you go up to an individual at a car-wreck, he’s traumatized. If you whisper to that fellow,
“Go home and write me a check for $1,000,” he’ll do it.
There’s a thing called brainwave entrainment. Some of our scientists have studied EEG patterns of
multiple personalities. Each personality will have a different definite brainwave signature.
Then they did experiments on other guys—it’s all compartmented you know—another team came up
with broadcasting the EEG of an altered state and then triggering that particular altered state from a
distance.
We have to look at the questionable Lee Harvey Oswald. There’s a lot of indication that Lee Harvey
Oswald was programmed to be what is called “a patsy”.
[END OF QUOTING]
The problem lays in the ability of one group to control others, the masses, into thinking, acting, and responding/reacting to any given trigger EXACTLY as desired to accomplish greater control over the citizens of the world. If you move off into the fanatic acceptance of ANYTHING, be it bible or satanic
ritual—you are in trouble and will end up on the wrong end of the puppet strings. When you find religious
zealots who espouse some of the Ten Commandments of the Bible and then say, “take up arms and kill
thine enemy”—this is brain-control. The MIND will actually know it is a wrong perception but will usually
trust to the “teachers” or “trainers” in whatever course is offered. The SUBCONSCIOUS and
SUPRACONSCIOUS energy or soul MIND knows the difference in right behavior and wrong behavior
and, once established as a pattern of living—cannot be programmed to accept the wrong concepts. This
does NOT mean, however, that ones simply believe in the TRUTH OF GOD and the enemy can never
come aboard the mind. The enemy waits ever patiently with the temptations to toss out the goodly KNOWING and pick up the gun of physical sensing. If, however, you are in a constant state of protection by the
higher-energy sheltering—you WILL NOT be haplessly enslaved. You can, furthermore, USE THE TOOLS
and your works toward goodness will be exponentially increased in outcome. It can go either way—THE
CHOICE IS UP TO YOU. You can massively produce GOOD or you can massively produce EVIL.
The worst EVIL, however, and please remember it, are those who commit EVIL IN THE NAME OF
GOODNESS! It happens all the time—someone comes along and does dastardly things in deeds and lies
and then claims Jesus Christ as his Savior and leader. This becomes the MARK OF THE BEAST on the
SOUL and is shown unto Man for the Clue the Evil Bearer must show. Will mankind come to recognize
the clues? Well, yes and no, some will do so according to their own desires of physical power and control,
gain and egotistical drivings, but most will simply never note anything at all as they sleep through the
journey. Politicians and charlatans come to actually BELIEVE their own lies and, when confronted, will
usually say something like, “well yes, but...” and have a dozen new and different lies to justify the first one.
This becomes congenital and pathological. BUT THE ENTITY KNOWS THE DIFFERENCE. THE
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INDIVIDUAL LYING, DOES KNOW THE DIFFERENCE! HE SIMPLY JUSTIFIES HIS HORRENDOUS ACTIONS IN ORDER TO LIVE WITH HIMSELF—NO MATTER HOW RIDICULOUS HE APPEARS TO THE REASONING PUBLIC. THEN COME THE ONES WHO SAY “WE
MUST LOVE THIS EVIL MAN UNCONDITIONALLY—!” NO, YOU MUST NOT—FOR GOD
HAS PLACED HIS CONDITIONS UPON MANKIND AND LOVE HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH
IT. LOVE IS AN EMOTIONAL STATE OF BEING—CONDITIONS ARE THOSE THINGS WHICH
GUIDE MANKIND. GOD HAS NO “UNCONDITIONAL LOVE”—HE HAS ABSOLUTE LOVE
AND MANY CONDITIONS FOR MAN’S BEHAVIOR.
I am reminded right here of the ones setting forth to totally destroy Dharma all the while claiming UNCONDITIONAL LOVE for her and everyone else. No, that is UNCONDITIONAL HATE without exception
of totally CONDITIONAL LIMITATIONS. Moreover, and worse yet, are the ones who take advantage
of the others who actually believe that which they do and say. To exploit the ones who have trauma-based
mental compartmentalizations is without goodness—and feeds on total contempt for the disabled person
AND supports the very actions which are wrong. These disadvantaged ones will pay the highest price in
any encounter for their own kind will destroy them before realization of how things “really are” can make
its mark on their reasoning minds. Remember that a dozen wrong concepts and actions does not even
begin to make one RIGHT. In fact, you only have a wrong multiplied twelve times.
Are we simply voices on the wind in some wilderness? Perhaps, but since God has gifted mankind with the
greatest of all gifts, I don’t believe so for some will HEAR and then more will HEAR as righteousness
begins to shine forth from beneath the light-proofed enclosures. The MIND seeks TRUTH AND LIGHT
and therefore, when available for the choosing—ULTIMATELY WILL CHOOSE LIGHT IF SOUL BE
INTACT. People really WANT to do the RIGHT THINGS because it is the more NOBLE aspect of
Mankind. Shame comes with evil actions and guilt comes with evil intent. Freedom comes with goodness—EVERY TIME.
By the way, readers, SUCCESS does not need be AT THE EXPENSE OF OTHERS! When others
have to lose so that you might gain—it is NOT SUCCESS!
If you truly want to be successful in your living experience—you had best get your Spiritual aspects
cemented within your being lest the “Primrose Path” be your only recognized pathway. You are born with
one hundred percent potential to accomplish your purpose of greater LIFE. The choices in between are
up to you.
George Hatonn
May 25, 1996
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CHAPTER 2
REC #1 HATONN
THU., MAY 30, 1996 8:54 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 288
THU., MAY 30, 1996
ANOTHER WACO?
Please hold the people in Justus, Montana in your prayers. It matters not who agrees or disagrees with
political or judicial issues—what is about to happen THERE is a terrible thing.
The FBI has moved “back” the media. That means, in simple English, that they are planning to do something so terrible that they do not want the media to be able to see it or cover it. Each man and woman must
do whatever he is going to do—but no, I do not endorse such radical stance because dead martyrs are no
longer even noticed—they will simply be discredited, denounced and PROOF will be offered as to their
fanatical resistance. However, we honor them for that which they feel to be correct and “right”. But to
continue the stand they have taken insures the death and invalidation of such as LeRoy Schweitzer.
I have to remind you that this is ALL totally integrated with the Bankster control and that, in turn, is going
to hinge greatly on the outcome of the Israeli election TODAY.
The downfall of the Clintons is also a major distracting factor at this time—and also somewhat revolves
around the outcome of the election in Israel. Remember that Clinton has proclaimed himself to be a “hatwearing” brother of the Elite order. Do NOT forget his stint in KGB-land (Soviet Union). The dirty little
politics and politicians are biting the dust in Arkansas and it WILL sweep over the larger circle.
So many of the close people who know the Clintons’ affairs have been bumped off as to expect both
Clintons to be somewhere next in line. The REALLY BIG players are not going to stand still for possible
revelation by a turncoat Clintonista.
I note it is now being reported publicly that which I told you several years ago—that drugs are actually
shipped nationwide and internationally, IN TYSON’S FROZEN CHICKENS. It has now been made
public on national radio. It will be disallowed to be covered on the usual MEDIA, but it is out there and
somebody is going to note it. Bush publicly DECLARED HIS WAR ON CLINTON WHEN HE STOOD
WITH DOLE AND BACKED DOLE. HE JUST WANTED THE WORLD TO REALIZE THAT HE
(BUSH) STILL HAS CONTROL OF THE WHOLE THING IN OPPOSITION TO THE OTHER
POWERS THAT BE. THE OPPOSING PLAYERS ARE BECOMING EVER MORE CLEARLY
DEFINED. And, readers, do not misunderstand for one single minute—we are not among EITHER
RANKS OF PLAYERS.
Now in reference to the latter statement I would offer you some backup information. Several years ago,
almost a decade now, Reagan stood before a national television audience, with Bush as his Vice-President
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and stated that the U.S. needed desperately to join forces with the Soviets to protect Earth “from the
extraterrestrials”. Well, you never did NOT work with the Soviet Union and that facade charade ended
with the so-called end of the Cold War. That does not, however, protect the U.S. OR THE SOVIETS
from the very Russian [not Soviet-controlled] Cosmospheres already in SPACE, never minding the extraterrestrials, this morning. However, there is always argument about acceptance of possible extraterrestrials,
which in its own right I find amusing. You have valid LAW ON YOUR BOOKS as to “how to handle
extraterrestrial contacts” of physical nature—from beings to rocks. If you have contact with an extraterrestrial, you are subject to be incarcerated indefinitely while “quarantined”. It has been amusing to watch
Mr. Horn try to get Dharma and E.J. to describe their “contact” and physical descriptions, etc., of her
“contacts”. She doesn’t have any and this is THE reason she has NONE. These people, hooked up and
into Green, have done everything imaginable to catch our friends in any predicament on any imagined
charge under any buried law they can conjure. No thank you.
I have offered this law to you before but now that some are considering what may happen in August, I have
to speak out. Yes I DID say that Tehachapi is a nice place to be, especially around the middle of August.
You ones, however, are expecting a big landing of some kind and that, in itself, prevents such a thing from
happening. We can’t possibly get the motion picture squared around in time for such an event without
funding and without this very law being removed. I marvel that more of you are not informed about your
own circumstances. You can be angry with me all you wish—it doesn’t make any difference. To have
contact with an extraterrestrial is worth being jailed and fined IMMEDIATELY.
The law itself is called the:
EXTRATERRESTRIAL EXPOSURE LAW
This law is ALREADY PASSED BY CONGRESS.
Let us just quote:
On October 5, 1982, Dr. Brian T. Clifford of the Pentagon announced at a press conference in New
York City, that contact between U.S. citizens and extra-terrestrials or their vehicles is strictly
illegal.
ACCORDING TO A LAW ALREADY ON THE BOOKS:
(TITLE 14, SECTION 1211 OF THE CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, ADOPTED ON JULY
16, 1969, BEFORE THE APOLLO MOON SHOTS.) ANYONE GUILTY OF SUCH CONTACT
AUTOMATICALLY BECOMES A WANTED CRIMINAL TO BE JAILED FOR ONE YEAR AND
FINED $5,000. The NASA administrator is empowered to determine with or without a hearing that a
person or object has been “extraterrestrially exposed” and impose an indeterminate quarantine under
armed guard, which could not be broken even by court order.
There is no limit placed on the number of individuals who could thus be arbitrarily quarantined.
The definition of “extraterrestrial exposure” is left entirely up to the NASA administrator, who is thus
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endowed with total dictatorial power to be exercised at his slightest caprice, which is completely contrary
to the Constitution.
According to Dr. Clifford, whose commanding officers have been assuring the public for the last 39
years that UFOs are nothing more than hoaxes and delusions to be dismissed with a condescending smile:
“This is really no joke; it’s a very serious matter.” This legislation was buried in the 1,211th subsection of the 14th section of a batch of regulations very few members of government probably bothered to
read in its entirety, the proverbial needle in the haystack, and was slipped onto the books without public
debate.
Thus from one day to the next we learn that, without having informed the public, in its infinite wisdom,
the government of the United States has created a whole new criminal class: UFO contactees.
The lame excuse offered by NASA as a sugar coating for this bitter pill is that extra-terrestrials might
have a virus that could wipe out the human race. This is certainly one of the many possibilities inherent in
such contact, but just as certainly is not the only one, and in itself is not a valid reason to make all contact
illegal or to declare contactees criminals to be jailed and fined immediately.
It appears the primary effect of such a law would not be to prevent contact; it would be to silence
witnesses. If enforced, the law would prevent publication of contactee reports except under cover of
anonymity, and unleash a modern inquisition in the Land of the Free. However, it is unenforceable, so
obviously absurd and unfair that the public will refuse to accept it. The citizens of the United States will
greet it with a resounding Bronx cheer and laugh it out of court, forcing it to be repealed. [H: Want to
bet!?!]
It should be replaced by clearly worded legislation, not open to interpretation in a multitude of different
ways, humanely relevant to the contingency of E.T. contact, debated and passed by Congress openly
instead of slipped through “under the table” without the public being informed.
According to NASA spokesman Fletcher Reel, the law as it stands is not immediately applicable, but
in case of need could quickly be made applicable. What this means is that it is ambiguously worded, so
that it can be interpreted either one way or the other, AS THE GOVERNMENT DESIRES.
It is certainly not a coincidence that Dr. Clifford held his press conference during the period when the
popularity of the film E.T. was at its peak. As E.T. portrayed a type of extraterrestrial that was benevolent
and lovable, the inference is that the press conference was intended to discourage attempts to communicate or fraternize with UFO occupants. However, instead of having the intended effect, it backfired,
causing public furor. There may be some relationship between this fiasco and the next semi-officially
endorsed attempt to deal with the subject of extra-terrestrials, the TV film V, which was featured with
repeat performances and maximum publicity by major networks worldwide. The aliens portrayed in V are
the most horrifying and repulsive nightmares imaginable, who are defeated, thanks largely to a CIA hit-man
specializing in covert operations, the tough guy with the heart of gold who with the aid of the handsome
hero saves the human race. This is obvious and transparent propaganda, designed to do what the
government’s widespread use of dis-information, and Dr. Clifford’s press conference about the absurd
lemon of a law already on the books failed to do: squelch attempts to communicate or fraternize with UFO
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occupants.
One way to avoid widespread panic at the announcement of the news that we are under surveillance
by nonhuman intelligent beings with technology far more sophisticated than our own is to point out that this
situation is nothing new, but has literally been going on for millennia.
If the “flying dragons” mentioned in the I Ching intended to attack and destroy us, they could easily
have carried out this objective long ago. Along with this article, the text of the E.T. Law will be presented.
However, there are several points that I wish to make:
1211.101 Applicability. The provisions of this part apply to all NASA manned and unmanned space
missions...
I could dismiss this whole controversy as a tempest in a teacup if the above passage contained the
word “only”, so as to read: “The provisions of this part apply only to all NASA manned and unmanned....
1211.102 DEFINITIONS:
(a) “NASA” and the “Administrator” mean, respectively the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration or his authorized representative.
(b) “Extra-terrestrially exposed: means the state or condition of any person, property, animal or other form
of life or matter whatever, who or which has:
(1) Touched directly or come within the atmospheric envelope of any other celestial body; or
(2) Touched directly or been in close proximity to (or been exposed indirectly to) any person, property, animal or other form of life or matter who or which has been extra-terrestrially exposed by virtue
of paragraph (b)(1) of this section.
For example, if person or thing “A” touches the surface of the Moon, and on “A’s” return to Earth, “B”
touches “A” and, subsequently, “C” touches “B”, all of these—”A” through “C” inclusive—would be
extra-terrestrially exposed (“A” and “B” directly; “C” indirectly). [H: AIDS is subject to no quarantine requirements but extra-terrestrials are?? Sounds like a political Earth activity and
laws, does it not?]
(c) “Quarantine” means the detention, examination and decontamination of any persons, property, animal
or other form of life or matter whatever that is extra-terrestrially exposed, and includes the apprehension or
seizure of such person, property, animal or other form of life or matter whatever.
(d) “Quarantine period” means a period of consecutive calendar days as may be established in accordance with 1211.104(a).
(e) Administrative actions. The Administrator or his designee... shall in his discretion:
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(1) Determine the beginning and duration of a quarantine period with respect to any space mission; the
quarantine period as it applies to various life forms will be announced.
(2) Designate in writing quarantine officers to exercise quarantine authority.
(3) Determine that a particular person, property, animal, or other form of life or matter,
whatever is extra-terrestrially exposed, and quarantine such person, property, animal, or
other form of life or matter, whatever. The quarantine may be based only on a determination,
that there is probably cause to believe that such person, property, animal or other form of life
or matter whatever is extra-terrestrially exposed.
(4) Determine within the United States or within vessels or vehicles of the United States the place,
boundaries, and rules of operation of space missions.... However, it does not contain that one little
word which would have made such a big difference. If the government was suddenly faced with the
accomplished fact of an undeniable overt E.T. visitation, this regulation could therefore be construed as
being applicable to all space missions, NASA or non NASA, whether of terrestrial or extra-terrestrial
origin. As it stands, this law is applicable to UFO contact. The meaning would have to be stretched,
but the built-in loophole does exist. [H: Just as with the New States Constitution, the powers
that already take control will make the decisions and define meanings of ALL LAWS.]
1211.102 Definitions. (b)(2): Touched directly or been in close proximity to (or been exposed indirectly
to)... even without involvement in a UFO close encounter, would become eligible for indefinite quarantine
under armed guard according to the above. By including indirect exposure, the NASA administrator is
empowered to make the definition mean just about anything he wants it to. An example of indirect exposure is given, but an example is not a definition. Unless indirect exposure is defined precisely, it can mean
almost anything. The possibility is not specifically ruled out that other types of indirect exposure than the
example given might be considered valid grounds to “quarantine” a citizen or group of citizens.
In my opinion, it is vital that we challenge the validity of this law, for if it is allowed to stand unchallenged,
UFO contactees and researchers may all meet behind barbed wire and armed guards somewhere in
Alaska. I strongly urge everyone who reads the E.T. Law, Title 14, Section 1211 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (at the end of this article), to clip it out, and send it on to your congressman, with a demand
penciled in, to repeal this absurd and potentially lethal law. We must use reason, and transcend fear in
order to make this planet a place where all may live in peace and harmony, as One.
TEXT OF THE E.T. LAW
1211.100 Title 14 - AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
Part 1211 - EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL EXPOSURE
1211.100 - SCOPE
This part establishes: (a) NASA policy, responsibility and authority to guard the Earth against any
harmful contamination or adverse changes in its environment resulting from personnel, spacecraft and
other property returning to the Earth after landing on or coming within the atmospheric envelope of a
celestial body; and (b) security requirements, restrictions and safeguards that are necessary in the
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interest of national security.
1211.101 - APPLICABILITY
The provisions of this part to all NASA manned and unmanned space missions which land or
come within the atmospheric envelope of a celestial body and return to the Earth.
(5) Provide for guard services by contract or otherwise, as may be necessary, to maintain security
and inviolability of quarantine stations and quarantined persons, property, animals or other forms
of life or matter whatever.
(6) Provide for the subsistence, health and welfare of persons quarantined under the provisions of
this part.
(7) Hold such hearings at such times, in such manner and for such purposes as may be desirable or
necessary under this part, including hearings for the purpose of creating a record for use in making
any determination under this part for the purpose of reviewing any such determination.
(b) (3) During any period of announced quarantine, no person shall enter or depart from the limits
of the quarantine station without permission of the cognizant NASA officer. During such period,
the posted perimeter of a quarantine station shall be secured by armed guard.
(b) (4) Any person who enters the limits of any quarantine station during the quarantine period shall
be deemed to have consented to the quarantine of his person if it is determined that he is or has
become extra-terrestrially exposed.
(b) (5) At the earliest practicable time, each person who is quarantined by NASA shall be given a
reasonable opportunity to communicate by telephone with legal counsel or other persons of his
choice.
1211.107 - COURT OR OTHER PROCESS
(a) NASA officers and employees are prohibited from discharging from the limits of a quarantine
station any quarantined person, property, animal or other form of life or matter whatever
during order or other request, order or demand an announced quarantine period in compliance with subpoena, show cause or any court or other authority WITHOUT THE PRIOR
APPROVAL OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL AND THE ADMINISTRATOR.
(b) Where approval to discharge a quarantined person, property, animal or other form of life or
matter whatever in compliance with such a request, order or demand of any court or other authority is not given, the person to whom it is directed shall, if possible, appear in court or before the
other authority and respectfully state his inability to comply, relying for his action on this 1211.107.
1211.108 - VIOLATIONS
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Whoever willfully violates, attempts to violate, or conspires to violate any provision of this part or
any regulation or order issued under this part or who enters or departs from the limits of a quarantine station in disregard of the quarantine rules or regulations or without permission of the NASA
quarantine officer shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than 1 year, or both.
Write or call your congressman and tell him you want this law taken off the books.
This article was printed in The Open Line Newspaper (Environmental Stewards) August, 1992 in
Spokane, WA 99223.
[END OF QUOTING]
This was received by FAX May 28, 1996 so it is not so far-fetched as it might at first appear. There have
been thousands of people who have SEEN TOO MUCH and are locked away forever. No indeed, I will
NOT subject anyone to such atrocious possibilities.
It is past time, readers, to take these things as seriously as they are intended for it will be by these foolishseeming legal means that you will be taken “alive or dead”. Remember that GOD only deals in LIFE and
CREATION; Man deals in “death” and war.
A DEAD patriot is no patriot at all. Think on this, please, and then act in wisdom. Good morning.
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CHAPTER 3
REC #1 HATONN
FRI., MAY 31, 1996 8:15 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 289
FRI., MAY 31, 1996
YES, WE DID IT!
In our ongoing drama of survival in a difficult world, our continuing bashing with lies by the adversarial
teams, we have ferreted out some more of the enemy troopers. Thank you. You readers will not know of
that which I speak because the writings to which I shall refer WERE NOT, WERE NEVER PLANNED
TO BE, NOR HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH THE PAPER, JOURNALS OR PUBLICATION.
The documents written, and for which I will leave no reference here, were PRIVATE, CONFIDENTIAL
COMMUNICATIONS WITH OUR LAWYERS. I fully intended them to be critical of Green, Abbott,
Horton and the Green Brigade, along with Steven Horn of Santa Barbara Savings and his clients.
Within mere hours of these writings THEY WERE IN THE HANDS OF ALL OF THE ABOVE-NAMED
PARTIES. There have been two new “court filings” in Nevada courts based on that PRIVATE AND
CONFIDENTIAL CLIENT-ATTORNEY PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION. I thank you gentlemen for being so quick to respond for the human elements around here did not have the confidence I
share in that ego will blow its own horn to the detriment of the very individual with the horn (no pun
intended). What I find interesting is WHO it was who secretly sneaked the writings, copied them, faxed
them and then mailed hard copies—without checking to see what they had in hand and what would come
of the betrayal. Even Mr. Horton has joined with Abbott, “joined” Green also, into a case for receivership
with pages and pages of FALSE INFORMATION in a case in which neither he nor Green have any
standing whatsoever. They have opened the way to present every countering TRUTH to that same court—
and confront them with the criminal charges addressing the criminal acts they have committed. We are in
great appreciation to you who lie, cheat and steal because you have now supplied us with the very connections we needed to PROVE the full conspiratorial linkage to all of the above-named parties. Mr. Horton
states in his court document the very DIRECT statement, CLAIMED BY GREEN TO HAVE BEEN
GREEN’S, that the Ekkers tried and intended to STEAL the property in litigation by Horn. He states to
a Nevada court that Ekkers tried to steal the property for $10,000! George Green says, himself, that he
has told everyone that bit of misinformation!
Mr. Horton and Green have now entered into court a document which states that Dave Overton (gold
coins Green STOLE) was on his death bed and out of his mind when he assigned the gold to Phoenix
Institute that Green et al. call Ekker-Ekker/Phoenix. Wrong, and foolish as it may seem in retrospect—
Dave Overton went to Nevada and TESTIFIED IN COURT and was completely agile, sane, reasonable
and stated his wishes and declared that George Green had NO RIGHT to do anything except enter his
property with the Institute.
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I still marvel that a man’s reputation prior to an act is what is considered in any OTHER cases but somehow Ekker-Ekkers are tried to be judged by Green’s own actions. Mr. Green has years and years of bad
records behind him and Abbott has even been reprimanded for his actions and addictions by the Nevada
Bar AND the SUPREME COURT OF NEVADA. And, moreover, they continue their fraud, ill-behavior,
outright lies and disrespect to the Benches in Nevada and California with every presentation they make.
So be it.
I find an article sent to us on a particular “bank” so interesting that I need to share it with you readers for we
spoke of this institution at the time of the BCCI debacle and the BNL scandal. I think you will find it
interesting as well so let us present the information and see how many of you knew anything about this
“unknown” company, called DTC (Depository Trust Company).
[QUOTING:]
[H: The information was sent to us this time by a third party but was first printed in North Bridge
News, Vol I, Issue 14, Nov. 1995 and was published by The Liberty Tree. It is so important that
we will repeat it.]
THE UNKNOWN
$9.1 TRILLION COMPANY
The Depository Trust Company (DTC) is the best kept secret in America. Headquartered at 55
Water Street in New York City, this “financial institution” is perhaps the most powerful in the world, yet the
public doesn’t have a clue as to who they are or what they do. How can a “bank” hold assets of over 9
trillion dollars and be unknown?
In dealing with the trust department of a major New Jersey bank, one of our staff wanted to transfer his
trust assets, comprising of stocks and bonds, to a new trust he had set up in another state. The bank said
it would take at least 6 weeks to do so as none of his assets were currently held in his own name or in the
name of his trust account! In a panic, he brought this before our entire staff and asked if we could
investigate. We did, and the can of worms we’ve opened should frighten every American.
After encountering numerous “no comments” and a myriad of “that’s not my department” excuses, we
eventually spoke with Mr. Jim McNeff, Director of Training at the DTC. He says he’s been employed
there for 19 years and was very proud of his employer. By law, he should have disclosed to us that his
employer(?) was recording our telephone conversation (our electronic equipment picked up on this immediately).
He informed us that “DTC is the largest limited trust company in the world with assets of 9.1
trillion”. Can you imagine? An unknown banking company could pay off the national debt and
then some! Jeff went on to say, “DTC is a brokerage clearing firm and transfer center. We’re a private
bank for securities. We handle the book entry transactions for all banks and brokers. Every bank and
brokerage firm must secure their membership with us in case they become insolvent, so your
assets are secure with DTC.” Yes, you read that correctly. DTC is a private entity that processes
EVERY stock and bond (paper securities) for ALL U.S. banks and brokerage houses. The big
question is “just who gave the company such a broad range of financial power and clout?”
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The reason the public doesn’t know about DTC is that they’re a private depository bank for
institutional and brokerage firms ONLY. They process all of their book entry settlement transactions. Jeff told us “There’s no need for the public to know about us... it’s required by the
Federal Reserve that DTC handle all transactions.” The Federal Reserve Corporation is a private
company, not an agency of our federal government. They mandated that DTC process every securities
transaction in the U.S. It’s no wonder that the DTC is owned by the same stockholders as the Federal
Reserve Corporation. In other words, the Depository Trust Company is really a front for the Federal
Reserve Corporation. Now, let’s see how this affects the average working American.
You go to a broker or bank and instruct them you want to purchase 100 shares of IBM stock, for
example. They set up an account for you and act as your agent with power of attorney to conduct business
on your behalf, upon your buy or sell instructions. The broker will place your stock or bond purchase into
their safekeeping(?) under a “street name”. (According to DTC, no bank or broker can place the stock
into their firm’s own name due to Federal Trade Commission and Security and Exchange Commission
regulations.)
The broker or bank must then send the transaction to the DTC for “ledger posting” or “book entry
settlement” under mandate by the Federal Reserve Corporation. Remember, since your bank or broker
can’t use their name on the certificate, they use a fictitious entry name or “street name”. This artificial entity
is always related to the broker or bank. Then, the “street name” stock or bond certificate is automatically
transferred to, or credited to, the Depository Trust Company. Since DTC is a bank, they can’t hold the
certificate in their name either, so DTC transfers the certificate to their own holding company or “nominee name”. We’re not quite sure of the spelling, but the DTC’s holding company is either “CD and
Company” or “CeDe and Company”.
The banks and brokers are merely “custodians”. By federal law, they cannot hold any assets in your
name, the customer. The assets must be held, eventually, in the name of DTC’s holding company. That’s
how DTC has 9.1 trillion dollars of assets in trust... or is it really in “trust” if the private Federal Reserve
Corporation is technically holding it in their “unknown” entity’s name? Obviously, if stock and
bond certificates you’ve purchased aren’t in your name, then the “holder” (the Federal Reserve
Corporation) could theoretically refuse to surrender them back to you under a “national emergency” according to the 1917 Trading with the Enemy Act. Is this the collateral being held by the
private Federal Reserve Corporation to pay off the national debt owed to them by our federal
government?
[H: Pay attention to this, readers, for quite recently there was a full public discussion about this
very structured entity which would advance in sophistication to “smart cards’ ONLY for doing
any stocks, bonds, or other security business!!!]
According to Mr. McNeff, the DTC was a former member of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
and, “Our sister company is the National Securities Clearing Corporation.” Simply put, the Depository
Trust Company absolutely controls every paper asset transaction in America, and they physically hold the
majority of stock and bond certificates in their name. If you have stock or bonds in your name buried in
your back yard or under your mattress, we suggest you keep them there.
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Now we’re about to reveal to you the most shocking discovery we’ve ever come across during our
research into this matter. Most of us remember a few years back the alleged “computerized” selling of
stocks that resulted in “Black Monday”. The stock exchanges had dramatic record losses, and a record
volume of shares was traded on that infamous Monday in October. We all asked ourselves how computers could have done this by themselves without someone knowing about it. After all, someone has to
program a computer to tell it what to do and when to do it.
During our telephone conversation, Mr. McNeff was trying to assure our researcher that they have
never lost a certificate or made a mistake in a book ledger transaction. In attempting to give us an example
of how trustworthy they are, he said, “DTC’s first controlled test was 4 or 5 years ago. Do you remember
Black Monday? There were 535 million transactions on Monday, and 400 million transactions on Tuesday.” He was very proud to inform us that “DTC cleared every transaction without a single glitch!” Read
these quotes again. He stated that “Black Monday” was a controlled test! “Black Monday” was a
deliberately manipulated disaster for many Americans at the whim of a “controlled test” by the DTC and
their Federal Reserve Corporation.
What was the purpose of this test? Common sense tells us that you test something before you intend
to use it. It’s quite obvious that the stock markets are going to crash and burn at some future date, and for
some unknown reason, since the controlled test was so successful. The Great Depression is about to be
repeated, and it will be as deliberate and manipulated as the first one that began with the stock market
crash of 1929.
On June 7, 1995, the federal government issued a new regulation requiring stock and bond certificate
transfers to be cleared in three days instead of the previous five-day time period. This means that brokers
and banks must get your stock or bond transaction into the name of DTC within 3 working days. That’s
hard to do considering banks claim that it takes 3 or more days to clear a check that you’ve submitted to
pay for a stock purchase. But, there’s a reason for this new regulation and it coincides with the introduction of the new fiat “dollars”.
On February 22, 1996, “the DTC will flip the switch” according to Mr. McNeff. What switch, we
asked? This is the day that “clearing house” funds will no longer be accepted for stock or bond transactions. Instead, only “Fed Funds” will be accepted. Fed Funds, or a “Fed Wire”, are electronic ledger
transfers between Federal Reserve Corporation member banks. No checks or drafts will be involved or
allowed from that day on. This is called a “cashless transaction”. We call it the reality of the “mark of the
beast”. This is the manifestation of our new god, the New World Order.
Consider this. All pension funds and other institutional “managed funds” are comprised of
paper asset investments such as stocks and bonds. These certificates are technically in the
name of DTC’s private holding company. DTC is technically owned by the private Federal
Reserve Corporation. Congress is moving right now to pass legislation allowing certain pension
funds to be used by the government as alleged loans. All the Federal Reserve Corporation has
to do is hand it over! But what happens to the people counting on those pension fund investments to feed
themselves? Too bad... you’re out of luck because for the “good of the nation”, you must share your
wealth. Since the Federal Reserve Corporation already holds our stocks and bonds in their
fictitious name, then perhaps they’ll cash them in for the federal government’s failure to repay
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the loans that have become way overdue.
In 1933, all gold was taken from the hands of private citizens. Under the War Powers Act, a national
emergency was declared due to the deliberately calculated stock market crash that preceded the Great
Depression. Where did this gold end up? Into the hands of the Federal Reserve Corporation. The
majority is stored in the impervious rock beneath New York City. Is it any surprise that DTC holds our
stock and bond certificates in the same place?
[H: While you ponder all this so far, I suggest you put another “ponder” into your brain and
realize that all WITHDRAWALS AND PAYOUTS OF ANY OF YOUR TRADING VENTURES
ARE ALSO LISTED. SO, IF YOU HAVE ASSETS—”THEY” KNOW ABOUT THEM, WHERE
THEY WENT, WHO HOLDS WHAT, AND YOU WILL BE LAID OUT FOR VISITORS TO
COLLECT THAT WHICH YOU MAY WISH TO SHELTER FOR SELVES. BIG BROTHERS
WILL KNOW EXACTLY WHO HAS WHAT AND HOW THEY HAVE ATTENDED THE ASSETS. LYING WON’T CUT IT FOR THEY WILL EVENTUALLY, UNDER PENALTY OF
LAW, COME FOR AN ACCOUNTING. THE IRS IS A COLLECTION SERVICE FOR THESE
PRIVATE CORPORATIONS SO THEY KNOW EXACTLY WHAT YOU ARE DOING AND
WHAT YOU THINK YOU ARE KEEPING!]
Technically, our entire nation is still under the War Powers Act and in a continual state of national
emergency. The President can enforce any new emergency at any time under Executive Order or Presidential Directive. On or about February 22, 1996, expect a new national emergency to be declared.
They’ll blame it on the infamous drug dealers who are allegedly destroying our currency. Old dollars will
be called in and exchanged for new ones. [H: Hummnnnn!] IF YOU DON’T DO IT WITHIN A
GIVEN TIME PERIOD, YOU MAY BE SENT TO PRISON IF YOU’RE CAUGHT. THIS IS WHAT
HAPPENED TO THOSE AMERICANS HOLDING GOLD AFTER 1933.
This national emergency will most likely call for the confiscation of all gold bullion again. Who will end
up with it? The Federal Reserve Corporation, just like before. Then, perhaps they’ll peg the new dollar to
gold prices, as many experts have already reported. What will stocks and bonds purchased with old
dollars be worth then? Pennies on the dollar, so to speak. Who ends up being the ONLY winner? The
Federal Reserve Corporation stockholders.
People will be at the mercy of the government for daily food and for jobs. Without a Fed Fund ATM
type card you won’t be able to transact business, get your food ration, or pay for the electric bill. Checks
will be phased out totally during (probably) 1996. The switch is being turned on in February. this is not
speculation! This is the truth of reality. It’s already been tested, and their new system works.
THE DAY HAS COME WHEN YOU MUST DECIDE TO ACCEPT OR REJECT THE BEAST.
[END OF QUOTING]
No, readers, it is NOT the time when you decide to accept or reject the Beast. The Beast is already in
control—you are the pawn. I remind you that the “mark of the beast” which is important to YOU, is your
soul within and it cannot be marked by the beast if you choose otherwise. You are caught having to survive
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in the world of Man wherein you are measured, checked out, numbered and enslaved. This is ALREADY
done, basically, so those who choose to FIGHT WITH WAR WEAPONS, the beast, WILL LOSE. Is it
not far more WISE to stay alive and healthy in order to share another day? These things have come by the
hand of Man and will perish and diminish by the hand of Man. You are OF GOD in Lighted presence—
so it will be through human hands that change comes about—not with bayonets and handguns.
How, for instance, can YOU fight a system or a corporation like the above without even KNOWING it
exists? That is a most serious question, readers. Therefore, do I suggest you “roll over and play dead”?
No, I suggest you roll with the river and swim so that you can continue to LIVE. You want God to lead you
into war, you Christian soldiers? NO, GOD IS NOT OF WAR FOR GOD CREATES—HE NEVER
DESTROYS! You will BUILD a better way or you shall perish in the one come upon you.
You just want “back” what they “took from you”? How claim you the right to those “things” more than the
powerful who took the “things” in the first place? Prove it! Do you not see that “they” even have used
YOUR property, changed the name to protect themselves and you are simply a slave presenting alms to
your masters? You want someone else to do the things for which you ARE responsible—with that wish
your desires are fulfilled—they have just taken care of you to death.
No, I will NOT come along and “take care of you”. You have made your choices and it is not my
prerogative nor privilege to do anything to or for you. I can tell you how it is, advise you to hold to GOD
IN TRUTH, and offer some possibilities and alternatives. IT IS YOUR WORLD AND YOU HAVE
MADE IT WHAT IT HAS COME TO BE! AND IT SHALL BE HE WHO SERVES GOD IN LIGHT
AND TRUTH WHO SHALL BE SUSTAINED. THOSE WHO CLAIM TO BE GODLY AND ARE
FALSE—WILL FALL. THE SEPARATION IS TAKING PLACE RIGHT NOW AND RIGHT WHERE
YOU ARE. You who have allowed evil to flourish, even among your own claimed “friends” and “family”,
shall have to do some hard thinking and choosing for false people shall not prevail. Who will lift up the liars,
cheats, and thieves? No, the New World Order WILL NOT! The NWO has established itself to annihilate the foolish and deliberately counterfeit charade players. Those who are faithful and true shall be
sustained. All people, good and bad, must eat, have shelter, and be clothed against the elements to
survive. We offer nothing more than opportunity to perhaps serve God, have some small industries and
attend some grain, etc., for sustenance.
There is another “Population Conference” coming up right away this Summer. Remember that Jason
Brent put it very well: “...it must be faced that the elderly, infirm and stupid will be dispatched...!” I have no
intention of “fighting” my enemies for I have NONE. I only have people doing actions with which I
disagree and deplore. It is NOT my problem to JUDGE THEM—ONLY THEIR ACTIONS! If YOUR
actions be wrong against mine, or me, I shall take a stand against you—no more and no less. Choose the
evil pathway and you shall live in evil at the hands of evil controllers. It is the most simple of all perceptions.
But, readers, Satan will eventually LEAVE YOU WITH NOTHING OTHER THAN SORROW AND
DESTRUCTION—AND HE WILL SEE TO IT THAT YOU BRING IT DOWN UPON YOURSELVES.
Thank you for your attention. Good morning.
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CHAPTER 4
REC #1 HATONN
TUE., JUN. 4, 1996 7:04 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 293
TUE., JUN. 4, 1996
BETRAYAL
He who would betray a “friend” was NEVER a friend! Moreover, that one would betray his own
Mother, Sister, Father or Brother.
From the very doctrine of equality and liberty and humanity comes our belief in the brotherhood of man,
through the Fatherhood of God. Within God there are no bindings of ritual or fraternity of oaths and
prattlings—only the truth of trust, faith and friendship. When that brotherhood is broken by even the most
thoughtless deed, the trust is forever broken, while replaced with suspicion and doubts in ALL further
connections.
Ye who would betray us to suit some need for your own concern or, “I’ll show you...” attitudes are not
kept covered by those you serve—for THEY TELL ALL, AND BOAST OF THE CONQUEST OF
YOUR INTEGRITY.
I remind all of you who would read this writing that NOBODY can abide a snitch for they, too, know that
you will as quickly betray them to whom you tattle. The one who sent legally private documents to the
opposing legal “takers” are less respected than the outright thieves for there are NONE left who will trust
you—especially those you served. This should always be considered because, in the ending, everyone
needs someone upon whom to lean and share. To move in with ones who claim unconditional love while
they destroy and hate are but players of charades to betray YOU also. Proof of this statement? You have
already been “told on” and tossed into the arena. Just remember also that juries do not like liars, fakes, or
snitches—either. Remember it well for forgiveness is not in consideration here, remembering lessons is of
all importance. To ask forgiveness to simply continue to cover the misdeeds is silly around these parts for
no one is NOT FORGIVEN even before the act. Forgiveness of SELF may be considered, however, for
the deed and damage is done when in the “thinking” stage for the thought is THE measurement of God—
the acts only the silly, or wise, whichever, of physical people.
Beyond all in considering your actions as in serving information out of context, and when you tamper with
client-attorney privilege—you SERIOUSLY err for YOU become the criminal in action and the judge will
toss you out of court. If, however, your intent is to bring hurt and damage to Dharma, for instance, you
succeeded but not for the reasons you might think. She realizes that when you betray HER—you betray
GOD for she serves no other team. Most of all, however, you betray SELF and those who have trusted
you and abide with you.
Don’t flatter yourself that friendship authorizes you to say disagreeable things to your intimates.
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The nearer you come into relation with a person, the more necessary do tact and courtesy become.—Oliver Wendell Holmes.
We shall turn to the next chapter in our ongoing presentation which is entitled FALLEN ANGELS. It
seems appropriate somehow. We can only hope the deeds bring joy into your consciousness as you
ponder your own worth as a friend and team-mate. I know that, when you betray anyone here, the intent
is to betray ME. Well, I do not wish to longer look upon your countenance for I can never trust your
intentions—either. You shall have to learn your lessons in the ignorance of your own narrow opinions—of
self. Go with those who sit and share their tricks and proclaim, falsely, their innocence while the proof of
their trickery is all over the public desks and documents in the failure of their own integrity. Go forth and
share with those ones for they shall appreciate your cleverness and give you accolades for your wisdom in
choosing evil intent as your actions as you join into their brotherhood. When you betray your own brother
there is nothing left over which to argue or even discuss. It is the time of “sorting” of selves into your
chosen categories of growth—in or out of goodness, loyalty, honesty, integrity and direction of travel while
in this brief state of perception. You will end up walking quite alone for the one you betrayed is ever more
your friend than those to whom you served up the betrayed. They will NEVER want you among them for
they know that if you will betray the good, you will more quickly betray the wrong intenders when THEY
cross you for the cover of their own greedy, guilty deeds. Remember always that those who practice in
ungoodly matters expose a more pious countenance and prattle than ever could an honest and goodly
person struck dumb by the attackers. YOU shall pay dearly who betray anyone for you can serve up
excuses for actions but SELF knows—SELF ALWAYS KNOWS.
[QUOTING]
PART 6, CHAPTER 5
THE HOAX OF JUDEO-CHRISTIANITY
by Calvin C. Burgin
FALLEN ANGELS
A TREE IS A TREE IS A...
Gen. 2:17 says Adam and Eve were not to eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Does
a tree have knowledge? Was this a real tree or was it symbolic of something else? When someone says
the Bible does not really mean what it actually says, I generally say, “hold your horses” (well, something
like that). It has been my experience that most often the people who say that really mean they don’t like
what the Bible says and therefore will re-interpret it into whatever they want it to say. This is what has
created so many different churches. Yet, I have to agree, that sometimes the Bible really is speaking
symbolically and not in a literal sense.
What about in this case, does the word tree ever mean anything except a literal tree? Ezekiel 31,
starting in verse 3: “Behold, the Assyrian was a cedar in Lebanon with fair branches, and with a shadowing shroud, and of an high stature; and his top was among the thick boughs.... Therefore his height was
exalted above all the trees of the field... and under his shadow dwelt all great nations.... The cedars in the
garden of God could not hide him: the fir trees were not like his boughs, and the chestnut trees were not
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like his branches; nor any tree in the garden of God was like unto him in his beauty. I have made him fair
by the multitude of his branches: so that all the trees of Eden, that were in the garden of God, envied him.
Therefore thus saith the Lord God; Because thou has lifted up thyself in height, and he hath shot up his top
among the thick boughs, and his heart is lifted up in his height; I have therefore delivered him into the hand
of the mighty one of the heathen; he shall surely deal with him: I have driven him out for his wickedness.
And strangers, the terrible of the nations, have cut him off, and have left him: upon the mountains and in all
the valleys his branches are fallen, and his boughs are broken by all the rivers of the land; and all the people
of the earth are gone down from his shadow, and have left him... all the trees of the field fainted for him. I
made the nations to shake at the sound of his fall, when I cast him down to hell with them that descend into
the pit: and all the trees of Eden, the choice and best of Lebanon, all that drink water, shall be comforted
in nether parts of the earth. They also went down into hell with him unto them that he slain with the sword...
to whom art thou thus like in glory and in greatness among the trees of Eden? yet shalt thou be brought
down with the trees of Eden unto the nether parts of the earth: thou shalt lie in the midst of the uncircumcised with them that be slain by the sword. This is Pharaoh and all his multitude, saith the Lord God.” [H:
Now, Editors, please don’t tamper with the writing above—it is, after all, from the Holy Bible in
exactness and there could not possibly be error. (???)]
This gets a bit hard to follow for most people, but I am specifically writing for the “educated” preachers
and hard core, Bible-studying Christians who take to heart the command to “study to show thyself approved unto God”. These verses in Ezekiel are comparing the Pharaoh of Egypt to “the Assyrian” who
was a tree in the Garden of Eden, a reference to Satan according to the commentators. This is another
example of how the translators lie, for the Hebrew actually does not say “the Assyrian”, it says “Ashur”.
The Ferrar Fenton Bible correctly translates it: “You saw Ashur was a cedar in Lebanon....the cedars in
the garden of God could not hide him...” If you will check Strong’s Concordance, you will find that word
translate “the Assyrian” in the King James Version is the word “Ashur”, see Strong’s #804 and #806, the
exact same word as translated in “I am that I am”, the Ashur who gave Moses the ten commandments.
Thus saith your inspired Masoretic text word of God. Bullinger’s Companion Bible note on this verse
says “the Assyrian. Ginsburg thinks this should read ashshur” and in the preface to his Bible says, “In the
Old Testament all the important readings will be given according to Dr. C.D. Ginsburg’s MasoreticoCritical Text of the Hebrew Bible.” [H: Right there you have your information that the “Bible” is
not a “Christian” book—it is a Hebrew book.]
The rebellious angel we know as Satan the Devil, the “tree” in the Garden of Eden (the fruit of which
caused Eve to become ashamed of her body), was the god who gave Moses the 10 commandments! Like
it or not, that’s what is says and I DARE you to check it out. But don’t check it out to prove me wrong;
I would hope you check it out to determine what is the truth! Can you face the truth?
Satan (Ashur) is being talked about in Ezekiel 31, and he is presented as a tree in the Garden of Eden
that was cast down to hell into the pit. In Isaiah 28:12, Satan is represented by the King of Tyre, and is
pictured as “Thou sealest up the sum, FULL OF WISDOM, and perfect in BEAUTY. Thou has BEEN
IN EDEN the garden of God... thou was upon the holy mountain of God...”
Isa. 61:3 tells of people who become “trees of righteousness”.
So we see that the word “tree” CAN apply to a person, and the Bible specifically speaks of Satan as
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a tree in the Garden of Eden, and says his name was Asher if you have eyes to see. If you study these
mentioned chapters, you will see they are speaking of the rebellious Satan who was pictured as a tree in the
Garden of Eden, full of wisdom and beauty, who was envied by other “trees” and other NATIONS,
indicating there were other nations in existence at the time Satan was in the Garden of Eden. Although we
usually say “Garden OF Eden”, actually the Bible speaks of the “Garden IN Eden” (Gen. 2:8), indicating
Eden was bigger than the Garden. When Cain was expelled from Eden, he went to the land of Nod, where
he married someone who was (possibly) already there in a land or nation that already had a name. When
God sent Cain away from Eden, Cain complained that “every one that findeth me shall slay me.” Why
would Cain say that, if he were being driven out into the wilderness where no one else lived? “And the
Lord set a mark upon Cain, lest any finding him should kill him. And Cain went out from the presence of
the Lord, and dwelt in the land of Nod, on the east of Eden. And Cain knew his wife...” If Cain were
driven into an uninhabited wilderness, why did it have a name, and where did he get his wife? Not only did
he find a wife, but the same verse says he built a city! Who helped him build the city—did he build it all by
himself? Who occupied the city, his wife and children?
Of course, we “know” that it was an uninhabited wilderness, so we reason around and come up with
possible answers. But do we REALLY KNOW what we THINK we know, or are we overlooking the
truth and reading something into the scripture that is not there? One preacher, who wrote an article
condemning the “seedline preachers”, made a big deal of accusing them of practicing what educated
preachers called “eisegesis” (reading something into the text that is not there). That word is so esoteric
that it is not even in many dictionaries. Why do so many preachers try to impress the world with big words
(I myself execrate such prehensile habitude and eschew the exorbitant obfuscation of eschatological exposition, electing the more pragmatic use of the exemplicative exemplum)? [H: Me too! And doesn’t it
sound like an attorney in full blossom?] Name-calling is another favorite practice of this love-yourneighbor-or-die crowd. These addlepated nincompoops have been sucked in by Satanic brainwashing
and spew out slop (do I sound like a preacher?).
WHAT WAS EVE’S SIN?
In Gen. 3:3. Adam and Eve are forbidden to eat of the tree “in the midst of the garden... Ye shall not
eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die.” The next time the word “touch” is used in the Bible is in Gen.
20:6 where it refers to Abimelech the King of Gerar being prevented from having sex with (touching)
Abraham’s wife/sister Sarah.
The Hebrew word “naga” which is here translated “touch”, according to Strong’s Concordance
#5060 is a euphemism for “to lie with a woman”. Prov. 6:29: “So he that goeth in to his neighbour’s wife
whosoever toucheth her shall not be innocent.” Also see #5066, “nagash”, which also is a euphemism for
“to lie with a woman”.
[H: Into every language, remember, these words have to have translation, so what do you have
when, say, a Lakota Souix translates or uses his language to describe “naga”? The word used in
that language for “the Spirit, soul, essence” is “NAGI” and sometimes is spelled in represented
English as “naga”. Can you possibly begin to realize that translations can do what deliberate
TAMPERING can never accomplish? Take BOTH, however, and you end up with a tool of
Satan himself!]
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Anybody reading Genesis for the first time will wonder why eating a fruit they were told not to eat
would make Adam and Eve ashamed of their bodies. It seems obvious that there is some kind of sexual sin
involved here. Having illicit sex has always been classified as eating “forbidden fruit”.
Then the question arises, did Eve have sex with Satan? Some feel that this is the obvious explanation
of the situation. Others are too highly brainwashed to even consider such possibility. I do not know for
sure what the truth is, but I am willing to pursue the possibilities, including the possibility that the whole
story is a total fabrication. All I know for sure is that SOMEBODY IS LYING.
Above I said that “nagash” (Strong’s #5066) means “to lie with a woman”. Eve was beguiled by a
serpent, which in Hebrew is “nachash”, Strong’s #5175. Another meaning of “nachash” is “enchanter” or
“seducer”. Eve said, “The serpent (nachash) beguiled (nasha - Strong’s #5377) me” which seems to be a
play on words. Strong’s says “nasha” means “seduced”. Interestingly, Strong’s says another meaning for
“nasha” (“Beguiled”) is to “lend on interest” or “exact usury”. I’m not a Hebrew language scholar, but it
certainly appears to me that these words have a common root, and that they have to do with sexual sin.
SO WHO WAS CAIN’S FATHER?
“And Adam knew Eve his wife; and she conceived, and bare Cain, and said, I have gotten a man from
the Lord. And she again bare his brother Abel” (Gen. 4:1,2).
The “seedline” preachers say that Cain was the son of Satan’s seduction of Eve. “Mainline” preachers
say that this verse plainly says that Adam was the father. I say that we should not eieio, er, what was that
word, oh yes, eisegate. Does this verse say Adam was the father? Perhaps only Eve knew for sure who
the father was, and she blamed it on the Lord. [H: Oh, don’t we all blame everything we do on the
Lord, from tornados to self-destruction?] Do you think Adam bought it? Now if the verse had said
“Adam begat Cain,” there could have been no argument. The Bible is full of “begats” but the word is not
used of Adam until 5:3: “And Adam lived an hundred and thirty years, and begat a son in his own likeness,
after his image; and called his name Seth.”
Please take note that when Cain was born, Eve said, “I have gotten a man from the Lord.” In almost
the same breath, the Bible says, “She again bare his brother Abel.” Nothing is mentioned about another
conception, just that she gave birth to Cain then she gave birth to Abel. Could Cain and Abel have been
twins? There is a very good possibility that they were, in the original story, and some scholars have
indicated such. But notice what was said of the next son: “Adam... begat a son in his OWN LIKENESS,
after HIS IMAGE , and called his name Seth.” It was not said of Cain that he was in Adam’s own image,
and saying that of Seth indicates a contrast to what was said of Cain.
I suggest that, if we assume the story to be true, there is a very real possibility that Cain and Abel were
twins, with the same mother and different fathers. If you know your biology you know that, while relatively
rare, this is something that can and does occur. Eve was specifically created to “be fruitful”. Cain may
have been the son of Satan and may have been dark of color, part of the reason for the friction between
Cain and Abel. The Seth line continued on down to Noah, who was “perfect in his generations” (Gen.
6:9). Bullinger’s Companion Bible says “Heb. tamim, without blemish as to breed or pedigree” then in
Appendix 26 he explains that this refers to genetic perfection, not moral perfection, and says, “This shows
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that Gen. 6.9 does not speak of Noah’s moral perfection, but tells us that he and his family alone had
preserved their pedigree and kept it pure...” Gesenius (#8435) says the word “generations” means
RACE. Let’s tell it like it is, shall we: it means Noah was not polluted by race-mixing. The other line listed
in the Bible at that time, the line of Cain, was genetically crossed or, in the words of the professors,
“polluted”, and was destroyed by the Flood. [H: So NOW, let’s look at the possibilities which
destroy, TOTALLY, the assumption of so many who would set “White” above “Dark” races—
how so do you account for the fact that once destroyed there is “again”, if nothing more—a great
MANY Dark people—both in the sense of dark intent and dark skin? Could it be that nobody
yet has it RIGHT?] The fact that the Bible says Noah’s pedigree was pure and for that reason he was
saved from the Flood, is proof that the other pedigree was mongrelized (mixed) and thus deserved to be
killed. [H: Is that what you WANT your BIBLE to teach? Do you believe it to be truthful? HOW
DO YOU KNOW? OH, WHO TOLD YOU??? Was it Jerry Falwell who proclaimed, “I am a
Zionist and proud of it!” and nagas with prostitutes? How about little Jimmy Bakker who just
sort of perverts around and now writes again his sick memoirs? The time of finding out TRUTH
is passing quickly, readers, very quickly indeed. He who dies in the lie is destined to repeat it!]
Wake up, people, if you are not too far gone already! God destroyed the world once for race-mixing.
THAT IS, IF YOU WANT TO CONTINUE TO BELIEVE EVERYTHING YOU READ IN THAT
BIBLE AND BELIEVE THAT IS WHAT THE BIBLE ACTUALLY SAYS. Frankly, I believe (and
remember that what I “believe” means nothing, especially to YOU) that the story of Adam and Eve is all
messed up and is probably not true at all. I am not preaching race hatred; I am searching for TRUTH. We
take pride in the pedigrees of our Clydesdales and Appaloosas, our Afghans and our Chihuahuas, even
our chickens and our pigs! But we seem to lose our sanity when we turn to human breeding, especially if
we are white by some quirk of our parent’s decisions. This race thing is all messed up now, and probably
was also back “in the beginning”.
I remind you, Ezek. 31:3: “Behold the Assyrian was a cedar in Lebanon...” then in verse 8 it says “The
cedars in the garden of God could not hide him... nor any tree in the garden of God was like unto him in his
beauty.” We saw that this represented Satan in type as a tree in the garden of God (also called the garden
of Eden in verses 16 and 18) who was later cast down into hell and the pit (v. 16). Get out your concordance and you will find the word “Assyrian” in from the Hebrew “Asshur” or “Ashchuwr” then look up that
word (Strong’s #806) and you will see that the word means “Black”, from the root word (Strong’s
#7835) “shachar” which means “to be dim or dark in color—be Black”. This Asshur was the God of
Moses! Think about it! [H: Now let us consider that Cain may well have been “Black” and of
another race from Eve—does that mean that all “Black” people are cursed and responsible for
ill-deeds? Of course not, it only means that if Cain was a bad kid, Cain was a bad kid. Until you
can stop your bigotry, people, you can’t even BEGIN to step into the true realms of Creator, or
the Source, Overmind, ALL. There is simply no way to work in a position, be it laboratory
scientist, or whatever, to fill the task requirements if you are stupid or refuse to do your lessons!
I also beg you to remember the creed of the great and foolish Mensa Society writer, Jason
Brent: “People may as well get used to the FACT that the elderly, infirm and stupid must be
dispatched” (killed).]
Gen. 3:14: “And the Lord God said unto the serpent: Because thou has done this, thou art cursed
above all cattle, and above every beast of the field; upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all
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the days of thy life: And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between THY SEED and HER
SEED; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shall bruise his heel.”
This is the “Protevangelium” as taught in the seminaries. Don’t you love these big words? Seminaries
are the same as other trade unions, with their secret words, languages, rituals, ceremonies, etc., reserved
for their elite.
Protevangelium: “the first gospel”. Many preachers agree that the promise of the seed of the woman
in verse 15 refers to Christ (see Gal. 3:16) as a physical descendant of the woman, but nearly everybody
overlooks the part that says that the serpent (Satan) would also have physical seed. Or should we say that
one part of the verse is literal and the other part is figurative? Isn’t that fudging? Henry Morris, in The
Genesis Record, explains it another way: “Neither Satan, who is a spirit, nor the woman would be able to
produce actual seed; only the man was created physically to do this. These two seeds, therefore, must
refer primarily to spiritual progeny” (p. 121). For some reason, most women have a hard time accepting
that only men can produce seed. Perhaps because the dictionary says “seed” means descendants, offspring, children, ovum, etc.
I John 3:12: “Not as Cain, who was of that wicked one, and slew his brother” (KJV). “We must not
be like Cain; he belonged to the Evil One, and murdered his own brother” (Today’s English Version).
“Do not be like Cain, who belonged to the evil one and murdered his brother” (New International
Version). “...not to be like Cain, who belonged to the Evil One and cut his brother’s throat;” (Jerusalem
Bible). “...unlike Cain, who was a child of the evil one and murdered his brother” (New English Bible).
“We are none of us to have the spirit of Cain, who was a son of the evil one and murdered his brother”
(Phillips Modern English). Excuse me, am I eieioing again, or does the Bible say that Cain was son of
the Evil One?
[H: I personally would hazard a big guess and say that there is absolutely no way to tell just
WHAT is said for if no “bible” says the same thing—all save one, OR NONE, are correct!]
CAUSE OF FLOOD
In Genesis 6, we read “And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and
daughters were born unto them. That the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and
they took them wives of all which they chose. And the Lord said, My spirit shall not always strive with
man, for that he also is flesh: yet his days shall be a hundred and twenty years [from the time God spoke,
until the Flood. This may have nothing to do with the normal lifespan of man, as some commentators say].
There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the
daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were of old, men of
renown. [H: Does anything sound a bit pithy and self-appreciating—if you happened to be one of
these “heretics”? “The Gods found the women to be fair...”? Say what? Does this mean that
there are no fair women in the Godly realm and just how could an etheric being have “naga” with
a physical being? Does this not sound like the prattlings of rather foolish MEN?]
And God saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every imagination of the
thoughts of his heart was only evil continually.
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“And it repented the Lord that he had made man on the earth, and it grieved him at his heart. And the
Lord said, I will destroy man whom I have created from the face of the earth; both man, and beast, and the
creeping thing, and the fowls of the air; for it repenteth me that I have made them. But Noah found grace
in the eyes of the Lord. These are the generations of Noah: Noah was a just man and perfect in his
generations, and Noah walked with God.” [H: Well, perhaps God just liked Noah’s generosity to
animals that he would build a boat to hold a whole bunch of them—being true to his “generations”. Maybe Noah’s boat never happened and perhaps Noah was only being an example of a
bigot’s pen? You cannot know from the history books called “bibles” for MAN makes the instructions books HIS OWN TOOLS! We could, in fact, debate the phrase “walked with God”
for thousands of pages. Did Noah actually walk WITH God? Did God toddle along with Noah?
Did Noah get arrested for conferring with extraterrestrials? How about “touching” extraterrestrials? Where did the Southern Texas Catfish come from? Did Noah take it aboard his dry
boat two by two? I think you might be like our good friend in Florida and consider the “two by
six” across the mid forehead to get your attention! It becomes quite obvious that a “two by
four” is not large enough for some of you!]
Why should God destroy the world, because people were eating and drinking, and marrying and
giving in marriage? [H: Oh yes, THAT is WHAT it says.] Is eating or drinking worthy of sinful death
penalties? Is marriage a sin? Some say that these verses are merely expressions meaning that people were
“doing their own thing” and ignoring God, going their own way. [H: Golly gee whiz, that is WHAT God
does and allows—Man going his own way, learning his lessons, and growing—good or bad. Should
God destroy all things and all people because YOU were a bad boy? Does that actually sound
like an intelligent thing to do or even, for that matter, the actions of a GOD-CREATOR? GODCREATOR CREATES—DESTROYERS DESTROY!]
If God destroyed the world for that reason, then he should have destroyed it BEFORE Noah, and
should have destroyed it a million or billions of times, since then. The only explanation that makes sense is
the term “sons of God” refers to “fallen angels”. Angels sometimes are shown to eat and drink, and
appear as human men. Job 1:6 tells of the sons of God, the same words used in Genesis, including Satan,
reporting to God in Heaven: “Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present themselves
before the Lord, and Satan came also among them.” Job: 2: “Again there was a day when the sons of God
came to present themselves before the Lord, and Satan came also...” These sons of God were present at
the creation of the world. Job 38:7: “When the morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God
shouted for joy.”
“STRANGE FLESH”
Jude 6 tells of the “angels which kept not their first estate, but left their own habitation” and as a result
“He hath reserved (them) in everlasting chains under darkness unto judgement of the great day, Even as
Sodom and Gomorrah, and cities about them in like manner, giving themselves over to fornication, and
GOING AFTER STRANGE FLESH, are set forth for an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal
fire.” [H: Can you people ACTUALLY BELIEVE that God’s angels seek after a “roll in the hay”
with a cute little bunny-hopper? Are you so blind as to think and then actually believe that God
would destroy a world for the sins of a few jerks who have no moral credibility and abuse women,
fornicate and rape? Would it not be a bit more likely that you nice people would be blamed for
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the dirty-minds and hands of the unGodly? You know what I mean: “...she asked for it by the
way she dressed and smiled...” Well, friends, a whole bunch walk with Satan—and few walk
WITH GOD! How can I pronounce such a conclusion? Because you don’t have the vaguest
idea of what is or who is—GOD! Neither do you know what is or who is—Satan! One is of
Spirit-Flesh and one is OF SPIRIT—yours!]
The Greek word here (and only here) translated “habitation” is “oiketerion”, Strong’s #3613, from the
root “oikeios”, Strong’s #3609, which Strong’s says means “those of his own household”. Now, friend,
look up the word “house” in Strong’s Concordance, find the entry for 2 Cor. 5:2 and you will see that the
Greek word here translated “house” is Strong’s #3613, exactly the same word translated “habitation” in
Jude 6. Now let’s read 2 Cor. 5:2: “For in this we groan, earnestly desiring to be clothed upon with our
house which is from heaven: if so be that being clothed we shall not be found naked.” These are the only
two places in the Bible where this Greek word is used, and it refers to the physical and spiritual body. It
does NOT refer to a building, a location, a situation, or any of the other false explanations of the term. The
Bible plainly, in the original, says that the (fallen) angels left their own bodies and went “after strange flesh”.
Vine’s Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words says that the Greek word translated “habitation” means “figuratively of the spiritual bodies...”
The Greek Diaglott says the words translated “strange flesh” are really “flesh of another”, “sarx”
(#4561) “heteros” (#2087). Strong’s says heteros means “other or different”. There is evidence that the
humans were doing the same thing in principal as the angels were doing—the humans were going after
“strange flesh” by having sex with animals (as well as with angels).
Some brainwashed preachers say these verses mean “God-fearing men married the daughters of men
who did not fear God.” Many commentators use this explanation, simply because they will not face-up to
the truth of what is said. This is a stupid, sexist, explanation. How come the men were righteous, and the
women were not? Since when did mixed-faith marriages produce aberrant “giant” offspring?
In 2 Peter 2:4, Peter writes of these fallen angels: “For if God spared not the angels that sinned, but
cast them down to hell (Tartarus), and delivered them into chains of darkness, to be reserved unto judgement; And spared not the old world, but saved Noah the eighth person, a preacher of righteousness,
bringing in the flood upon the world of the ungodly...”
The fallen angels were taking human wives and fathering giants (IF we take the story at face value).
They were also eating and drinking, which was forbidden for them and thus a sin for them but not for
humans. Some preachers say it is not possible for angels to reproduce with women, but the Bible only
says that they do not marry in Heaven. It does not say they cannot reproduce, it only says they are not
allowed to marry in Heaven. Besides, if human men are involved here, why were they giving birth to giants
and mighty men? Genesis 6:4: “There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the
sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty
men which were of old, men of renown. And God saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth...
And it repented the Lord that he had made man on the earth... And the Lord said, I will destroy man... But
Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord... Noah was a just man and perfect in his generations [Noah’s
genetic line was not polluted by the fallen angels. However, some of the wives carried the latent genes of
the fallen angels and giants appeared for some time after the flood].” [H: Wow! What a bunch of
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hogwash.]
After all, God reproduced through a human woman [H: Didn’t he? Read on...] and she gave birth
to Emmanuel, whom we call Jesus. We are of the same “kind” as God, just as are the angels. “Of whom
[God] the whole family in heaven and earth is named” (Eph. 3:15).
Is it possible for “angels” to have sex with humans, and produce offspring? Both Josephus (Antiquities of the Jews, Book I, Chap. 3, v. 1) and the Septuagint, the Bible of the time of Christ, plainly say that
fallen ANGELS were giving birth to giant men. They do not say “sons of God”, they say “angels”. This
was the clear understanding prior to and during the time of the early Christians.
BOOK OF ENOCH
Further proof that the common perception was that fallen angels were fathering children with human
women is given in the Book of Enoch. Enoch 6:1,2: “And it came to pass, when the children of men had
multiplied, in those days there were born to them beautiful and comely daughters. And watchers [angels,
see Daniel 4:13, 23], children of heaven, saw them and desired them, and lusted after them; and they said
one to another, ‘Come, let us choose for ourselves wives from the daughters of earth, and let us beget us
children.’” [H: Boy, this doesn’t bode well for God fathering a child with a virgin later on to clear
up the matter of infidelity, does it? Could there be something missing in the MAN’s speculation
about how things might be? WHO ACTUALLY WROTE THE WORDS IN THE BIBLE? GOD
ONLY “SPAKE” AND THAT MEANS “MAN” DID THE SCRIBBLING—BEING PHYSICAL, YOU KNOW. WHAT DO YOU PEOPLE DO WITH THOSE WONDROUS “BRAINS”
GOD GAVE AS A MOST WONDROUS GIFT? GOD HAS NO NEED TO PLAY AROUND
WITH HIS PRIVATE PARTS TO GET A KICK OUT OF LIVING—THAT IS A TRUE MARK
OF MAN “THE BEAST”. YOU make your choices about what you do with those silly toys of
yours and to write myriads of Bibles to cover your lack of discretion and your foolish actions is
insipid.]
Enoch 7:1-4: “These (leaders) and all the rest (of the two hundred watchers) took for themselves
wives from all whom they chose; and they began to cohabit with them and to defile themselves with them,
and they taught them sorcery and spells and showed them the cutting of roots and herbs. And they became
pregnant by them and bore great giants of three thousand cubits; and there were born upon earth offspring. These devoured the entire fruits of men’s labour, and men were unable to sustain them. [H: Poor
little helpless men sucked into the mire by the wicked spirits who “made them do it”—ah, perchance “the Devil made me do it”?] Then the giants treated them violently and began to slay mankind.”
[H: I could also consider that the only slain men around are slain by MEN, not by Gods. Ah, but
is it not HANDY to blame the gods, of whatever color or caste?]
Granted, Enoch is not part of THE Bible, but Jude considered it worth quoting from. We saw above
that Jude told of the fallen angels “going after strange flesh”. Jude 14 and 15 are direct quotes from the
Book of Enoch. Jude said he was quoting from Enoch (Jude 14). If Jude did not believe Enoch to be
true, he would not have quoted from it. Parts of the Book of Enoch were found among the Dead Sea
Scrolls (dated to 100 B.C.), proving that our modern copy is the same as the ancient one, and by comparing it to what Jude said, it proves he was quoting from it. This is explained in Bible Review magazine,
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1987, Vol. III, #2, article “Don’t Let Pseudepigrapha Scare You.” In the same issue is an article called
“When the Sons of God Cavorted with the Daughters of Men”, in which the author, Ronald S. Hendel,
says “For thousands of years this story has scandalized the grain of our traditional understanding of biblical
religion. But the story is there, and since it is, perhaps our traditional understanding is what’s wrong.”
Hendel is assistant professor of religious studies at Southern Methodist University. [H: Ah, and perhaps
he knows our own friend, the expert witness, Lonny Kleiver who studied Dharma and our experience? Dr. Kleiver pronounced us “real” and you will find that HATONN has a file in the
security department of the United States of America which is so top-level security as to be
ABOVE THE LEVEL OF ATTAINMENT OF THE FILE BY THE PRESIDENT! CHECK IT
OUT! Doesn’t it scare you as to WHO might then have access to such information? Ah so.]
I Peter 3:18-20: “For Christ also hath once suffered for sins... by which also He went and preached
unto the spirits in prison; Which sometimes were disobedient, when once the longsuffering of God waited
in the days of Noah, while the ark was a preparing...” This says that while Noah was building the ark,
Christ intervened and locked these particular rebellious angels in a condition of restraint (Tartarus, translated as hell in the King James Bible) until their time of judgement. [H: How can this possibly square
away with “Jesus”? Noah was a long time BEFORE the Man in Galilee.] During the days of Noah
they further disobeyed, as is evidenced by their being locked in Tartarus. What was their additional sin, if
not the sin of taking women? The Bible clearly (in the original languages) says what their sin was if you are
not too prejudiced and brainwashed to see it.
ANGELS OR DEMONS?
One preacher said, “Seedline preachers tell us that the ‘sons of God’ were angels... They assume that
because the expression ‘sons of God’ is used of angels a few times in the Old Testament, it must be
speaking of angels in this passage. However, they entirely overlook the fact that the expression ‘sons of
God’ (or Children of God) is used far more often of HUMAN BEINGS—particular God-fearing human
beings—than of angels. Further, it never seems to occur to seedline proponents that ‘sons of God’ is
hardly an appropriate expression for demonic spirits!” (emphasis his) It seems totally appropriate to me to
call demonic spirits “sons of God”, since that is what they are, and that is what the Bible calls them. May
I remind these preachers that the words “demon” or “demons” are not in the Bible; the rebellious angels
are called ANGELS and SONS OF GOD.
In the scriptures that existed during the time of Christ, what we call the Old Testament, the phrase
“sons of God” occurs in only these places: Genesis 6:2 and 4, the verses we he have just read. Job 1:6
and 2:1, where the sons of God “came to present themselves before the Lord, and Satan came also...”
And Job 38:7, while God was creating the earth, “When the morning stars sang together, and all the sons
of God shouted for joy.” That’s it, folks. Those are the only places the phrase “sons of God” is used, and
it ALWAYS means angels. You might want to include the “Son of god” used in Daniel 3:25, speaking of
an angel in the fiery furnace with Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego. Can you show me any place in the
Old Testament where the “sons of God” refers to humans? Switching from Hebrew to Greek and including the Greek terms for “children of God” is cheating and does not count. Where in the Old Testament
does the term “sons of God” EVER refer to humans (with the exception of the created son of God,
Adam)?
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There is one more verse I want to mention. Deut. 32:8: “When the Most High divided to the nations
their inheritance, when he separated the sons of Adam, he set the bounds of the people according to the
number of the children of Israel.” Since Israel did not exist until long after this, and this is speaking of all
nations (not just Israel), this verse does not make sense. However, some authorities have recognized this
problem and use a different reading: “...according to the number of the Sons of God” (Revised Standard
Version). “He assigned the realms of the nations to the various deities” (American Translation). “...how
one by one he fixed the folks, each with its guardian angel” (Moffatt). “...he set the bounds of the nations
according to the number of the angels of God” (Septuagint). This appears to me to be saying that each
nation has its own god or angel.
A fragment of Deuteronomy was found among the Dead Sea Scrolls which contains this text and it
says “the Sons of God”. Dead Sea Scroll texts use the words “sons of God” also in Duet. 32:43 and in
the same verse also calls them “angels of God”. So here are two more uses of the term “sons of God”, and
they clearly refer to angels. Bullinger’s Companion Bible says “This is why angels are called ‘sons of
God’ in every other place where the expression is used in the Old Testament...We have no authority or
right to take the expression in Gen. 6, 2, 4, in any other sense.”
[END QUOTING OF PART 6]
I want you to consider WHO tells you not to read my presentations? Oh? Could it be the ones who have
decided in their opinion WHICH of the myriads of “VERSIONS” of a bunch of MAN-CHOSEN documents to shower upon your thoughtless minds? Note that the versions foisted off onto your non-thinking
brain apparatus are NOT EVEN REASONABLE.
I can tell you right now that I have more respect for the THINKING adversary than for the brainwashed
and still dripping, sheeple of the Lies. Does this NOT sound like a teacher of God? How would you know
when you can only believe the garbage dumped upon you from the opinions of usually “guilty of perversion” men? “Perversion” also means “evil” in its most true perception because perversion, like evil, is
simply that which “draws or pulls you away from your passage TO GOD OF LIGHTED TRUTH”.
Always, readers, take careful note of that which you do in the secret darkness of desire to NOT be
discovered—and you will find the “fallen angels” and I would suggest that you may well find yourself
among MEN, not angels at all. Angels DO NOT FALL—they DELIBERATELY do that which they do
and, please, stop confusing the two ideas. The Devil can’t make you do anything—in Spirit. If you allow
him to mark your soul—that becomes YOUR problem as well. You can call the words anything you
choose—just know that concept and meaning are not changed by your opinion.
Thank you. Good morning.
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CHAPTER 5
REC #1 HATONN
WED., JUN. 5, 1996 7:09 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 294
WED., JUN. 5, 1996
CALLED TO TASK
After yesterday’s writing I am called to task about several things and explanations are demanded—and
not too nicely so. I am told that “Well, YOU quote from the Bible...” and other such reprimand for the
writings which question “some” of the Bible’s contents. Yes, like maybe most of it! Why? Because,
partly, of the following information.
Keep in mind that the Zionists are NOT the same in assumption as the Judean people. Zionists are not
necessarily even of Israeli connections—but ALL are of Israeli alliance. This is an explicit statement which
does not mean (i)srael for it indicates a State of Israel.
Israel was taken FROM Palestine and VOTED IN as a State in about the year 1948 by the United
Nations permanent member council of some five member-nations, two of which were totally communistic
(And WHO birthed Communism?).
Most of you objected when I pointed out that you are now declared by Congress to have a national
religion—under the Noahidic laws. This is FORBIDDEN by Constitutional LAW. BUT IT WAS VOTED
IN AND NOT EVEN A WRITTEN VOTE WAS CALLED—ONLY AN ORAL MUMBLE WITH
THE HALL ALMOST EMPTY. Fine, if that is what you want, it should be what you get, but I wonder
how many of you have any idea at all what it means?
Ah, but now come the Zionists calling themselves Christian Zionists (two opposing words in meaning) and
have their “Congress” meeting wherein a few words are changed and guess what you come out with for
your world presentation:
Received June 4, 1996.
[QUOTING:]
PROCLAMATION
of the
THIRD INTERNATIONAL
CHRISTIAN ZIONIST CONGRESS
The following Proclamation was adopted unanimously at the Third International Christian Zionist Congress, convened in Jerusalem from February 25th to the 29th, 1996.
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PREAMBLE
We, the delegates to the Third International Christian Zionist Congress, have assembled in Jerusalem this
29th day of February, 1996. This Congress coincides with the 3,000th anniversary celebration of the
Jewish presence in Jerusalem, the Holy City of God. Confident in the favour of God upon our endeavours,
we have convened for the following purposes:
To join the celebration of Jerusalem 3,000;
To pray for the peace of Jerusalem and to declare our firm position on the future status of the city;
To demonstrate Christian concern for Israel and the Jewish People;
To commit our fervent efforts to instruct and persuade Christians and men everywhere of the revealed
truths pertaining to Israel and the Jewish People in the Testaments of God as enlightened by the Holy Spirit;
To deliberate on the positions and measures which we must take to assist Israel and the Jewish People in
facing the challenges before them, particularly in response to the Agreements and final-status talks with the
Palestinian Arabs, the bi-lateral talks with Syria, and the need for continuing Aliyah;
To express our deep concern with and to seek to address the increasing threat posed by radical Islam to
Israel, to Christian minorities in the Middle East and to the world, while offering compassionate prayer for
those millions of people now in the Islamic faith, and
To determine the priorities for Christian Zionist efforts in the future.
AFFIRMATION OF CHRISTIAN ZIONISM
After careful consideration and prayer, we join with one heart and mind to declare and decree our firm
belief that:
1. The Bible is the inspired Word of God and is the basis of our faith as Christians following the teachings
of our Lord and the Apostles and the source of our motivation as Zionists.
2. God the Father, Almighty, chose the ancient nation and people of Israel, the descendants of Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob, to reveal His plan of redemption for the world. They remain elect of God, and
without the Jewish nation His redemptive purposes for the world will not be completed.
3. Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah and has promised to return to Jerusalem, to Israel and to the world.
4. It is reprehensible that generations of Jewish Peoples have been killed and persecuted in the name of
our Lord, and we challenge the Church to repent of any sins of commission or omission against
them.
5. The scattering of the Jewish People throughout the centuries of the Diaspora was ordained by the Lord
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as corrective, as were previous exiles, and redemptive, bringing the knowledge of the one true
God of Israel unto the Gentile nations.
6. The modern Ingathering of the Jewish People to Eretz Israel and the rebirth of the nation of Israel are
in fulfillment of biblical prophecies, as written in both the Old and New Testaments.
7. Christian believers are instructed by Scripture to acknowledge the Hebraic roots of their faith and to
actively assist and participate in the plan of God for the ingathering of the Jewish People and the
restoration of the nation of Israel in our day.
8. The Lord in His zealous love for Israel and the Jewish People blesses and curses peoples and judges
nations based upon their treatment of the Chosen People of Israel.
9. Concerning Jerusalem: It is the Holy City of the Jewish People and those of biblical faith. At the time
appointed by God, Messiah will return to sit on the everlasting Throne of David in Jerusalem and
will reign over all the world in righteousness and peace.
10. According to God’s distribution of nations, the Land of Israel has been given to the Jewish People by
God as an everlasting possession by an eternal covenant. The Jewish People have the absolute
right to possess and dwell in the Land, including Judea, Samaria, Gaza and the Golan.
11. Christians should oppose all forms of discrimination and prejudice (anti-Semitism) against the Jewish
People and the Jewish State and should seek to be a comfort and a friend to them.
12. God’s choice of Israel was a means to reach the world with His love, Word and redemption. Therefore, fulfilling the Great Commission is vital and flows out of our commitment to Israel.
SENSE OF THE CONGRESS RESOLUTIONS
Further, we are persuaded by the clear unction of our God to express the sense of this Congress on the
following concerns before us this day:
1. Because of the sovereign purposes of God for the City, Jerusalem must remain undivided, under Israeli
sovereignty, open to all peoples, the capitol of Israel only, and all nations should so concur and
place their embassies here.
2. As a faith bound to love and forgiveness we are appreciative of the attempts by the Government of
Israel to work tirelessly for peace. However, the truths of God are sovereign and it is written that
the Land which He promised to His People is not to be partitioned. It is our moral sense that Israel
and the nations err in according favour and status to the current leadership of the Palestine LIBERATION Organization and in placing in their hands land and people that are precious to God. It
would be further error for the nations to recognize a Palestinian state in any part of Eretz.
3. To the extent the Palestinian Covenant or any successor instrument calls for the elimination of Israel or
denies the right of Israel to exist within secure borders in Eretz Israel, it should be abolished.
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4. The Golan is part of biblical Israel and is a vital strategic asset necessary for the security and defense
of the entire country, no bilateral or multilateral agreements with Syria should give consent to,
either expressly or by implication, Syria’s continued occupation of Lebanon and oppression of its
Christian community.
5. Israel has the clear and lawful right to defend itself.
6. Regarding Islam, we express the following concerns with Muslim attitudes towards Jews and Christians out of a sense of compassion for the millions of people who believe that they follow in the faith
of Abraham by way of Islam, and with a commitment to intercede for them, that the Spirit of Truth
will reveal to them the true nature of the faith of Abraham:
A. We are convinced from a biblical standpoint that the Muslim concept of OAllaho is an
anti-Jewish and anti-Christian distortion of how God revealed Himself to the Patriarchs, Kings and Prophets of Israel, and how God has revealed Himself through our
Lord. We find these attitudes have their source in the portions of the QurAEan which
accuse Jews and Christians of having falsified the revelation of God given in Scripture.
B. Those elements within the Islamic faith which promote hatred of Israel and of Jewish
peoples bring spiritual bondage, evil and confusion upon themselves, their followers
and their nations. Christian compassion demands that all Christians actively seek to
free them from any such hatred towards Israel and the Jewish People.
C. The Islamic claim to Jerusalem, including its exclusive claim to the Temple Mount, is in
direct contradiction to the clear biblical and historical significance of the city and its
holiest site, and this claim is of later religio-political origin rather than arising from any
QurAEanic text or early Muslim tradition.
D. We condemn that radical view now ascendant within Islam which, by its own tenets,
advocates violence and Jihad (holy war) as a legitimate means to spread the Islamic
faith and advance the Islamic world view. We find the most pernicious expression of
such radical views is the belief that a Muslim who sacrifices his very life to kill a Jew
receives the reward of instant entry into Paradise. The practice of such beliefs poses
an increasingly unacceptable peril to Israel and a grave threat to both the Muslim and
non-Muslim peoples throughout the world. These threats must be opposed and challenged by all.
7. While Gentile believers have been grafted into that household of faith which is of Abraham (the
commonwealth of Israel), replacement theology within the Christian faith, which does not recognize the ongoing biblical purposes for Israel and the Jewish People, is doctrinal error.
8. Regarding Aliyah, we remain concerned for the fate of imperiled Jewish People in diverse places, and
seek to encourage and assist in the continuing process of Return of the Exiles to Eretz Israel. To
this end we commit to work with Israel and to encourage the Diaspora to fulfill the vision and goal
of gathering to Israel the greater majority of all Jewish People from throughout the world.
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PLEDGE
We recognize that in making and declaring this Proclamation, we engage fully in matters of great weight and
concern to the nations. As Christians we are commanded to love the Lord our God with all our heart, soul,
mind and strength and to love our neighbor as our self. Bound by His Divine love, we are yielded to a
ministry of reconciliation which yearns to reconcile humankind to our Creator and people to each other.
Therefore, we make this Proclamation with a sense of purpose and destiny, and with pure conscience,
knowing that the mercies of our Lord are ever toward us and are available to all men everywhere, and that
He will perform all that He has promised to do. Therefore, we pledge the unwavering commitment of our
lives and resources to accomplish the goals and purposes set forth herein.
APPENDIX
We rely on the following specific Scriptures, among others, as the basis for our firm beliefs:
AFFIRMATIONS:
1: Deuteronomy 8:3; Psalms 119:103, 105; Matthew 4:4; Acts 2:42; 2 Peter 1:20-21; 2 Timothy 3:16.
2. Genesis 12:1-3; Romans 11:1-2; Romans 11:28.
3. Isaiah 7:14; Isaiah 9:6; Isaiah 53; Psalms 22; Romans 15:1.
4. Luke 24:47.
5. Joshua 16:1; Luke 21:24; Romans 11:28-30.
6. Jeremiah 23:3,7,8; Jeremiah 31:8-10,23; Amos 9:13.
7 Psalms 80; Isaiah 40:1; Isaiah 49:22-23; Isaiah 60:10-12; Romans 11:17, 25.
8. Genesis 12:1-3; Joel 3:1-3; Matthew 25:36.
9. Isaiah 2; Isaiah 11; Jeremiah 3:17; Zechariah 14; Revelation 2:26-27.
10. Genesis 17:1-8; Joel 3:1-3.
11. Isaiah 40:1; Zechariah 2:8; Matthew 5:1-12.
12. Genesis 12:1; Romans 9:4-5.
[This is a NetVision Personal Home Page]
[END OF QUOTING]
Does anyone begin to see just how easy it really is to fool the world almost all the time? And, furthermore,
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can you see how handy it is to have a Kol Nidre? BUT, can you also see that the greatest weapon you
have over your enemy is TRUTH?
This greatly reminds me of George Green and George Abbott along with David Horton sending forth the
lies foisted off in their first legal pleadings. Then those records written by themselves are used as if the first
lies were truth. Keep your eyes open, readers, for you ARE now run as a subsidiary of Israel.
Jesus, you see, is the NAMED entity to be head of the Illuminati and right on down the line. Remember
that the Jesus you think you get is NOT. Think carefully: What’s in a NAME? The above “sounds good”?
Look carefully; then weep for your world. Remember that it is never the first cancer cells that kill but,
rather, the last acquired. However, of course it is the first one that is the deadly one for from that multiplying mutation comes all the rest. It is absolutely within your rights and freedom to believe anything you wish
but, if you take such as “this” above at face value as something about loving the neighbor and living in
peace—forget it. I do wonder, however, as to just how such narrow proclamations can be offered TO
THE WORLD when a handful of Freemen can’t sit and mind their own business in Montana, U.S.A. and,
frankly, why a handful of separatists in a land birthed on the freedom of being a separatist and religious
“anything” is given that freedom in your very Constitution and cannot exist, much the less, express. I do
not speak of lawbreaking hoodlums—I speak of quiet people like Weavers of Idaho, etc., who build their
cabins on remote hilltops and bother no one. But no, it is NOT alright to take from a neighbor or foist off
on anyone or any neighbor that which is forced by your mouth or hand.
You make a big fuss over “informed consent” and “informed rights”—have you any REAL idea of that
which you babble? Until you ARE informed, you have no “right” or “right to make consent”—FOR
ANOTHER! YOU have every right to make your own errors or correct passage for SELF and NO
other. And, furthermore, you WILL SOMEDAY STAND RESPONSIBLE FOR THE FOOLISH ERROR OF BEING UNINFORMED.
Readers, you CLAIM to want “freedom” but you don’t want the responsibility of freedom. You want
“freedom” only for self in your own perception. THAT is NOT freedom—that is wanting to control, in
your own justified status of decision-maker—not responsible leadership. How many of you are like Dr.
Leary’s suggested stance: “Turn on, Tune in, Drop out.”? You don’t have to have or use drugs to do any
of these things. All you have to do to accomplish such nonsense is to simply be irresponsible in your own
circumstance, stay uninformed, and bellow your opinions without any knowledge whatsoever of that which
you spout and spew forth.
I find the announcement about one of the Freemen’s neighbors who said: “We are Christian people up here
and demand the laws be enforced. The FBI should go in there and blast those kooks off the map!” A
Christian like that, I would guess, would make a CHRIST awfully proud of His teaching success as to
“right” and “wrong”. I would certainly like to meet the “preacher” of that man’s Sunday church. Well, you
might say, “...but that man is a Mormon...” Oh, I thought the title of the Mormon Church was/is Church of
JESUS CHRIST of Latter Day Saints! Can’t you people make up your minds? You want me to come
there and pull off a pressure coup and make things right? How can you make things right when you people
already think you are right? No thank you—you do whatever you are going to do and leave me out of it.
Certainly you do not want God-Creator to witness your Kali (total chaos). You don’t mind having “Jesus”
witness your bloodletting for you dumped your sins, after all, onto him and so he should certainly under48

stand. However, and pay attention—that JESUS you crucify is NOT THE MAN OF GALILEE NAMED
EMMANUEL (BYANY SPELLING). THAT man of Galilee would be in that ranch/farm bringing out the
people and standing with them in the courts to defend their “rights” or explain their mistakes. How many
of YOU are willing to do that? Martyrdom? No, foolishness! If they be right, all the DYING in the world
will not prove a thing, for after you are dead there is nothing to prove your truth—only myths about what
may or may not have happened in any given experience. The people of Justus, Montana may well be
totally right—but, if nothing changes in circumstances, they are going to be DEAD RIGHT.
These could be compared to little ducks on a little pond in example—distracting while the BIG ducks on
the BIGGER pond do their own thing. The REALLY MEGA-ducks are enjoying the distraction while
getting their own deadly games won or their artillery aligned to take the play.
I trust that CONTACT is updating the events at Justus on the phone line for things change so quickly as to
be non-news by the time the paper is published. Peter Kawaja is now appointed a spokesperson for the
updates of the Montana group and also there are daily updates in other writings. I hope you are being able
to obtain those for I am unable to keep abreast of those for you.
There is fear by the Government that there are documents which can support the group and bring down the
FBI, in that “compound”. I like that term representing a 900-acre farm site. (Note also that those military
armed war machines are now called Rescue vehicles.) Of course there are documents to prove the “right”
of the citizens—not the least of which is called the CONSTITUTION.
Peter’s last paragraph in his “update” is the stunner, however: “I have heard that these people inside the
ranch are not going to lay down if there is an assault, like WACO. So that has got the yella belly slime
worried about their butts even though they are trained assassins with the highest tech/powered military
hardware.” No, Peter, you are WRONG. They most certainly are NOT WORRIED. They are simply
waiting until you-the-people demand “law and order” to take them out and save face. You have to
understand something: TODAY you don’t have to have a bloodbath to pick off the offending parties and
call it suicide. You people are still in the handgun mentality while your enemy is in the technical age of mass
genocide. If they want to show you “terror” they will accomplish their mission one way. If they want to
hide their atrocities they will do it another way. I can promise you that, as it is going, the Freemen can’t stay
in isolation forever and certainly the culprits of injustice can’t stand a FAIR trial or any other HEARING.
Don’t you realize, readers, that one lobbed-in virus-tipped shell can take out Justus, Montana and everyone in the “compound” in less than an hour and it will be called Hanta-virus or something equally as silly?
Then it will be “an act of God” and you will all praise the fine leadership who isolated those poor people so
they couldn’t spread that terrible patriot disease to you-the-people.
But, don’t I have enemies? I am asked this over and over again and I repeat over and over again: NO! I
only have opposition players in this game of expression. Why do I call it a game? Because all life in
contradiction or confrontation is but a game of one idea against the idea of another. I KNOW that “soul”
is far more advanced and higher in existence than any PHYSICAL being and therefore I hold the ultimate
weapons of this game. Since I demand nothing of anyone it behooves my “so-called enemies” to help me
so that I can STAY OUT OF THEIR AFFAIRS. It especially behooves them to keep their agreements
WITH ME for I can be a most nasty opponent or a veritable bottomless container of agreeableness. I DO
NOT COMPROMISE but I most certainly DO NEGOTIATE—and YOU need to learn the difference.
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I think you noted, as did I, the necessity of destruction of a most important Arian missile launch yesterday.
Hummnnn—and what, exactly, do you-the-people think was aboard that aborted flight save THREE
satellites? Don’t you notice that every Shuttle launch is accompanied before, during, or after, by an Arian
launch? Why do you think that would be? Ah, the intrigue with its myriads of distractions is seemingly
endless. So be it. Ah, may you walk in beauty...er, well, may you find some beauty somewhere in which
you might hide. “But it has come to pass in the time of the Sleepers that there came to be no place to run
and nowhere to hide—save in the Hollow of God’s hand and most living human beings know not GOD.”—
an old saying by Me.
Ludwig von Mises in Planned Chaos stated it very well, that elusive ever-changing illusion of stability,
when he observed the following:

THE LIBERATION OF THE DEMONS
The history of mankind is the history of ideas. For it is ideas, theories, and doctrines that
guide human action, determine the ultimate ends men aim at and the choice of the means
employed for the attainment of these ends. The sensational events which stir the emotions
and catch the interest of superficial observers are merely the consummation of ideological
changes. There are no such things as abrupt sweeping transformations of human affairs.
What is called, in rather misleading terms, a “turning point in history”, is the coming on the
scene of forces which were already for a long time at work behind the scene. New ideologies, which had already long since superseded the old ones, throw off their last veil, and
even the dullest people become aware of the changes which they did not notice before.
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CHAPTER 6
REC #2 HATONN
WED., JUN. 5, 1996 10:31 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 294
WED., JUN. 5, 1996
[QUOTING]
PART 7, CHAPTER 6
THE HOAX OF JUDEO-CHRISTIANTIY
by Calvin C. Burgin
KNOWLEDGE FROM THE ANCIENTS
NEPHILIM
The word “Nefilim” stems from the Semitic root NFL which means “to cast down”. The word “nefilim”,
which is left untranslated in Genesis 6:4 in some versions of the Bible, means “those who were cast down
upon the earth”, or in other words, it means the fallen angels. Young’s Concordance says that the word
“naphal” (from the root NFL) means be cast down, fall, fall down, be fallen, etc. These “sons of God”
who were marrying “daughters of men” and producing giant children were fallen angels, what some now
call demons. Strong’s Concordance says the word “nephilim” (#5303) comes from the root #5307,
“naphal”, which he says means “fall” or “cast down”, and says the Chaldean equivalent (#5308) means
“fall down”. Don’t take my word for it; look it up and prove it for yourself.
Ronald Hendel, in the article previously quoted, says “nephilim literally means the `fallen ones’” and
said they were “half god, half human”.
Think about what that means. The fathers of these beings COULD FLY! At one time, they attempted
to take over God’s throne (according to the story). They were there when the earth was created! They
knew about what we now call Australia and America. They knew how many planets were in the solar
system. Noah talked to these beings. He knew them personally. He was one of them! The Babylonians
said they learned about astronomy from the Sumerians, and the Sumerians were Noah’s family! Either this
is true, or the stories are not true and you may as well throw away your Bible.
In studying the archaeology of ancient Sumer and Babylon, you will find many statues and carvings of
larger than normal men, some of them being depicted with wings. THESE WERE REPRESENTATIONS
OF REAL PEOPLE. People such as Gilgamish, Utnapishtam, etc., really existed, and the so-called myths
telling about these people were based on real events and facts. The ancient cuneiform tablets say that
Gilgamish was part god and part human. This was the truth, in the fact that his ancestor was an angel
(fallen) and his mother was human. Again I say, this is the truth IF you believe the stories.
C. Leonard Wooley was one of the world’s foremost archaeologists. He wrote a book called The
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Sumerians in which he showed quite clearly that when Egyptian civilization was just beginning, Sumerian
civilization was already old. He directed the excavation of Ur of the Chaldees and found many cuneiform
tablets. Among his finds were lists of the kings of Sumer. Larsa list #1 gives the names of one line of kings
BEFORE the Flood! I shall list them here in the following order: Name, city, and length of reign.
The tablet says, “When kingship was lowered from Heaven kingship was first in Eridu.” Then it lists
the following:
A-lu-lim, Nunki, 28,800 years.
A-la(l)-gar, Nunki, 36,000
En-me-en-lu-an-na, Bad-tabira, 43,200
En-me-en-gal-an-na, Bad-tabria, 28,800
Dumuzi “the shepherd” [thus was the original Tammuz], Bad-tabira, 36,000
En-Sib-zi-an-na, Larak, 28,800
En-me-en-dur-an-na, Sippar, 21,000
(?)du-du, Suruppak, 18,600
Then the list says, “The Flood came. After the Flood came, kingship was sent down from on high.”
The Larsa list then continues with 23 more names of the kings of the First Dynasty of Kish, after the flood.
Samuel Dramer, in The Sumerians, Their History, Culture and Character, p. 92 said the Sumerians
counted by sixes, not by tens. They had a particular character for the number 6, a different character for
the number 60, and another character for the number 600. For instance, to express 3600, they used
another symbol, not 6 x 600 as we do.
This 600, 60 and 6 can be traced from Sumer to Babylon and then on down to the Roman Empire
(“Mystery, Babylon the Great” and “his number is six hundred threescore and six”). We still preserve this
system with our 360 degrees in a circle, 60 seconds in a minute, and 60 minutes in an hour.
THE ANUNNAKI
[H: Yes, I really DO suggest you pay attention.]
Zecharia Sitchin in The 12th Planet, which was the first of a series of books he wrote on ancient
Sumeria, tells of stories that have been translated about the ancient Anunnaki. Who were these people the
Sumerians called the Anunnaki?
Sitchin, in his second volume, p. 100, said the Anunnaki were “Those of Heaven Who Are On Earth”.
Christian O’Brien makes it plainer. Christian was head of the Iranian oil industry when he retired in 1970
and was an explorations geologist. He discovered and excavated the Tchoga Zambil ziggurat. He wrote
a book called The Genius of the Few and on page 37 he says: “The Anannage [also called Anunnaki],
therefore, were the Sumerian equivalents of the biblical Angels.” There are THOUSANDS of clay tablets
that tell of these (“fallen”) angels. One group, the Library of Ashurbanipal, contained over 25,000 clay
tablets, arranged in order by subject. Once you understand that these tablets tell stories about angels, you
can learn some fascinating information about them. Most historians consider these tablets to be mythological stories and are blind to the reality of what is before them.
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The fallen angels married human women and produced offspring called “giants”, “Nefilim”, and “men
of renown” in Bible translations. Sitchin, p. 171, says: “What, then, does the term Nefilim mean? Stemming from the Semitic root NFL (‘to be cast down’), it means exactly what it says: It means those who
were cast down upon Earth!” The term apparently at times applies both to the fallen angels and the
offspring they produced.
I had always been taught in church that angels could not have sex, and that no one knew for sure just
what the Nefilim were. After doing my own research, I was surprised to learn that there are many thousands of written (cuneiform) records of these nefilim. Young’s Concordance (and Strong’s) says the
Hebrew word “naphal” means “cast down”, “to cause to fall”, “be cast down”, “fall down”, “be fallen”,
etc., and Bullinger’s Companion Bible in Appendix 23 and 25 gives plenty of proof that the “sons of God”
in Genesis 6:2 were fallen angels and he says (p. 28 of Appendices) “nephilim, which means fallen ones
(from Hebrew naphal, to fall).” [H: Perhaps one of your problems in visualization of the meaning of
this message is in what you probably perceive rather than what is reality in presentation and
manifestation. Do YOU think of these “angels” as flapping-around winged vapors? Perhaps if
you think of them as becoming solid form, as in physical form, you might better understand the
circumstances enough to get over the mystical magic of the moment and realize the possibilities
inherent in truth.]
Bullinger also quotes the Bible: “There were Nephilim in the earth in those days (i.e., in the days of
Noah); and also AFTER THAT, when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men and they bare
children to them, the same became (the) mighty men (Heb. gibbor, the heroes) which were of old, men of
renown (lit. men of the name, i.e., who got a name and were renowned for their ungodliness).” When
Bullinger says “men of the name” he is speaking of “men of shem” as he says shem means name, but Sitchin
says it means space men or men of the rockets (or men of the planets, per Godfrey Higgins).
The Moffatt Bible says Gen. 6:1: “Now when men began to multiply over all the world and had
daughters born to them, the angels noticed that the daughters of men were beautiful, and they married any
one of them that they chose... (It was in these days that the Nephilim giants arose on earth, as well as
afterwards, whenever angels had intercourse with the daughters of men and had children born to them;
these were the heroes who were famous in the days of old.)”
The Bethel Edition of the Sacred Names Scriptures by Jacob O. Meyer says: “And it came to pass,
when men began to multiply on the face of the ground, and daughters were born unto them, that the sons
of Elohim saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all that they chose.
And Yahweh said, My Spirit shall not strive with man for ever, for that he also is flesh, yet shall his days be
a hundred and twenty years. The Nephilim were in the earth in those days, and also after that, when the
sons of Elohim came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them; the same were the
mighty men that were of old, the men of greater abilities than ordinary humans, they were not always of
gigantic physical height, although they often were. Also, we count by tens because we have ten fingers and
ten toes. Some (many, all?) of the Nephilim had six fingers and six toes on each hand or foot (see 2 Sam.
21:20, I Chron. 20:6), which would indicate why they counted by sixes and twelves, and is where we got
our number systems of dozens, 12 (and 24) hours in a day, 360 degrees in a circle, why we buy eggs by the
dozen instead of tens, etc. This is the ultimate origin of the “666” system of Satan.
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One of the Nefilim was Gilgamesh, a prominent name in Sumerian and Babylonian literature. Another
was Goliath, who was slain by David. In Genesis 25, the descendants of Abraham’s other wife Keturah
are listed. Verse 3: “And Jokshan begot Sheba, and Dedan. And the sons of Dedan were Asshurim....”
Young’s Concordance says the word Asshurim means “mighty ones”.
[H: This does get a bit far-fetched seeing that the UNUSUAL circumstance and considered
“freak” is to have six fingers or toes and, if these descriptions be accurate, would there not be
more people exhibiting 6 digits on hand and foot? Let us now consider the depiction of aliens
(space) who seem to present with only three fingers and possibly a thumb. That would add up to
four—so perhaps there is more to this story than is presented here. Let us see if and how this is
accounted for as we move on.]
ANCIENT KNOWLEDGE
These fallen angels, called Nefilim (Nephilim, Naphalim, Nafalim, etc.) in the Bible and Anunnaki or
Anannage [H: Goodness me, do you think “Anasazi” could fit in here somewhere?] in the clay
tablets, passed on information to humans that was otherwise impossible for humans to know. One group
of tablets told of three different ways of calculating distance between stars. Some told of Bode’s Law, a
“modern” astronomical law by which one can predict the orbit of planets. Our modern Zodiac was
originated by these beings. They identified constellations in the Southern sky (as revealed by the ancient
tablets), which they (that is, normal humans in Mesopotamia) could not have seen. The tablets show that
they knew the world was round.
[H: Since these visitors seem to act pretty stupid and uninformed, having to count with toes and
fingers, think ye that possibly there is more to this story of evolvement and placement than
meets YOUR eyes? These seem to represent pretty primitive groups TO ME. Is it possible that
groups are placed according to “grade level” growth in any physical manifestation? Some will
grow and learn while some will remain in the ignorance of mythology, mysticism, drug cultures
and act in robotic-prisoner fashion. Is it just possible that God Creator KNOWS WHAT HE IS
DOING? To be worthy of Creator in greater knowing—there has to be a learning progression.
In this sense any planet of physical dimension (third) will only offer that very dimension in order
to complete the “course”. These third-dimension planets are referred to by your term: Prisons.
You can and could get “off” but you DON’T KNOW HOW! Your level of civilization cannot
function in a higher place where intelligence, balance, and knowing prevail. You cannot put the
second grade bully in charge of the blowing-up of the world. Oh, yes indeed, that is as far as you
have gone, friends. You still reside in the world of plunking anything that will or won’t hold still
with your protuberances and call it fun regardless of the consequences to the “other” involved.
You are still in the penile stage of development which is so primitive to the developed peoples of
the cosmos as to find you disgusting.]
Professor H.V. Hilprecht (The Babylonian Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania), after
studying several thousands of tablets, said that “all the multiplication and division tables from the temple
libraries of Nippur and Sippar, and from the library of Ashurbanipal (in Nineveh) are based upon [the
number] 12,960,000.” The precession of the equinoxes is called a Great Year and is a cycle of 25,920
years. The number 25,920 divides into 12,960,000 exactly 500 times. [H: Yes, and some apples are
red, some are green and others are yellow. Some are even rotten.] This not only is evidence of their
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knowledge of the Great Year, but indicates that their numbering system was set up 12,960,000 years
earlier. This is information that was “impossible” for the Sumerians to know, and was also totally useless
information. So how did they learn it? [H: Perhaps the same way all useless information is conjured!].
The 25,920 cycle is also sometimes called the Platonian Year, which means Plato knew about it. [H:
Ah, but more important, did Socrates agree? Plato developed HIS OWN references—even to
the Socratonian philosophy - by Plato.] He (Plato) no doubt learned it ultimately from the Sumerians.
One tablet identified as AO.648 (Sitchin, p. 197) lists the twenty six major stars visible along the
Tropic of Cancer, and gives the distances between them measured in three different ways. One is measured by a unit called “mana shukultu” which means “measured and weighed”. Compare this with the
ancient Aramaic term “Mene” in Daniel 5:25, which means “God hath numbered thy kingdom” (v.26).
Our word “money” can be traced back to the Sumerian word “mana” (through the goddess Moneta). The
Sumerian term was related to the weight of escaping water over the passage of time. The second column
of figures gave the distance between the stars in degrees of arc, and the third column gave the distance in
“beru ina shame” each one of which was equal to 11,693 yards.
Ezek. 28:13 says that Satan was in charge of the earth and there was commerce going on, perhaps
musical instruments were being made and gold and gemstones were being mined. Sitchin, The 12th
Planet, p. 327, paperback edition, says: “The ancient texts described the Anunnaki as the rank-and-file
gods who had been involved in the settlement of Earth—the gods ‘who performed the tasks’,” then he has
several pages of quotes from the tablets about the mining activities that were going on, for gold and other
metals and minerals.
Genesis 4:22 says Tubalcain was “an instructor of every artificer in brass and iron”. Note that there
was no such thing as a bronze age and an iron age—they were contemporary. There were bonze CULTURES and iron CULTURES, just like in modern Australia where there is, or at least was a few years
back, a stone-age culture or pre-stone age culture along side a modern iron age culture (perhaps we
should call it a steel age culture).
KHAR-SAG
According to O’Brien, the Garden of Eden was called Khar-sag in the tablets. Enoch 6:6 says:
“Altogether, they were two hundred who descended in the days of Jared, on the summit of Mount Hermon.”
Jared was ancestor of Noah.
Kharsag [H: Doesn’t that term sort of scare heck out of you?] was originally at Nippur, southeast
of where the modern ruins of Babylon are now. Nippur was where the Garden of Eden was (according to
most “authorities”). When they were driven from the Garden, Kharsag was moved to Mt. Hermon, a
mountain on the northeastern border of Palestine near Lebanon and Syria. There is a modern village in
Lebanon called Ehdin (Eden).
People have wondered for ages where the Garden of Eden was located. This POSSIBLE answer is
simple when you learn that the word for “heads” in Genesis 2:10 is what we now call “mouths”. People
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have been looking at the rivers backwards. Gen. 2:8: “And the Lord God planted a garden eastward in
Eden...” The Garden of Eden faced to the East, that is you had to enter on the East side and I think that is
what this verse means. Gen. 2:10: “and a river went out of Eden to water the garden; and from thence it
was parted, and became into four heads. The name of the first is Pison: that is it which compasseth the
whole land of Havilah, where there is gold; And the gold of that land is good: there is bdellium and the onyx
stone. And the name of the second river is Gihon: the same is it that compasseth the whole land of
Ethiopia. And the name of the third river is Hiddekel: that is it which goeth toward the east of Assyria. And
the fourth river is Euphrates.”
If you get a good map of Iraq, you will see a river to the right of the Tigris that intersects, best I
remember, roughly about Basra. This was the Pison. If it is a really good map, you will see a Wadi to the
left of the Euphrates that intersects at roughly the same area. This was the Gihon, and is now a river only
when it rains. The Hiddekel is now called the Tigris. Havilah is located in Gen. 25:18 and I Sam. 15:7.
The rivers entered Eden then came to a head into one river which then exited Eden into the ocean. The
shoreline is much farther away today than it was back then, because of silting.
Ethiopia used to include Saudi Arabia. The Queen of Sheba, who was Queen of Ethiopia, actually
lived in what is now called Yemen. My explanation of the Garden of Eden’s location is only a possibility,
and I have some doubts.
[END QUOTING OF PART 7]
I think this is a good place to break this writing for the chapter is too long to include in total in this writing.
We will take up with the Epics of Kharsag when we again have time to devote to this topic.
I ask that all of you have patience before you draw undue conclusions.
You close to me have already been waiting for the return of the Anunnaki, haven’t you? Well, own up to
what you think! I weary of you hopping to conclusions and then denying that you did so. Does return of
the Anunnaki mean the return of GOD’S PEOPLE (hosts)? Does the return of such as the Anunnaki mean
return of Space cadets? Does it actually mean anything at all and will the Anunnaki even represent anything
at all that you EXPECT? Are they nice people or dastardly dragons of some kind? Does ancient history
make a thing “right”? Does contacting a spirit soul in another dimension mean you have a GOOD AND
PERFECT contact? Of course not. Are you next going to turn around and ask GOD to deliver and save
you from those awful (or goodly) Anunnakis? Do you remember the book that Nora writes ABOUT? It
is called the Babylonian Talmud! You had better be finding out about these travelers because the “GAMES”
are about to begin and it would behoove you to find out to which team you are assigned! Will you be on
the Christian-Zionist Biblicist list, The Christian-Zionist Talmudic list, The Zionist Talmudic Khazarian list of
disaster seekers, or just drifting in a stupor trying to chase rainbows and hug trees? This doesn’t even
include the Islamic, Hindu, et al. of all religions—just the ones you hear squeaking the most. Will your next
raper be tall like Bush or little like Shamir? Will you have a Talmud to protect you, a Koran, a Torah, or
a Bible of some kind like the hundreds of versions to thrust against your visitors—OR WILL YOU HAVE
GOD? Oh yes, indeed, you DO have a choice. You who live in constant reference to the worldly greed
and physical expression shall be consumed by it. It is exactly THAT SIMPLE. It does not matter WHO
IS RIGHT OR WRONG in assigning historical data to this one or that one—it matters only WHAT IS
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RIGHT AND WHAT IS WRONG AND WHAT YOU DO WITH IT. WHAT AND WHO IS god VS.
GOD? A “god” will enslave you—GOD OFFERS FREEDOM. The choice is up to you individually. I
can give you a clue as to recognition as to name versus truth—Aton and Amun are very different terms.
One serves the physical and dark side of form—Aton is the One Light of Source. “G-o-d” is simply a
label, nothing more. It is for identification just as is king, diety, jackrabbit or turkey buzzard. So why do
we bother you with Sumerian texts and myths? Because it is a long time past WISE to not know your
roots and your history! Trust me!
God creates and never “destroys”. He can and does “uncreate” in that the doing is lost to all data—all
recordings. GOD DOES NOT MAKE MISTAKES! You can KNOW you have error in source if
someone touts that God said He erred in, for instance, making “man”. GOD DOES NOT MAKE MISTAKES! MAN MAKES MISTAKES. GOD DOES NOT JUDGE—MAN JUDGES.
Will man change enough while casting off the evil intentions sufficiently to allow God to divert the planet of
Bitterness from your place? We shall see for when the return of the brothers comes again it shall be a bitter
cup indeed. And brethren, you cannot find your way if you have no idea where you want to go!
You can lay quite comfortably on a bed of two-foot spikes if they be glued together in quantity enough—
but to lie upon ONE two-foot spike in the area of the heart—you shall surely find pain and die. All you
have gained in your failure to see and hear—is that you have accomplished the laying upon a bed of nails
wherein you cannot note the offensive ONE which kills. You have become people upon a sea of everchanging illusions and shifting tales which you come to believe simply because they are presented unto you.
You fail to place your anchor in TRUTH so that you can stablize and glean from the water your sustenance
and LIFE. If your soul be not anchored in its source—it is but another dingy on the sea of shifting waters
waiting in the lost vastness of the wilderness. Where do you cast your anchor this day? It behooves you
to consider that very carefully. You can have a very long tether to your anchor and rise and fall as the tides
wash in and out—but if you are solidly anchored you shall not drift far from your chosen station. May you
come to use wisdom in all your choices.
Thank you and good day.
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CHAPTER 7
REC #1 HATONN
THU., JUN. 6, 1996 7:19 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 295
THU., JUN. 6, 1996
(6-6-’96)
Does the 6-6-’96 mean anything? I am asked this quite often this month. Yes indeed, it means it is June
6th, 1996. It had more meaning on 6-6-year 6! And, how many people do you know off hand with 6
fingers on their hands? Could it be that there is not a lot to attend on any such calculations—other than that
the dead avengers of the LIVING are at work with their games and trickery to distract you? Satan
chooses up “unlucky” and “lucky” days—GOD PRESENTS YOU A WORLD FOR YOUR CREATING! MAKE IT ANYTHING YOU LIKE. IF YOU COME UP WITH A CELEBRATION DAY OF
THE ADVERSARY—PAY ATTENTION AND TAKE CARE OF YOURSELVES. THE BIG BAD
WOLVES ARE GOING TO BE MAKING MORE AND MORE ASSAULTS ON YOU, THE GOOD
LITTLE FOXIES AS THEY RUN SHORTER ON TIME FOR THEIR WORLD 2000.
What do you have to look forward to in the remainder of this decade? 100-to-200-mile-an-hour winds
blowing almost constantly at that speed for days upon end. Growing crops will be all but impossible above
ground. With the changing “pressures” there will be tornadoes unheard of prior to these days and they will
be devastating for so much damage will be done by the wind as to leave the lands stripped. As the fields
are devastated, the topsoil will blow for thousands of miles and fires will burn out of control and soil
erosion will be appalling.
By the way, you will wish you had not contributed to the mass murder of citizens of America. You have
become the world’s most atrocious killers and mass murderers. Oh yes, YOU HAVE; you kill thousands
of unborn babies every year as if it were birth-control cream. You have allowed the Constitutional Anarchists to take America and become the greatest and most infamous mass serial killers in world history. You have killed deliberately, and for convenience, more people than either Joseph Stalin or Hitler—
Stalin being responsible for far more murdering than Hitler ever thought about. Is it not nice for the
Mothers and Fathers of the children? They don’t have to worry about a son or daughter being slain in
battle for Freedom—they murder them in the womb or in the birth canal. Do you actually think Billy Clyde
Clintonista and his butterfly, Billiary Bonnie Rodham, give a damn about your children? They use children
for the ritual plucking of the virginal flower.
Women’s RIGHTS? Right to choose? Freedom of CHOICE? Come now, ladies and gentlemen—you
have destroyed the RIGHT to have acceptance by GOD for your actions—AND THAT, FRIENDS,
WAS AND IS—YOUR CHOICE. When you can line up to have murder committed on your very own
flesh and blood offspring—there is no level of non-caring left in which to sink. When you destroy your
offspring for an illicit romp in the hay—you have gone about as far as you can go!!
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No, people, you have asked and I am going to answer! You have made this bed in which you now lie and
all the King’s horses (asses) and all the King’s men, cannot put the beds together again. So NOW, you
want GOD CREATOR to “fix” it! No thank you; you did it—you fix it!
Why do I bring up abortion and make you feel guilty? Because you are in the radiation belt—call it
whatever you like and your babies are going to become blighted and will be unable to survive well even if
you let them be born. They will be sickly and mutated after a while from the terrible radiation of, YES, the
Photon Belt rays. Those added to the increased deliberate pulsing from the artificial frequency grid about
your planet. And don’t think the Elite Hogswill will suffer—they will live out their days, most of them
anyway, in security bunkers feasting on your food put away against the days of your starvation. At the rate
you are moving toward the whirlpool of trouble—you are IN THE FAMINE STAGE and don’t even
seem to take notice except to worry about your appearance and your waistline. You will relish having
those fat pads in the not-too-distant future looming directly ahead of you. If you can’t grow food—you
will starve because all the artificial “stuff” you cram into your faces will become the things that kill you.
Remember Marie Antoinette who claimed that if the “rabble” didn’t have bread to eat, in France, “let them
eat cake”. I suppose she also said, as her head rolled forth on the block; “...but I needed those teeth to eat
cake!”?
Do I come to show the way through? Yes, but such as George Green, et al., stole your “present” in stealing
your property, funds and equipment. You have had a loss for those first precious years on the farm, then
the farmer took the equipment paid for by one of your own readers, and then turned in the farm owner
because he had a toilet in an extra room for use as a visitor bedroom. There was also a cemented-andshored-up root cellar for storage and safety as the winds pick up and soon begin to form tornado funnels.
These places are and were for grain storage rooms, safe from the vermin—but he said they were without
permit (and after all, readers, HE WAS A LICENSED CONTRACTOR AND THEREFORE KNEW
BETTER?). While George Abbott buys his vodka and mix—will you have had the funds to buy another
month’s supply of grain? Well, this is THE way it reads, people. Your choices have been expensive while
those toads continue to try to destroy everything YOU HAVE WORKED AND SHARED FOR. This is
the plight of the whole of the WORLD, not just here in a small township where the dying lizards continue
their efforts to stay alive themselves while feasting upon your bodies after sucking all the blood from your
veins.
While standing off the Freemen, the FBI alone is stopping the growing of hundreds of tons of grain, cattle,
and other products that only FARMS such as the Freemen’s can produce. Remember this when your
tummy aches and your children beg for food. Starvation brings people into total CONTROL.
Maybe I should interrupt the ongoing Saggy of who and what you are and your origins, to offer you a rerun
of an article by Dr. John Coleman on Mad Cow Disease.
[QUOTING, WORLD IN REVIEW: April 1996:]
“MAD COW SYNDROME”
“IS SOMEONE TRYING TO KILL US?”
Elsewhere we report on the wildfire spread of infectious disease and the horrifying rise in deaths
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from AIDS. It is with this in mind that we report on the following serious danger facing the citizens of the
United States.
The American people are great meat eaters, with more and more of it being consumed each year.
Meat, as far-fetched as it seems, may be the next vehicle for a great plague in the land; all the signs are
there if we want to see them. What makes for concern, is that so many of the Committee of 300
companies are engaged in the food growing and processing industry. Recently, I had occasion to
look at the range of products made by Nestle; there was not one of them that should go into the human
body, yet Nestle has a multi-billion dollar turnover in the U.S.
One of the companies to watch closely is Monsanto, a major producer of agricultural chemicals
and supplements for meat and chicken. One of Monsanto’s products is genetically engineered bovine
growth hormone (BGH). What is BGH? It is the first of several genetically engineered products
in animal growth. Research is said to have cost Monsanto $1 billion, and as soon as the FDA
approves it, pharmaceutical giants like Upjohn, Eli Lily (Dan Quayle’s family has a large stockholding in this company) [H: And did you know that Danny Quayle is a distant cousin to George
Bush?], and American Cyanamid, have their own brand of genetically engineered BGH ready and
waiting.
BGH produces an insulin-type growth factor (IGF-1), which is the same in cattle and humans.
There has been virtually no testing of BGH and IGF, so that nobody knows what these do to the human
body when ingested. The FDA’s Center for Veterinary Medicine is stacked with industry supporters who
are there to make sure that there is no attempt made in the future to regulate totally unregulated
drugs for the animals industry. It is a free-for-all as matters stand. Moreover, the agency says
it lacks the manpower and money to do a thorough job of overseeing animal remedies and drugs.
[H: So once again it is YOUR FAULT because you just don’t supply enough MONEY to the
thugs, in taxes.]
How safe is the meat we eat by the thousands of tons each year? The answer lies in whether you are
in the camp of the dairy and meat industry, or just a consumer seeking the truth. Thus far in 1993, there
have been sporadic outbreaks of groups of people going down like ninepins after eating at fast food
restaurants. We need to keep in mind that there are thousands of cases where individuals have taken ill
after eating hamburgers, who have not reported their condition to any authority charged with supervising
the restaurant business. Nobody knows just how many people have been infected, but Consumer Union
reckons the number to be “very substantial”.
Researching for this article was difficult; the industry is not willing to provide anything of a contrary
nature to its position, namely that the U.S. has the best-regulated food industry in the world. A colleague
of mine in England, to whom I turned for help, sent me information of great value, which gave a comprehensive history of animal disease epidemics in Great Britain, starting in 1955, when a strange disease
struck flocks of sheep.
In 1985, research at the British CAB facility at Porton Down, turned up information that sheep were
dying of a brain disease known as “scrapie”. Research was ordered because in that year, an epidemic of scrapie appeared in cows. The researchers named the disease, bovine spongiform encephalopa60

thy (BSE), because it appears like a sponge full of holes in the brains of infected animals. The disease
literally creates holes in the brains of infected cattle and sheep, and is transmittable.
Since BSE first appeared in Great Britain in 1985, government figures show that approximately 105,000
cows have died from it. My source said, “The figure is probably understated as is usual in cases of this
kind.” Generic research was immediately conducted by the pharmaceutical giant, Upjohn. Although the
U.S. Government denies that there are any cases of BSE in the United States, thus far the USDA has not
proved its position, most probably because the disease appears to manifest itself differently here.
My source told me:
“In England, cows infected with BSE stagger around as if they had gone mad before dying, which gave
rise to the term ‘mad cow’ disease. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries reports describe the last hours
before death as rushing around, weird movements that farmers described as ‘crazy, and very troubling to
witness’. What we have is an epidemic of BSE, which has spread throughout Europe.”
Following an outpouring of public anxiety, the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries claimed that research it had ordered showed that the disease was not transmittable, because cows were a “dead end
host”. What was NOT revealed to the public was that tests done outside of government laboratories
proved beyond a doubt that far from being a “dead end host”, cows could, and did, transmit BSE
to goats, sheep, pigs and laboratory rats.
[H: “They” also told you that you couldn’t spread AIDS by kissing, etc. NOW they come
forth and present you with a test for AIDS using saliva from the MOUTH. Isn’t it time to “wise
up”?]
The FDA and the USDA say there are no cases of BSE among cattle in the U.S., but acknowledges
cases of what is known as “downer cow syndrome”—cows simply falling to the ground, unable to get up,
but without any signs of “mad cow syndrome” which precedes death of cattle infected with BSE as it
occurs in England. As far as I was able to ascertain, it seems that about, in the U.S., at least, 100,000
cows die from downer cow syndrome every year.
A report entitled “Transmissible Mink Encephalopathy, Scrapie and Downer Cow Disease—Potential
Links”, prepared by the University of Wisconsin’s Veterinary Department, under the direction of veterinarian scientist, Richard Marsh, is one of the most important scientific papers of its kind in the past decade.
Marsh discusses the 1985 Stentsonville epidemic of mink encephalopathy where thousands of mink were
killed by BSE. Based on experiments at Mission, Texas and Ames, Iowa, Marsh says he believes that a
different strain of BSE—but still BSE—is infecting cattle in the U.S., and he believes that in Wisconsin, cows are dying from BSE-downer cow syndrome at the rate of 30,000 or more every year.
What are the known causes of BSE and downer cow syndrome, what happens to the dead cattle, and
are these two closely-linked diseases transmissible to man? Let me turn again to the report I received from
my British colleague.
“In a classified report, Porton Down stated that BSE started when cows begin to be fed with protein
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high-energy supplements now known to have contained meat and bones from scrapie-infected sheep,
rendered into bonemeal. The purpose of high-supplement feed is to increase milk production in dairy
herds, and for maximum rapid growth in beef cattle.”
From 1980, animal meat and bone rendering companies in Great Britain ‘sterilized’ their bone meal
by using high temperatures and solvents—these chemical solvents were never tested for their effect on
human beings—they might well have been carcinogenic. But the method was altered in 1985—lower
temperature and no solvents—when BSE came to the attention of the British public. What is not clear is
whether or not the low temperature now being used kills the virus suspected of causing BSE, or indeed,
whether or not the very high temperatures used before 1985 did actually kill the BSE-causing virus in
animal carcasses delivered for rendering.
One thing is certain: there is no doubt that the 1985 process did not stop the spread of infection,
whether caused by a virus or some other form, which allowed the contaminated supplement to enter the
food chain. Porton Down scientists apparently did indeed convince the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries that contaminated supplements should be banned from human consumption and, in 1989, the ministry
passed a prohibition on human consumption of ruminant organs and brains. The ban included ruminants
from “any even-toed hoofed cud chewing quadrupeds, including cattle and deer”. At the same time the
ministry prohibited cattle feed supplements containing bonemeal rendered from animal brains and organs—yet, strangely enough, no prohibition on eating animal organs such as kidneys and livers was issued.
In spite of precautions, BSE began appearing in cats, and quickly spread over Denmark, France,
Germany, Ireland and Switzerland. Thus, there seems to be a case to meet; in spite of the sterilization
methods adopted in 1985—or perhaps because of them—BSE is not being contained and may very well
have crossed the ocean to the U.S.
While Porton Down and the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries insist that BSE is not a disease that
can jump the animal-human barrier, we need to remind ourselves that this was almost exactly what was
previously said of meda visna virus, which when deliberately contaminated with the HIV virus,
was able to make the jump. Chemical and biological warfare laboratories, such as exist at Porton Down
and Fort Detrick in the U.S., could quite well be experimenting in new CAB weapons involving transmission of BSE to humans. The possibility of this happening is not as remote as it may at first sound, given
what we now know about how the HIV virus was first created, and then transmitted.
In the U.S. the practice of making bone meal from meat and bones of dead cows is widespread and is,
surprisingly, not considered a risk factor by the USDA and the FDA—this, in spite of the fact that BSE is
known, as the results of experiments carried out at Porton Down—to have a long incubation period and
is ALWAYS fatal. Then there is the question of the actual virus that causes BSE. No one knows for
certain whether or not the virus is passed on to healthy cattle in the feed supplements, or whether or not it
really is destroyed by “sterilization”.
FEEDING CATTLE WITH BSE INFECTED SUPPLEMENTS WHICH MAY, OR MAY NOT,
ALSO CARRY THE VIRUS THAT CAUSES IT, IS THE MOST EFFICIENT WAY TO SPREAD
THE DISEASE. THERE IS NOTHING AS YET TO PROVE THAT A NEW INFECTIOUS AGENT
HASN’T ENTERED THE FOOD CHAIN. It is the opinion of a group of British veterinarians that a form
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of BSE is already present in human beings. This is based on research done into the death of a British
farmer who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob (CFJ), a virtually unknown disease outside of certain areas of
New Guinea and Africa. CFJ is a human form of spongiform encephalopa. The farmer who died was
accustomed to drinking milk obtained from his dairy cows, several of which had gone down with mad cow
disease. (End of intelligence information.)
Are Americans getting infected with BSE-CSJ? Is this why so many people are complaining of severe
illness after eating hamburgers at fast food restaurants? Is E-coli bacteria the sole cause of their illness?
After hard lobbying by Monsanto, the FDA’s Veterinarian Medicine Advisory Committee ruled that increased levels of bovine growth hormone and resultant use of antibiotics did not create a risk to human
health. The ruling merely followed the line of Monsanto and other big pharmaceutical companies.
Does such a ban on ruminants from cows that died of downer cow syndrome exist in the United
States, or are people eating meat, liver and kidneys from diseased downer cows? Recently a major food
processing plant in Oakland, California making beef hamburger patties and sausages was suddenly shut
down by FDA and USDA inspectors. The plant was a major contractor to the U.S. Army. From the
scanty news reports of the event, it appeared that the plant was processing meat declared unfit for human
consumption. A few days later, the plant burned to the ground in a mysterious fire.
The Food and Drug Administration’s Veterinary Medicine Advisory Committee has approved BGH.
Is it any wonder that strange illnesses are appearing much more frequently all across the land; illness
having an unknown origin? All pointers seem to indicate that the mystery disease sweeping Cuba may
originate from ingesting infected meat and milk.
One needs to ask the question: “How could the VMA Committee approve Monsanto’s BGH, when
$30 million worth of BGH stockpiles rotted on company shelves? How could the FDA approve a product
that rots the udders of milk cows, when it does not know what the effect is on milk contaminated in this
manner?” There can be little doubt that the residue of antibiotics fed to dairy cows does enter milk and this
alone could be the cause of illness. I cannot say that this is absolutely the case because, incredibly, no
studies have been done, or if there have been any studies, the USDA and the FDA are not saying anything
about them.
Monsanto’s GBH is injected into dairy cows to increase milk production, which it does in a dramatic
way, but, as mentioned, it causes mastitis, an infection of cows’ teats. I have learned that if the product is
passed by the full FDA board (and it very likely will be passed), milk and meat containing BGH will not be
required to bear a warning label. How can one come to understand the reasoning here, unless, as my
intelligence source indicated, “someone is trying to kill us”. Bearing in mind the provisions of Global 2000,
this does not appear to be an unreasonable question.
Meat consumption, especially the cheaper grades, is up, as are sales at fast food restaurants with
McDonald’s leading with millions of hamburgers sold each year. Add to that the sales of all other hamburger outlets, and it does not take much to see that the possibility of a new plague of devastating proportions could be in the making. Are the USDA and the FDA paying any attention to this potentially grave
threat? Thus far, there is no indication that either agency is about to undertake a detailed study of the threat
to humans posed by meat tainted by BSE-BGH-CID, nor is there any indication that a warning bulletin will
be issued, at least, not in the immediate future.
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[END OF QUOTING]
Still hungry? To knock out the virus cross in this disease requires heat high enough to knock out titanium—
which withstands great heat temperatures, or, something with a “frequency” too high to allow the molecule
holding the cap to the crystalline virus form to stay intact. “It is simple deduction, Dr. Watson!”
I would point out to you that among your dairy herds these days one of the most prevalent problems is
“inflamed udders” with concurrent decrease in milk production. Douching the udders with Gaiacol silver
colloid will clear the problem IF you can also inject some into the animal. The “usual” colloidal silver is
“iffy” because of the viral DNA structure of the new man-made organisms. The “usual” silver colloid
simply does not have sufficiently high frequency to take out titanium molecules. Worse, the bad guys in the
black hats are working on an even higher frequency “neck” for the viruses.
Do “we” consider this circumstance? Oh indeed, and catalyzed OxySol is used in great quantity in the Dria
formulae in order to pick up the IRIDIUM frequency and DNA structure, which raises the colloid to the
9th octave of frequency and residency. We also use IRIDIUM in the Silver Colloidalization process. The
Gold colloid is left unchanged except for the addition of a couple of drops of minerals per five gallon
colloidalizing container which will then pick up the proper “charge” and when added to the Gaiandriana
will produce monatomic (mono-atom) gold. This is the source of LIFE, friends.
It would seem imperative to me that we be allowed to continue to work on the grains and legumes which
can feed you and do so properly—so, it would be nice if we could get more help in solving the problems
abounding around my people. If we can’t do the research—you won’t have the products; it is that simple.
Each may think this Green Brigade stuff is somehow just an argument between two parties in the courts.
No, it is the difference in basic ability to have what you need to confront the days ahead—OR NOT. My
team here is getting to the point that they don’t really care much any more one way or the other. I am
amazed at how much people use to support bad habits which are killing you and yet can’t or won’t help us
in offering LIFE. You feed your adversary while your very life-bringers go begging and die on the vines of
drought.
Remember that there is a very high price for turning to our adversaries for help—for “they” will put
limitations on our production and work. So be it. What they will do is put funds into our work and then
when it is completed they will take it away for their own use. So be that also, for we will have done what
we came to do and choices will be very, very limited as to what my team can do beyond our instructions.
Until some of you speak out, step forward and bring your own counter-moves against the adversary, even
to the Green Brigade, YOU have not solved your major problem of how to move beyond the corruption
and even have the small things of progress and security.
Just yesterday the news bore the fact that Medicare will be totally gone by 2001 and Social Security will
be gone no later than 2026. No, it will all be GONE long before those dates. We can, yes, build a safe
place and be in quite a lot of security—but not ALONE!
We have no need to build, for we have security and we can gain more from our very adversarial Kings.
But we have no need to do this if YOU do not care what happens to your children and grandchildren for
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perhaps the best after all is to never allow them to be born into such circumstances as lie ahead if you do
not change the course now set.
There is no longer question about my “being”. I have the most security records on file with your Security
Departments than any other one party. My files are placed in security beyond even the reach of your
President and National Leadership. Oh yes, indeed, if you have “insiders”—they most certainly CAN
verify THIS INFORMATION. I DO NOT MAKE CONTACT PERSONALLY FOR THE LAWS
STATE THAT THOSE WHOM I TOUCH WILL BE INCARCERATED AND/OR SLAIN.
Therefore, to you who demand we “show up” and “prove” something or other—no thank you. We HAVE
NOTHING to PROVE! IT IS YOU WHO HAVE EVERYTHING TO LOSE—NOT ME! Therefore,
go forth and pronounce or denounce me, throw stones, tell tales, hug your trees and complain that God is
unfair—it is of no consequence to ME. Go right on soothing the feelings of the offended thieves and
robbers who get uncovered in their dirty little deeds—it is of no consequence to me. My soul is NOT IN
QUESTION—but YOURS certainly IS. You who “betray” will not find solace within our shelter—ever
again—for you cannot be trusted. Neither will you be content in our space for you shall ultimately wear the
public mark of the betrayer. Think hard upon these things, I urge you, before you take a move to damage
further MY PEOPLE. Age is of no consequence for you, if you are elderly, SHOULD HAVE LEARNED
TRUTH AND INTEGRITY. If YOU mislead the elderly and infirm in their errors of wise judgement then
you shall reap the rewards of that further BETRAYAL, forevermore upon your souls. You who follow and
aid and abet the traitor is MORE THE TRAITOR THAN THE TRAITOR HIMSELF.
I would leave this now for we have many things to accomplish this day. Thank you and good morning.
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CHAPTER 8
REC #2 HATONN
THU., JUN. 6, 1996 12:16 P.M. YEAR 9, DAY 295
THU., JUN. 6, 1996
INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM
ISRAELI-TURKISH ALLIANCE
I am taking up this subject for our Greek friends, seeing that they have been the most damaged nation by
the Turks all along their more historically recent evolvement. It will be noted that Vina may well be right
when she says “...well, all the Greek banks are headed by a Turk and that bodes bad news for any
nation...” We shall see, won’t we?
This information will go all the way back to mid 1992 when John Coleman wrote about this alliance.
[QUOTING WORLD IN REVIEW, April 1996:]
...Now, that original report is CONFIRMED by a SECRET agreement between the governments
of Turkey and Israel that will allow Israeli jets to operate from Turkish airfields. There are other
aspects to this secret agreement which were not disclosed. The announcement by Gen. Cevik Bir of the
Turkish Armed Forces came at a closed-door meeting held in March at the Washington-based Institute
For Near East Policies think tank, chaired by Alan Makpovsky, who was billed as “an expert on Turkey”.
Here are extracts from WIR of June 1992:
***
“Ankara-Tel Aviv Betrothal Planned.”
Of all the strangest things that have happened in the Middle East since the Gulf War, the suddenly
announced betrothal plans for Turkey and Israel tops the billing. How could two such ancient enemies
think of marriage? We hope to unravel the mystery in the course of these pages and show you how the
stage is being set for the long-desired war in the region. (The Gulf War didn’t cut it; the reluctant Russian
military stepped back at the last minute.)
On April 27 this year (1992) a black tie dinner was arranged by the newly-formed QUINCENNTENIAL FOUNDATION of New York, described as a bridge between East and West. The
highlight of the evening was a double award of honor presented to President Turgot Ozal and Prime
Minister Suleiman Demerril by Committee of 300 agent, Henry Kissinger.
What are the intentions of the newly-betrothed couple? What does the Committee of 300 hope to
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achieve? Basically, it is the intention of the One World Government-New World Order to use Turkey’s
impressive military strength as a battering ram against any alliance between Iran, Syria, Iraq, Lebanon and
Jordan. This is very much in the cards. Such an alliance would pose a serious threat to Israel and menace
U.S. oil supremacy in the Middle East.
The Turks do not yet know it, but once they have served their purpose, they will find themselves on the
receiving end of the One World Government’s plans to topple all governments in the region (with the
exception of Israel) who could be a threat to the new World Order plans for the region. [H: And remember that Bush controls the newly recognized “Sweet Crude” fields in Turkey.]
Shortly after the marriage plans were announced, using the Kurdish “problem” as an excuse, Pres.
Ozal quietly ordered 10 divisions deployed along Turkey’s borders with Iran. An all-out war loomed
large, but nothing was reported by the U.S. news media, but SABAH, Istanbul’s largest daily newspaper
reported the threat. Pres. Ozal told Syrian Pres. Assad that if needs be, Turkey would attack “terrorists”
in the Bekka Valley—Syria’s military base of operations in Lebanon.
On April 14, 1992, Izmet Sezgin, who doubles as foreign minister and personal envoy for Ozal,
carried a secret message to Pres. Assad. The text of the message was never released, but my intelligence
source told me that it contained a threat by Ozal that the waters of the Euphrates River would be diverted,
“unless the terrorist training camps are closed down immediately”.
Syrian intelligence, possibly warned by Vatican Intelligence, advised Pres. Assad to be ready for
anything, including deployment of its long-range SCUDS supplied by China, some of which were known
to be TIPPED WITH CHEMICAL AND BACTERIOLOGICAL WARHEADS. Although the attack
did not materialize, nevertheless, the danger of war in the region remains high. Iran was also threatened by
Turkish troop movements along the border.
The new secret agreement announced is a logical extension of relations between Israel and Turkey
which began in earnest in 1992. The Clinton Administration is said to have been “surprised” at the development, but WIR subscribers would not have been caught unawares, thanks to our WIR issue of June,
1992. [H: Neither would CONTACT readers!]
The agreement disclosed by Gen. Bir embraces the exchange of intelligence information between the
two countries, is a slap at Syria, which does not enjoy good relations with Ankara’s secular administration.
Turkey will allow units of the Israeli Mossad to “listen in” on Iran from listening posts strung up along its
border with Iran. Turkish jets will be able to fly over Israel and Israeli planes will have “safe haven” status
to land in Turkey.
In Teheran, Pasdaran leaders have threatened to attack the electronic eavesdropping posts on the
borders with Turkey. Guide of the Revolution, Khamenei, and Pasdarans’ chief Moshen Rezai, threatened
reprisals against Turkey. “The secret is out. No wonder they (the Turkish government) were so anxious
about an Islamic victory.” [H: Now, people, perhaps it makes more sense as to just WHY the U.S.
would up and just “forgive” 7 billion dollars of debt owed by Turkey??]
They knew that they had a dirty deal in motion which would not have been continued if the corrupt
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Ankara regime had been defeated. Rezai was even stronger in his denouncement of the Israeli-Turkish
agreement. “They (the Turkish government) will find that we can strike anywhere. They are not immune
from Islamic wrath.”
Washington Institute would not respond to our call for information, but my source told me that, generally, the pact was spurred by the fact that the Turkish secular government almost came to an end in the last
general election.
Had this happened, the Muslim fundamentalists would have formed yet another group targeting Israel,
and the prospect of this happening was much on the minds of the Ankara government. Moreover, Turkey
has its hands full with the Workers Party of Kurdistan (PKK) and, although there has been little publicity
about it, 20,000 people have died since the army decided to wipe out the Kurds.
***
Here we have another sordid piece of Bush treachery. U.S. war planes routinely invade Iraqi air
space, this without any authority from the legislature. Even though it is of little consequence, since the U.S.
is NOT a member of the U.N., the U.N. declined to pass a resolution authorizing such violation of Iraq’s
airspace. (Ed Note: Please remember, we are quoting.) This was Bush at his worst; instituting these flights
without the slightest authority from the Congress. The purpose is said to be to protect the Kurds from
Pres. Saddam Hussein. Yet a scant few miles away, the Turkish army is engaged in a war to exterminate
the Kurds, WITH the tacit approval of the Clinton administration. [H: Is Bush truly this powerful?
Indeed!! But he has needs also and by “also” I indicate all of us having needs of one sort or
another. I, readers, don’t have to BECOME my adversary to deal with my adversary. DO
YOU? If so, then please keep thee away from me!]
I well remember the hue and cry when some poison gas shells fell on a village, said to have been fired
by Iraqi gunners. The press was full of photos of dead women and children, “victims of Iraqi brutality” as
it was described. The whole thing turned out to be another Bush Big Lie. Iran was the guilty party in this
instance. The point is that there has been no protest, no pictures of the dead Kurds, victims of Turkish
brutality in the establishment media.
My source who called the Turkish embassy in Washington and spoke with third secretary, Levent
Gumrucku, told me that Gumrucku said, “It is the same type of agreement that Turkey has with the U.S.
and several other countries.”
Both Khamenei and Rezai work very closely with Syria in controlling the actions of the Hezbollah,
which is waging war on the Israeli “exclusion zone” inside Lebanon under the direction of Syrian Army
General Ali Aslane. Others who have threatened reprisals against the Turkish government are Sobhi
Tufaili, an inner-circle member of Pres. Rafsanjani. They have denounced the agreement, saying, “It has
brought Zionism to Iran’s door.” Syrian officials have joined the chorus, lambasting the Ankara regime and
threatening “countermeasures”.
Seemingly startled by the ferocity of the verbal bombardment from Syria and Iran, the Turkish cabinet
announced that there is “no significance” to the new ties with Israel, and that “they themselves sought it”
and strongly denied the report about listening posts being made available to the Israeli Mossad. The
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agreement will allow Israel vital elbow room in the skies which hitherto it has lacked, being surrounded by
states mostly hostile to it.
KURDISTAN
To get a proper perspective of the war of extermination being waged by Turkey against the Kurdish
people, we can do no better than print more extracts from June, 1992 WIR:
***
The key to understanding the newly-proposed union of the House of Ankara and the House of Tel Aviv
is OIL, LOTS OF OIL. To get to the heart of the matter we need to examine just where this oil bonanza
is located and then we shall also look at the broker who arranged the betrothal.
The prologue to the marriage of convenience began in 1899 with the advent of Mr. William K. D’Arcy
and Admiral William Chester. The prize they sought was the Mosul oil fields. D’Arcy got a huge concession from the Shah of Iran (for British oil interests) but Sultan Abdul Hammid wouldn’t let go of the vilayets
of Mosul and Baghdad to Admiral Chester. In the end, D’Arcy triumphed; the Sultan was swept out of
power by the Young Turks, thanks to the hidden hand of British Intelligence MI6 and a company that later
became known as British Petroleum.
There was much skullduggery on the go over the Mosul oil fields in 1914; the First World War had
some if its causations here. Winston Churchill made no secret of acquiring not only the Mosul fields (which
lie under Kurdish lands) but all of the oil in Iraq...In 1913, one year before WW-I broke out, the British
government increased ownership in the Turkish Petroleum Company, completely shutting out the Turks
who controlled the Mosul area which is Kurdish-owned land.
Now we know why seventy years later the Bush administration showed so much concern for the
Kurds. The concerns over the fate of the Kurds were acts of sheer hypocrisies. Turkey struggled for fifty
years to get back what it had lost in the Mosul region, not that Turkey owned it in the first place—it is the
homeland of the Kurds.
How about the rights of the Kurds? Stirred up to revolt against the Turks by British Intelligence MI6,
the Kurdish rebellion of February, 1925 ended in the deaths of thousands of Kurds and the execution of
their leaders. The Kurds experienced generations of uprisings, never suspecting that their supposed mentors were indeed the cause of their problem.
Nothing has changed since the 1920s. In the wake of the Gulf War, U.S. intelligence agencies provoked the Kurds to revolt against Saddam Hussein. They did, and were promptly abandoned by the U.S.
government when the rebellion failed. The Kurds still sat stubbornly on the land over the most valuable
Mosul fields. [H: Does this remind you of how the U.S. betrayed Greece at Cyprus? How about
in Hungary? Readers, these are powerful PLAYERS! They believe themselves to be the strongest in all Heaven and Earth—and in part, they ARE. Why do we DARE write on these things?
Because it is nothing new and you may as well know what YOU ARE UP AGAINST IN ANY
ATTEMPT AT BREAKING FREE. In a sick sort of way I do them a favor in informing you for
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they fully understand their position on Earth—they don’t have much pull in HEAVEN, but then,
neither do many of YOU. How much hope do you find in your reasoning minds for the “Freemen” in Montana saving the day and living happily ever after? Get out of LA-LA-LAND and
into the play, readers; you cannot win through WAR!]
The wholesale slaughter of Kurds going on in Turkey and along its borders with Kurdistan (northern
Iraq) is an absolute disgrace. The Kurds are being exterminated because of the oil greed of the U.S. and
Britain. They have long lusted after the rich prize of the Mosul. Turkey entered into its new agreement with
Israel on the promise of being rewarded a piece of the Mosul, once the Kurds are finished off—just as the
Armenians were slaughtered when Turkey tried to grab the oil-rich Karabakh region—with the blessing of
the United States.
Just as the war against the Kurds has intensified because of lust for the Mosul oil fields, so are the
Armenians experiencing a new wave of terror for the oil in Karabakh. When the desperate Armenians, on
the verge of starvation, approached the U.S. for help, they were told by Margaret Tutweiler of the State
Department they would get no help: “We cannot permit a violation of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) principles without strong condemnation.”
At last in 1992, the Turks saw their long yearning for the control of Mosul coming closer to reality. But
unlike the Armenians and the Kurds, they could see that Turkey was being used by its London and Washington mentors. The glittering prize of the Mosul totally blinded the government in Ankara.
[END OF QUOTING]
Now it would appear there might well be interest into the subject of Lebanon also, since Lebanon is under
siege. What will now happen that the NEW power is in in Israel? Well, perhaps the Shadow knows but
I would suspect that all of you can guess pretty accurately the outcome of all nations regarding Israeli
confrontations.
[QUOTING from the same source, WIR, April 1996:] [H: Thank you, John. Your work has continued to excel and surpass that of any other publication claiming “inside” information.]
LEBANON UNDER SIEGE
There is more to what meets the eye in the current war raging between the Hezbollah and Israel over
the so-called “exclusion zone” occupation of Lebanon. The “zone” unilaterally established by Israel and
which Hezbollah says is merely an Israeli excuse to occupy part of Lebanon, has long been a bone of
contention. “I know of no other country in the world where the United States endorses and encourages
occupation of one nation’s territory by another and then sanctifies such illegal occupation by favorable
treatment and backing, political and financial, of the aggressor nation,” said Hassan Nasrallah. “Hezbollah
has repeatedly stated that it would cease attacks on Israel if its forces would withdraw and end this
unlawful occupation of Lebanon,” he added.
My source in intelligence monitoring of economic events told me that the current round of fighting has
as its ultimate goal the destruction of Lebanon’s economy and an end to its bid to become “Swiss bankers
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of the Middle East”, a goal it was fast realizing. “Israel has always feared competition to its export trade
from Lebanon and is using the current fighting to deal a mortal blow to Lebanon’s booming economy,” he
said. This is sad, because Lebanon has been struggling for many years to overcome the effects of the
invasion by Israeli forces in 1983.
Speaking on French television, Lebanon’s President Hraoui said that Israel continues to defy a United
Nations resolution to get out of Lebanon. He also disclosed that he had offered to place 35,000 Lebanese
soldiers along Israel’s border with Lebanon, once the Israelis left Lebanon. “We told them (the Israeli
government) that we would stop any and all attacks against Israel coming from this region,” he added. The
Lebanese ambassador to Washington also mentioned the offer, which, he said, has thus far been declined
by Israel. He concluded that Israel will have to come to understand that their presence in Lebanon is the
reason why Hezbollah attacks have increased. “If you have an occupation the occupied will resist,” was
the gist of his remarks on French television.
ISRAEL
There are voices being raised in Israel for the recall of former Defense Minister Ariel Sharon, who was
put out to pasture following the withdrawal of Israeli forces at the end of the war that began 1983 with the
invasion of Lebanon. Sharon appeals to certain sections of the Israeli political scene because of his
willingness to use massive military fire power against any nation he perceives as a threat to Israel. Muzzled
and kept on a leash for years, Sharon’s revival may not be that far off, and if he is recalled we may expect
to see a much wider conflict come out of the present struggle by Hezbollah to dislodge Israel from its selfproclaimed “security zone”, he told me.
According to Seth Gittel, a Jewish reporter, Sharon told him, “Israel is in a war in Jerusalem, in Tel
Aviv, along the northern border.” Gittel says that “a recent rash of suicide bombers has put the spotlight on
Mr. Sharon.” Another Israeli writer Rael Isaa, said, “He (Gen. Sharon) has a proven record, better than
anyone else’s in dealing with terror. I don’t think there are any questions about that.”
Gittel quotes Sidney Zion, a Daily News columnist as saying, “Prime Minister Peres must make Mr.
Sharon his tsar in the war against terrorism. There is a longing to get a guy in there who will know how to
deal with this issue. People want the thing to end. You can’t have a country where you can’t even walk on
Dizengoff Street.” Commenting on what Sharon thinks, Gittel writes:
“When asked what he would do to end violence, Mr. Sharon, a member of the Knesset, zeroed in on
the “B” areas where Israel shares responsibility with the Palestinians, Arabs. Israel should immediately
regain full control of these areas, exactly according to the agreement (The Oslo Agreement). I think
severe steps would be taken against the terrorists, the infrastructure of Hamas and the Islamic
Jihad... the military side of the organ of these forces, the political leadership, the spiritual
leadership, the financial organizations.”
“We know the targets, we have to act... I don’t believe this international meeting will save even one
human’s life, because most of the things are known. Altogether it seems this international conference,
which will take place one day, is more in order to help Mr. Peres win the elections.” Complaining at having
been silenced and sidelined for all of these years, Sharon said, “I believe that I could have been a real help
to solve this problem. I think I’ve got more experience than anyone else in this field, but I was not asked.”
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Sharon says his main task is to help Benjamin Netanyahu win the election, “because the main goal is to
remove this dangerous government... It is the current government that ties the hands of the army and
security services because of the agreement that they signed.” [H: There you have it readers, AND the
new election of this week!] If Sharon is returned to power, look for a rapid escalation of hostilities
which is likely to spread through the entire Middle East like an out-of-control brush fire.
The Jewish Telegraphic Agency (JTA) reports that serious in-fighting between Orthodox and Reform
Jews in Israel has spilled over to the United States. The JTA report states:
In another salvo in the battle between Orthodox and non-Orthodox leadership over religious plurality
in Israel, Rabbi Eric Yoffie called for the Israeli government to dismantle the office of the chief rabbinate.
“The chief rabbinate is a foreign implant established by the British (in pre-state days) to gain greater control
over the Jewish population,” Rabbi Yoffie said. “It is now part of the corrupt political and religious bureaucracy. The chief rabbinate has no legitimacy, no religious standing in Israel. Have the truly distinguished
rabbinical leaders of Israel in recent years served as chief rabbis? No. Because it’s all a corrupt political
process,” said Rabbi Yoffie. [H: Well goodness, now, good American and World readers, listen to
what the man says because it is as with the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) of B’nai B’rith—IT
IS A BRANCH OF BRITISH INTELLIGENCE!]
LIBYA
In the face of repeated accusations that Libya was involved in the bombing of Pan Am 103 over
Lockerbie, Scotland, the People’s Congress—Libya’s parliament—voted to keep Colonel Abubaker
Younes as its defense minister and chief of the armed services. Col. Muammar Qaddafi is concerned
about preserving the so-called “second generation” of the revolution in top posts in his cabinet.
These men are now in their 40s and 50s and they are unswerving in their loyalty to Qaddafi. Chief of
the Revolutionary Committees is Mohammed al Mabzub. The Security Battalions which patrol all cities
and which are equipped with the best equipment Libya’s oil revenues can buy, are under the command of
Khalifa Ahneiche while the Jamahariya Security Agency is under the command of Col. Abdallah Sanussi al
Migrahl.
Clearly, Libya’s leadership is upset by the continuing threats against its security, the latest coming from
the U.S. Secretary of Defense William Perry who claims that Libya is building some kind of an underground nuclear facility near Rabat. As far as the U.S. Constitution is the law of the land, it does not allow
for the kind of threat BEING MADE BY PERRY AGAINST LIBYA.
RUSSIA
All the big guns are being thrown behind Boris Yeltsin. Like Peres, facing a crucial election in Israel,
Yeltsin must win in June. If Yeltsin fails, it will be at total disaster for Clinton, while even if Peres does not
make it [H: And he didn’t.], Clinton’s strong alliance with leaders of the two main political parties in that
country will see him through. Hence Clinton’s trip to Moscow and the meeting of G7 held in the Russian
capital a few weeks ago.
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Though not on his public agenda, Clinton will try to find out what is going on at the huge complex under
control of the military, said to have been “recently discovered”, presumably by the NRO and the NSA.
WIR subscribers will know that this is not a new facility. In March, 1995 WIR gave a good deal of
information about what the Russians are doing in this regard. [H: I will remind you how to get WIR at
the end of this writing.]
The latest intelligence report we were expecting concerning the Russian facility allegedly just recently
discovered by the U.S. did not arrive in time for this issue. It will appear later. I believe this complex is
being used to carry out advanced chemical and biological warfare experiments, work on the megajules
transmitters and even hydronuclear testing.
MEXICO
A secretive Carlos Salinas, former president of Mexico and chief architect along with George Bush of
the NAFTA trade agreement is apparently in semi-seclusion in Ireland. Salinas was accosted by a reporter for the Mexican newspaper Reforma when he attended a board meeting of Dow Jones stockholders of which he is a member. The Reforma reporter asked Salinas point blank, “Where are you living
now?” To which Salinas responded, “I live in Ireland now.” Reforma has repeatedly accused Salinas of
conduct that did harm to Mexico during his term of office and his name is today reviled throughout Mexico,
where the country’s economy remains on a knife-edge.
With the murder of Jose Arturo Ochoa, the Zedillo Administration is in deeper trouble than ever.
Ochoa was shot several times while jogging in a Tijuana park on Wednesday, April 17th (1996). Ochoa
was the lead investigator into the murder of Louis Donaldo Colosio and the affairs of a former prosecutor,
Mario Ruiz Massieu, said to have benefited from large “donations” from Mexican drug trade kingpins.
SYRIA
There is much diplomatic activity centered on Syria mostly in an effort to bring a halt of the dueling by
Israeli 155 mm artillery and 500 pound ariel bombs and Katyusha rockets fired by the Hezbollah. Katyusha
rockets are supplied by Iran which turns out a version of the type developed by the Soviets during WWII. The rockets are fired in salvos from mobile launchers. Generally, they are notoriously inaccurate and
make more noise than their warhead has punch. Unlike the U.S.-supplied 155 howitzers, they can only be
aimed by pointing the launch vehicle in the direction of the target. The present fighting is a result of a
breakdown of the Hezbollah-Rabin 1993 agreement when the parties agreed to stop shelling civilian
targets in both states. It seems that Hezbollah began to escalate attacks on the northern border of Israel,
after moving its bases out of reach of Israeli gunners, but not their bombers.
Israel has to seriously consider withdrawing from the so-called “occupied zone” to avoid direct confrontation with Syria. If there is progress in this direction then there is hope that Assad will call off Hezbollah
fighters and come to terms with Israel. According to my source, this sticking point is one of the main
reasons why Warren Christopher’s shuttle visits to Damascus have thus far come up empty-handed. Assad
will also have to make significant concessions if a trade-off is to be arranged and my sources say the price
for an Israeli withdrawal from the occupied zone will be costly in political terms for the Syrian president.
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GREAT BRITAIN
Prime Minister John Major is hanging onto power by one vote. A recent bi-election saw the Tory
candidate defeated by a huge margin. It seems as though John Major will be obliged to call for general
elections in a few weeks, because two Tory MPs have threatened to quit the party. If they do, that would
be the end of the Major government.
[END OF QUOTING]
I think it must be apparent that we have access to information, readers, but we don’t plan to carry this load
along without support. We have to make choices as to what material we publish and it is, confound it,
difficult for my writer to be shot at, bashed and badgered, and then go forth and tell you the insider news.
Until Green got greedy we had Dr. Coleman as a neighbor, literally, and supplied him and his computers,
etc. Green even GAVE the computer setup, which belonged to Phoenix Institute, purchased by Ekker
specifically for John, and then when John took the gift away with him, let John take the brunt of the
“removal of property”. Indeed, Green fails at almost every test of integrity and loyalty. I cannot help the
confrontations of others against one another—I can only accept what are the choices of individuals. It
seems John had enough problems without getting the shaft from Green, however. He (John) certainly did
know where to hit back—but alas, that too, fell to Ekker-Ekkers—but, readers, Ekker-Ekkers are getting
a bit tired of the tedium and insult upon their senses and property—AND I PLAN TO FULLY HELP
THEM PUT A HARD STOP TO THIS GARBAGE ONGOING FOR EIGHT YEARS.
There is an old Biblical saying that needs attending: The Christ is supposed to have said, “Deny me and I
shall deny you to and before my Father”. So be it and consider it done! I don’t have to go very FAR to
pull that off for we weary of the evil in intent calling upon the name of God to save their sorry assets. And
to you who cling to that dying vine: A PERSON IS KNOWN FOR THE COMPANY HE KEEPS AND
THE MASTER HE SERVES!
* WORLD INTELLIGENCE REVIEW (WIR), 2533 N. Carson, Carson City, NV 89706.
I apologize, readers, for having no further information but I should explain to all of you that the information
does not come directly from John. It is sent to “me” via Australia. We are indebted to Mr. Smith. We
have standing permission to use any of John’s work and one day before long perhaps we can reward him
greatly for his risks that YOU might KNOW. It is certainly NOT an easy task to be “a messenger” in this
age of Kali. While you check out WIR, please check out the books written by Coleman. Because of
security there is NO CONTACT AT ALL with John or any of his connections and Dharma. There is great
respect and, for now, that suffices.
Thank you, Dharma, for a long, long day. And to you who disbelieve that I am who I AM, I suggest you
go right on with your games—AND MAKE MY DAY! This doesn’t sound like God either? So be it, you
worry about God and I shall worry about me—but THEE had possibly best consider worrying about
BOTH ME AND HE! My wings, precious, shall give you rise and we shall fly beyond these bindings.
Man plays his silly games and clips his own wings of glory. So be it for this too shall pass as all things pass
and become but memories on a screen of KNOWING. Please, to all of you beloved friends: KNOW
THAT I AM! Salu.
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CHAPTER 9
REC #1 HATONN
SAT., JUN. 15, 1996 7:17 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 304
SAT., JUN. 15, 1996
WHERE DO WE TURN FOR HELP?
If you are faced in the right direction—there are NO turns to be made!
I feel it is time to remind you that name calling or accusations do not a correct statement make. Moreover,
lots of name calling only shows more of the ignorance of the uninformed—and all people individual have a
right to be uninformed if they so choose. That does not mean that the rest of us capitulate to their ignorance
or false venom spewing. When another lawsuit filing comes from the opposition—we will counter it, no
more and no less. Further, when lies are thrust out against us—we will counter them with truth—no more
and no less. You who make excuses to cover the ill-intentioned deeds that you do will face the consequences, no more and no less. All the “excuses” for wrong choices will not make the wrong—right.
One of the more recent blasts from opposition is that “...if you put money in one of these institutions called
banks, you can go get it out...” (or words similar). Oh, and how many of you have tried to get your funds
out of a receivered Savings-and-Loan or tried to hold your property AFTER it goes into receivership?
You cannot be selective with your personal vendettas to suit JUST YOUR WISHES. RESPONSIBILITY IS THAT WHICH FALLS TO THE HONEST PEOPLE—FOR ALL INVOLVED, NOT JUST
THE ONE WHO CHOOSES TO TOSS BRIQUETTES. Further, how angry are YOU when you find
that the “insiders” have gathered the money and left you who had placed your funds? George Green DID
NOT offer to pay anybody in the Institute—ever. Not in the Judge’s chambers nor anywhere! When
CAUGHT with gold he has conjured at least two dozen different stories—and this “payback” is only one
of the more recent. Check it out: when the CLC tried to make a solution to the stolen gold, MR. GREEN
HUNG UP THE PHONE ON MR. DIXON! If that is YOUR idea of working out a settlement, then you
are going to go through life with no settlements.
Perhaps the more interesting observation of themselves about themselves is that they are now beginning to
call themselves “dark” energies and “cannot stand in the light”. Interesting. We have no more time for this
never-ending harangue.
I am asked to repeat some information on “Commercial Liens” which we have presented from Hartford
Van Dyke and Eustace Mullins. I dislike having to retype something which has so recently been run in the
papers but with the arrest of the Montana Freemen, it DOES need repeating. The shadow government
who runs the world order can’t afford to allow such as those patriots to start their own government for they
go back to the basis of freedom which is so far removed from acceptable as to be a horrendous problem
to the powers that be. EVERYTHING so far that the “Freemen” have done is totally LAWFUL and
Constitutionally correct. Their CRIME is in making it “work”. Their banking and checking system is
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IDENTICAL to the Federal Reserve which is ALSO a private enterprise. At least the Freemen placed
theirs under a free State.
I have no argument one way or another for of course it is wrong to pull in international troops to trap
citizens—but those who knew what was going on told everyone they could that it would be this way.
Eustace Mullins, for instance, has spelled it out for you at the peril of his own life over and over and over
again. We simply write of those who steal and damage us and we are bashed for taking note and not being
unconditional with love for our own murders. Rick, Dharma, and E.J. have now been threatened with
DEATH by people in opposition to whatever they perceive or have decided is their position. Oh indeed,
THIS WEEK! THERE IS NO WAY TO MAKE PEOPLE UNDERSTAND OR EVEN LISTEN IF
THEY CHOOSE TO NOT DO SO.
How dare anyone BLAME another for their own bad choices! Nothing is accomplished by magic or
through lies except very bad societies and governments. All the undercover prattlings and huddling in the
world will not change an iota of the truth of it. By the way, to you who are using the recently acquired
“ATTORNEY PRIVILEGED” writings for your new assault, you may well find it was not such a good
idea. You have now betrayed the very ONE who betrayed us to get those writings to you—and don’t you
think that it was suspicioned you would do such a thing? When you pretend to be a friend while doing your
dirty little deeds, it always catches up with you because it seems such players can’t seem to keep their own
mouths shut about their clever antics. It matters not one bit what you think I am or who I am—life has a set
of moral values which were twisted to gain advantage over others trying to simply do their jobs—and your
now changing your harangue will not make the wrong—right.
One of the “opposition” now blasts Rick for not telling Ekkers about the gold that “HE” now says he also
helped move for George Green—so, WHY DIDN’T “YOU” TELL E.J. ABOUT IT????? Moreover,
why didn’t you just ask George to pay you off? George is the one who outright borrowed MONEY from
the Institute! If he alone had paid back his note (promissory) and not taken the gold coins belonging to the
Institute—the funds would have been available for lots of wondrous things. Is it not strange that “logic”
only works in observing someone else’s behavior? And then, to just sit and say, “I’m so confused...” is
silly—GO FIND OUT THE TRUTH AND IT WON’T BE FROM THE ONES TELLING YOU THE
LIES IN THE FIRST PLACE. But I will tell you this, friends, when you say that Paul L. said, “F... God”
you err! YOU ERR REALLY BIG!
So again let us speak of the methodology of the Freemen theory and rightfully so, of money and debts, liens
and loans. The “idea” is perfectly correct; it simply can’t work within YOUR OWN NATION for you are
NOT FREE!
[QUOTING:]
DISCOVERING THE COMMERCIAL LIEN
by Hartford Van Dyke
[H: Also please refer to prior writings regarding this subject by Mr. Van Dyke and Eustace
Mullins recently shared.]
All debts are satisfied by one or both of two things, a payment, or a promise to pay. Every payment is
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by substance, and every promise to pay is accomplished by a currency or paper which is technically
known as a commercial lien. The satisfaction of the debt by providing substance is called “paying the
debt”. The satisfaction of the debt by a written or printed promise to pay the debt is called “discharging the
debt”. All debts are “paid” by substance. All debts are only “discharged” by currency, pocket money
notes, or other commercial liens.
The symbol of energy in a social system is called money. Money is of two kinds, either substance
money or paper money. Substance money includes real property (land), precious metals (gold, silver,
copper, etc.), gems, and other things of real and lasting value. Paper money consists of notes which
declare a debt or obligation and which promise or demand payment. All such evidences of debt or
obligation are technically known as commercial liens. Such notes include currency (for example, Federal
Reserve Notes), checks, drafts (conditional checks), notes of exchange (paper money between banks),
etc..
EACH AND EVERY FORM OF PAPER MONEY
IS A COMMERCIAL LIEN!!!!!
A Federal Reserve note is a commercial lien on the Federal Reserve Bank. A personal check is a
commercial lien on the bank account of the maker of the check (cheque). A draft is a check (cheque) with
a conditional agreement printed above the place of endorsement on the back side of the draft. A note of
exchange is a commercial lien between banks consisting of one bank demanding payment from another
bank. A personal check (cheque), while passing between banks, is a note of exchange. Even a cash
register receipt used to obtain a refund from a store for defective merchandise, signed and handed to the
cashier as proof of purchase, is a commercial lien on that store and as such, is, and can be used as, a
medium of exchange/money by the store to obtain a refund or more product from the manufacturer.
Bank accounts are backed (supported) either by substance money or by paper money, or by both.
The substance money is called collateral. The paper money can be currency (for example, paper money
notes), a loan of credit from the bank, or checks or other paper money such as commercial liens received
from other sources.
A debt which is satisfied by substance money is said to be “paid”. A debt which is satisfied by paper
money is said to be “discharged”. Most debts in the (u)nited States of America are satisfied by the use of
currency, checks (cheque), or other paper representative of value (a debt to be paid), in other words, are
satisfied generally by commercial liens; hence most debts in the United States are not “paid”, they are only
“discharged”.
A valid currency can be established by making a valid claim of debt by an affidavit in the form of a
commercial lien and by allowing that lien to mature in three (3) months (90 days) [H: Here is where you
can relate to the Freemen in Justus, Montana. They needed to allow the next series of liens to
“mature” before being arrested and incarcerated. They have valid funds now to go about confronting the LAW which is set to commence shortly!] into an accounts receivable by the failure of the
lien debtor to contest the lien (and if affidavit by a counter-affidavit). A Lien must contain:
(1) the names of the parties, claimants and debtors,
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(2) as Affidavit stating the events which created the obligation,
(3) a ledger giving a one-to-one correspondence between events and their values,
(4) a list of property pledged or claimed to secure the payment of the obligation,
and
(5) any evidence or exhibits in support of the claims made against the debtor.
The primary method of establishing a commercial lien currency/paper money is to combine:
(1) a promise to perform,
(2) a claim of a breach of that promise, and
(3) a three month (90 day) default to challenge or rebut the claim of breach of
contract.
Commercial Lien Currency can take the form of a bank check (cheque), a draft, or some other mode
of commercial lien assignment.
MONTANA: REGARDING
LEROY SCHWEITZER:
LeRoy Schweitzer has, according to one of his students, researched the law to understand money and
to understand how the law authorizes any knowledgeable individual to obtain financing through the comptroller of the currency of the (u)nited States of America using matured commercial liens. The universal
method which he discovered by his studies naturally creates a money system which could harmoniously
operate side by side with that of the Federal Reserve System and the United States Government. However, Mr. Schweitzer is willing to operate his system without charging interest for the use of his capital,
whereas the Federal Reserve System does charge interest for the use of its capital and does not want to
lose that interest through competition with Mr. Schweitzer. Hence the attacks on Mr. Schweitzer and his
students by the Federal Reserve CORPORATION and by the U.S. Government WHICH PROTECTS
THE FEDERAL RESERVE CORPORATION. [H: The IRS is but a COLLECTION AGENCY
for the Federal Reserve Corporation and the FBI is but a police arm of that same banking
complex!]
Mr. Schweitzer’s application of the law WORKS.
[END OF QUOTING]
I would suggest that you people (citizens) look at the quarrels going on RIGHT NOW over Social Security
and “Trust Funds”, etc. The U.S. Government spends (borrows) all the extra funds from the Social
Security Fund over the amount it actually pays out to recipients. There IS NO MONEY IN TRUST AND
IF YOU STOPPED USING THE MONEY IN THAT FUND AS GOVERNMENT DUES YOU
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WOULD HAVE A COLLAPSED GOVERNMENT! BY YEAR 2026, I BELIEVE IS THE ESTIMATE—THERE WILL BE NO SOCIAL SECURITY—PERIOD. MEDICARE HAS LIKEWISE
BEEN USED UP AND IS, RIGHT NOW, OUT OF MONEY. WITH GOVERNMENT DEBTS
INTO THE TRILLIONS OF DOLLARS—THERE IS NOT ENOUGH “REAL” MONEY IN THE
WORLD TO PAY SUCH DEBTS.
Computer transfers are OK, readers; that is simply another way to scare you pantsless. If you want to
build a house and you have “computer” money in a holding place, you can use it against the value. The
Federal Reserve Notes have been worthless for so long as to stagger the thinking mind. Gold, at the least,
has SOME modicum of value, even if artificial, but those paper notes mean nothing more than a debit card
in a slot machine.
What do “I” suggest you do? I don’t longer suggest for I weary of being called a “black energy” when I
simply respond to your inquiries about your predicaments in a world gone nuts. You can do whatever you
wish as long as the government allows you to “wish”.
By the way, for you who continue to believe that Jason Brent and George Green have no connections:
RICK MARTIN JUST GOT BACK SOME LEGAL INTERROGATORIES WHEREIN WHEN QUESTIONED ABOUT JASON BRENT—GREEN ANSWERED: “ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE”.
So be it, this is the SAME Jason Brent who says, regarding depopulation: “...the old, the infirm and the
stupid will have to be dispatched...” I still find myself wondering what THAT has to do with an auctioneer’s
NON-SALE of a property eight years ago before any of these players even knew each other!?!?
Well, perhaps it has to do with politics—since Ivan Boesky was running, basically, the business and associates of Santa Barbara Savings and Loan Association AND planned, at one point, to buy out its Mother,
Financial Corporation of Santa Barbara. Oh, it just involves one notable personality after another...! A
century-old corporation doing good business bit the dust from the junk bonds and criminal parties who
took over the institution. When you have members who establish a Corporation, sit on the Board and are
officers and then use the Corporation for their personal benefit, gain, and insider embezzlement—you have
problems. Ekkers have been accused of using millions of dollars personally but the facts are that the TWO
most important parties in founding and then acting as PRESIDENT, George Green and Rod Ence/Enz,
used the Corporation (Institute) AND their own corporations to hoodwink the IRS and other legal entities.
I did not say “lawful”; I said LEGAL. They used the CORPORATIONS one founded and the other
became President and then utilized—for their own criminal actions. Is it not then next the responsibility of
the ones left to attend the clean-up of the rat’s nest? WHAT GREEN AND ENCE DID IS SIMPLY
AGAINST THE LAW, READERS, AND THE ONES LEFT HOLDING THE SNIPE-BAG WILL
EITHER FOLD OR CONTINUE THE STRUGGLE TO PROTECT WHATEVER IS REMAINING.
WE CONTINUE TO THE VERY BEST OF OUR ABILITY—AND I BELIEVE SHORTLY WE
SHALL SEE THAT THAT WAS A WISE AND WORTHY CONTINUATION OF INTEGRITY.
Rick, Son, you have worked endlessly and constantly at your task and responsibilities in all aspects of this
journey and you must recognize this last assault as what it is, threats and an act of total intimidation to cover
“their” own dirty tricks and dark purposes. It reminds me of those who burn their own houses and then
complain about the rain on their heads, or those who put out the lights and then complain about the
darkness. Nobody has LOST ANYTHING except that which is poured into litigation while the attorneys
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continue to plan their “retirement”. George Abbott told a whole room full of people that he planned “to
retire on Fort’s case” and if that doesn’t say it all—who can do better? Abbott, further, REFUSED to
allow Fort to be dropped from the case over which all argue and harangue and a JUDGE had to force him
to allow removal of Fort. It is past time that Mr. Fort looked closely at FACTS. For you who continue to
bash the Institute for its continual use of legal counsel for defense—YOU HAD BETTER REREAD
YOUR LAWS: A CORPORATION HAS TO HAVE AN ATTORNEY, BY LAW, IN ALL LITIGATION. YOUR attorneys continue to enter harassment suits and motions while taking your money and the
courts put them down but still they enter more and more and more—REQUIRING RESPONSE BY
ATTORNEYS!
And then to say that Steven Horn is simply “protecting his clients from the horrible corruption” of Ekkers,
eight years ago before they knew ANY OF THESE PLAYERS, shows your total lack of morality OR
KNOWLEDGE.
I have had inquiries about more news, less news, etc. Our writers are doing what they can in the space
allowed. I sincerely hope that this writing allows my people who are currently under such pressure to
realize its importance.
Good morning. I salute you who continue in the face of adversity for that persistence is going to bring its
rightful reward.
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CHAPTER 10
REC #1 HATONN
SUN., JUN. 16, 1996 7:23 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 305
SUN., JUN. 16, 1996
WHAT AN INTERESTING CONCEPT:
FATHER’S DAY
Perhaps a better title would be Cell Physiology and Biochemistry. However, we all know, don’t we,
that this is a tender reverence to our “fathers” who gave life to our fragile beings and further gives us
someone to blame for our own shortcomings? We are what we are and no amount of “fathering” will make
us anything else—good or bad.
I too am limited as to that which I can do or even offer to my own lineaged genealogy. It becomes more
and more obvious, however, that all of the conjured or real genealogy we study means very little if we
blunder through our living experiences.
We, in our own family of human expression, are to a time in evolvement whereat we must move into
recognition of our own ancestry in order to move on within the realms of that which lies beyond the
moment. All in the “beyond” in anticipation is now having to come into focus for the brethren of the
Cosmos are having to make their status realized because evolution has brought you to “here”, and “here”
is in the NOW (AS ALWAYS) and can only be measured by the KNOWING. You can’t destroy anything—you can only change its recognition and structure. You can change all the properties of anything but
all you have done is change the physical properties which will remanifest in some form or another or remain
in the atomic-molecular density of its own energy.
Moreover, as we move along it will be noted that, through the years of total programming by limitation and
allowances for that which bodes ill for mankind, you are trapped in a sequence of events over which you
as individuals have little control. The MIND is a wondrous thing which reaches beyond all living physical
forms and begats all things. This is a massive concept but is THE concept which offers freedom or
enslavement. You cannot, change your world until you CHANGE YOUR MIND. You cannot, either,
change your world until you change yourself. This, again, means changing your mind. Moreover—you
have to WANT to change or you shall not do so.
Your enemy does not understand what you do not understand and you cannot understand what it is that he
doesn’t understand. Until you are willing to look and search out truth, the lies will continue to consume,
confound, and confuse you. Until you are willing to give up “opinionation” in favor of LEARNING
FACTS you cannot give up, or change for the better, anything. You can toss insults, blame, and all
manners of warring techniques against that “other” but you will never come to correct conclusions until you
look at self and garner FACTS and give up the repeated lies of the liars. To get facts, you go to records,
documents, and LOOK AT WHAT IS AND NOT WHAT YOU ARE TOLD BY THE FALSE BEAR81

ERS. If your intent is misunderstood then I suggest you look at whereat you may well not be making your
point as presented but, rather, are caught up in your own program of need and deceit. You continue to
listen to the false speakers, serve the very ones doing you in, and hate because you cannot accept your
own responsibility for your own plight. AND, it is wise indeed to KNOW what your barrister is doing in
your behalf for you may well be shocked at that which he takes from you in your name while you are not
understanding his papers and actions. When a paper is filed by an attorney against a corporation, friends,
it REQUIRES BY LAW, AN ANSWER. As long as attorneys keep filing papers—the battle continues
until you can get to the PERSONAL confrontation—which after years of litigation—requires personal
legal cause for meeting and conferring. If YOU don’t know this then why do you continue to take the
word of the very ones hiding truth of it FROM YOU?
WE HAVE NO TIME FOR THIS
To base your “battle” on “love” when you practice “hate” is quite acceptable but it is not lost on the
recipients. If you call a man a turnip—then how do you expect to extract blood from him? After your
attorneys have leeched the blood from whatever there is left of that turnip, and yourself, how expect you to
gain? There are laws that govern the operation and responsibility of CORPORATIONS—and whether or
not YOU like it, it is required that that responsibility be met. If you have botched your own, why blame the
ones who have NOT?
I am going to put into writing here, a couple of repeated things: The Institute entered into an agreement with
the attorney of Leon Fort to return in increments the full amount of any participation his corporation may
have involved itself. $40,000 was paid and Leon’s attorney TOOK THE FUNDS. It is now stated that
those funds are lost to the case? Leon said himself that they planned to get as much as they could until the
Institute realized there was no agreement signed. Ha ha??? There was in the agreement a payback of
some $10,000 per month which would by now have paid every cent in discussion twice over. That
agreement was breached; one of its covenants was that if Leon or his attorney (Abbott) breached it all
payments had to be returned to the Institute. Another Ha ha??? The AGREEMENT in the original
instance was to NOT CALL A NOTE UNTIL THE PRICE OF GOLD DOUBLED FROM LOAN
DATE. Leon also broke that agreement.
Betty Tuten, the same. She was offered a payback plan and REFUSED TO EVEN CONSIDER IT. She
too broke her own agreements. In addition, for whatever reason (it doesn’t matter) she went to the
Corporation agent and TOOK three corporations’ books—literally and physically. The RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES ARE REQUIRED BY LAW TO ATTEND SUCH ACTIONS—WHOEVER IS TO “BLAME”.
The INTENT as laid forth by Green, Abbott, and Horton, along with all involved parties, was to use those
stocks to DESTROY THE INSTITUTE. No thank you—other participants OBJECT! How many
Savings and Loans did YOU see come out of receivership and LIQUIDATION (Green’s words) whole,
and parties involved gaining anything? You might well go back and watch the movie, It’s a Wonderful
Life! Neither Ekkers NOR the Institute took any money from little 90-year-old women and orphans as it
would be presented. And you who might have done such a thing—how can you expect to get anything in
return for your destruction of the very entity you blame? The COST OF REQUIRED LITIGATION IS
IMMENSE. I suggest YOU, who stand against us, realize that your own attorney SAID IN FRONT OF
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MANY WITNESSES, IN GREAT GLEE, “I’M GOING TO RETIRE ON THIS (LEON’S) CASE.”
AND LEON CONTINUES TO DEFEND THIS INSIDIOUS INTENT.
This behavior doesn’t have ANYTHING to do with God or extraterrestrials, midgets or holographs. This
is LIFE, friends—YOUR LIFE. Our people WILL CONTINUE to do that which is REQUIRED BY
LAW TO DO and therein lays the truth of it. And YES INDEED, I DO suggest that you people get the
right parties into litigation so that the ones who are now paying the Piper can have relief. Until the REAL
culprit is faced and brought to the table of settlement—there is no end in view. It doesn’t longer matter
what was the original causative factor—save in a court of law where disputes MUST be handled—under
the law and required by law. You who continue the wrangle have joined the dark forces (by your own
description) and so be it—it is your life, your privilege. Give me even one reason Ekkers should pay even
one dollar of George Green’s bills? I can promise all of you involved here—Green had, has, and never will
have ANY INTENTION OF PAYING YOU WHAT HE OWES YOU! And Leon: if YOU helped
handle the gold on the move of Green to Nevada, AS YOU HAVE JUST STATED IN WRITING—
WHY DID YOU NOT TELL Ekker about it? You continue to blast Charles, Rick—everyone, about it—
WHY DID YOU NOT MAKE IT KNOWN THAT GEORGE HELD ALL THAT GOLD? COULD
YOU POSSIBLY BE SERVING THE WRONG SIDE?
I’m not going to spend more time on that constant leaking faucet for the world continues to turn and it is
time to speak of things far greater. Funds of all kinds will be covered when we are left alone long enough
to do our work.
Today I am going to turn my attention to UFOs and the CIA. I have personally met with every “head” of
the CIA and have spent a LOT of time, especially recently, with George Bush and more recently saw to it
that he and Powell were safely put on the ground after the plane to Europe was set for a blowout which
would have taken their lives. I don’t want their lives taken for many reasons but the more prominent one
at the moment is that they have some work to do—FOR ME!
Never mind what that might mean but it means something quite important to MY PEOPLE.
Let us speak now of old cover-ups and futile efforts to bring REASON into the grasp of all of you. The
New World Order has other plans and so it goes:
[QUOTING, NEW DAWN, May-June 1996:]
UFOs AND THE CIA:
ANATOMY OF A COVER-UP
by Reg A. Davidson
The modern age of UFO phenomena began on a July afternoon in 1947 when private pilot Kenneth
Arnold reported nine unidentifiable silvery, crescent-shaped objects that skimmed through the sky at an
incredible rate of speed.
Their motion, Arnold said, reminded him of “a saucer skipping over water”. A news reporter took up
Arnold’s description and the phrase “flying saucers” soon became imprinted on the collective conscious83

ness. [H: Oh yes indeed, there IS a collective consciousness.]
When strange objects continued to be reported by competent witnesses, the U.S. authorities began
investigating the phenomenon. The task fell under the auspices of the United States Air Force, but few
were aware that the CIA took an interest in the strange phenomena soon after the first reports of ‘flying
saucers’ emerged.
The Air Force was actually in a state of near panic due to the wave of sightings. UFOs were reported
over Maxwell Air Force Base in Alabama, then, to the horror of the top military brass, over the White
Sands Proving Ground—right in the middle of their atom bomb territory. General Nathan Twining, commander of the Air Materiel Command, wrote to the commanding general of the Army-Air Force stating
that the phenomenon was something real, that it was not “visionary or fictitious”, and that the objects were
disc-shaped, as large as aircraft, and controlled.
The press latched onto the reports and sensationalized stories of alien invasion gripped the population.
The press and the Government were demanding answers. The Air Force, worried that the whole situation
was getting out of hand, tried to quell public angst (anxiety) by ordering a full investigation.
On December 30, 1947, Major General L. C. Craigie ordered the establishment of Project Sign at
what became known as Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio. Operating under auspices of
the Air Material Command’s Technical Intelligence Division, Project Sign was directed “to collect, collate,
evaluate and distribute to interested government agencies and contractors all information concerning sightings
and phenomena in the atmosphere which can be construed to be of concern to the national security”.
The project was given a 2A restricted classification security rating under a system that acknowledged
1A as the highest, or most secret, designation. [H: Now you know one of the reasons WHY my own
“security” file is beyond even the President’s ability to access. It is, however, only ONE reason.
The more important REASON is because of my own status in the Command; whether you wish
to believe such a thing or not—matters not.]
The following year, three men from Wright-Patterson approached Dr. J. Allen Hynek, an astronomer
then employed by Ohio State University in nearby Columbus. “They said they needed some astronomical
consultation because it was their job to find out what these flying saucer stories were all about,” Hynek
recalls. Hynek was hired as a consultant with the Air Force and remained in that capacity for over two
decades as Sign evolved into projects Grudge and Blue Book, the last OFFICIALLY ceasing in December of 1969.
According to Hynek, the Air Force had a simple, but effective, method to explain UFOs: Dismiss all
sightings as misidentified astronomical phenomena. The problem, says Hynek, was the Air Force
“regarded it as an intelligence matter” instead of handing the investigation to an academic or university
group. Therefore, any serious investigation of the new phenomena was stultified because top military brass
believed it an ‘intelligence’ matter, another intrigue of the emerging Cold War.
However, military personnel directly involved in Project Sign had a different view. While 96% of
reports turned out to be misidentified astronomical phenomena (e.g. the planet Venus), the other 4% were
not so easily discredited or explained, and a minority of military personnel took these seriously. [H: I
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wonder where you nice people THINK that planet Venus went to lately? It surely is missing
from its “usual” orbit, along with several “other” stars and planets flashing their colored lights!]
Minority intelligence opinion then divided into the two camps, namely, those who saw UFOs as evidence of new Soviet technology, and those who thought they might be precursors of an invasion of extraterrestrials.
‘FLYING SAUCERS’ AND THE CIA
Ever since 1948 the CIA has maintained an interest in UFOs and remains tight-lipped to this very day
on the subject, keeping evidence and documents on the phenomena many levels above Top Secret. [H: I
think you will find it interesting that a very high-level operative has recently told Rick, personally, that it is not wise to use the term Hatonn for it brings down the totally insane group of
intelligence focus. Well, so too does the word GOD when it is correctly interpreted. Now,
readers, is it not comforting to you to have ME IDENTIFIED by your beyond-top-secret crowd?
Go ahead and enjoy the revelation for it is because of ME that you have laws about meeting
extraterrestrials—so they can lock away anyone who encounters one.]
A memo sent on January 29, 1952 to the CIA’s deputy director of Intelligence from Ralph Clark of the
Office of Scientific Intelligence (OSI) states: “In the past several weeks numerous UFOs have been sighted
visually and on special UFO group radar. This office has maintained a continuing review of reputed
sightings for the past three years and a special group has been formed to review the sightings to date.”
Many researchers believe that from the very beginning the CIA was quite certain UFOs were not just
Soviet technology. In fact, as evidence accumulated pointing to the possible extra-terrestrial origin of
UFOs, the CIA became increasingly nervous that other U.S. government agencies might launch their own
inquiries into the matter. Secrecy would be an impossibility if everyone investigated UFOs and, in a matter
of time, details would leak to the media and the public.
In response to these concerns, the CIA began a process of maintaining a tight rein over the investigations to ensure no public inquiries would ever take place. To discredit the phenomenon, the CIA set up a
panel of experts whose job was to explain away UFOs.
The CIA convened on 14 January, 1953 a confab that became known as the Robertson Panel, after its
Chairman Dr. H.P. Robertson, then Director of the Weapons Systems Evaluation Group in the Office of
the Secretary of Defense, and also a CIA employee (1A trained by MI6, London).
The sequence of events leading directly to the Robertson Panel involved a series of UFO sightings
over the nation’s capital in the summer of 1952, sightings confirmed by military personnel, including radar
operators and scrambled interceptor pilots, and which themselves resulted in the largest post WWII military press conference to that date. At the press conference itself, the repeated radar sightings were put
down to “temperature inversions”, and the attending Air Force officers made no mention of the scrambled
jet fighters.
Besides the esteemed Dr. Robertson, the Panel also included as members physicist Dr. Luis Alvarez,
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later a Nobel Laureate, Dr. Samuel Goudsmit, another physicist from Brookhaven National Laboratories
who was an associate of Einstein’s and had discovered electron spin, a former University of Chicago
astronomer and then Deputy Director of the John Hopkins Operations Research office, Dr. Thornton
Page, and finally, Dr. Lloyd Berkner, yet another physicist and one of Brookhaven’s directors.
The Panel was addressed by a variety of CIA and Air Force personnel who reviewed some 20 of the
better UFO cases and showed 2 film strips of alleged flying saucers, one of which purportedly portrayed
objects characterized as “self-luminous” by no less an authoritative source than the Navy’s Photograph
Interpretation Laboratory which had spent over 1000 hours analyzing the particular movie film in question.
Although impressive evidence was presented to the panel, highlighted by detailed reports documented
by the Air Force, its recommendations read like they were formulated before the panel even convened.
The CIA had already developed a cover story to cloak the REAL story: UFOs were to be dismissed as
just another scientific enigma, a Cold War datum, one that might be cleverly manipulated by the enemy.
In short, the Robertson Panel ruled “That the evidence presented on Unidentified Flying Objects
shows no indication that these phenomena constitute a direct physical threat to national security”. While
this ruling is considered contentious by many UFO researchers, it was the panel’s second conclusion that
really shocked. The panel decreed that there was no national security threat from UFOs, however its
members did see a real and distinct danger posed by UFO REPORTS! [H: I would say that, at
the time, the response was not only reasonable but FACT. There was and is no danger as such,
from UFOs, manned or otherwise—leastwise not from our teams. The damage certainly HAS
COME from the controlled and washed media and planned speakers. Remember that Reagan,
while Bush was vice president, said on television that the U.S. and the Soviet Union should JOIN
TOGETHER IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE WORLD FROM THE EXTRATERRESTRIALS. No, I am NOT kidding and, since it was on national television, I would suggest that a
majority of you viewers saw it.]
In the panel’s own words, it concluded “that the continued emphasis on the reporting of these phenomena, in these perilous times, results in a threat to the orderly functioning of the protective organs of the
body politic.”
“We cite as example [of such danger],” the Panel continued, “the clogging of channels of communication by irrelevant reports, the danger of being led by continued false alarms to ignore real indications of
hostile action, and the cultivation of a morbid national psychology in which skilful hostile propaganda could
induce hysterical behavior and harmful distrust of duly constituted authority.” In other words, UFO
reports might induce national psychosis that could be subject to manipulation by the Soviets.
In the final list of recommendations, the panel calls for “national security agencies take immediate steps
to strip the Unidentified Flying Objects of the special status they have been given...”
The CIA had effectively halted any serious research into the phenomena, and now controlled all ongoing U.S. military investigations.
RUPPELT VS. THE CIA
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The public became aware of the panel a few years later with the publication of “The Report on
Unidentified Flying Objects” by Captain Edward J. Ruppelt, former commander of Project Blue Book.
Both Ruppelt and his Intelligence Liaison Officer, Major Dewey J. Fournet, gave evidence to the Robertson
Panel.
Although the panel relegated UFOs to the dustbin of history, Walter Smith, then-Director of the CIA,
saw fit to keep all evidence classified. The CIA’s decision shocked Captain Ruppelt and Major Fournet.
Both were part of the minority of intelligence officials that believed the evidence for UFOs was incontrovertible. They also believed the possibility of hysteria would be reduced if the public were told the truth.
Ruppelt had fought hard to keep the Air Force investigations afloat, after joining the Project Grudge
team in January 1951, but soon found the CIA constantly interfering and withholding valuable information.
Project Grudge evolved into the now famous Project Blue Book in March 1952 with Captain Ruppelt
appointed as its chief. All this came in response to a spate of UFO sightings, beginning with the 25 August,
1951 famous sightings at Lubbock, Texas, which caused an enormous stir with the American public. And
soon after, on 12 September, 1951, a major UFO sighting above the skies of Fort Monmouth in clear view
of visiting military brass, contributed to the Air Force’s new found enthusiasm.
Ruppelt first became aware of the CIA’s unwanted presence after the Washington UFO ‘invasion’ of
July 1952, when he was hampered from doing his job, and witnesses to the sightings were intimidated into
changing their reports or simply remaining silent.
The person who most worried Ruppelt was Chief of Staff General Hoyt S. Vandenberg. It was
Vandenberg who had buried Project Sign’s official UFO ‘Estimate’ report, caused its incineration, and had
the project renamed Project Grudge. It is not clear just how much Vandenberg was influencing top military
officials responsible for implementing the Air Force’s UFO projects. Vandenberg had been head of the
Central Intelligence Group (later the CIA) from June 1946 to May 1947, and his uncle was once chairman
of the Foreign Relations Committee, then the most powerful committee in the U.S. Senate. Clearly,
Vandenberg still had great influence in those areas—and according to Ruppelt, pressure was always coming from them to suppress the results of official UFO investigations.
Thus, Ruppelt was not surprised when the CIA and other high-ranking officers including General
Vandenberg convened a panel of scientists to ‘analyze’ all the Blue Book data. Nor was he too surprised
when the Robertson Panel found that no further study was necessary.
The pieces of the jigsaw puzzle started to fall into place. It was clear to Captain Ruppelt and other
members of Project Blue Book that the purpose of the Robertson Panel was to enable the CIA and Air
Force to state in the future that an impartial body had examined the UFO data and found no evidence for
anything unusual in the skies. Subsequently, the Air Force embarked upon a public relations campaign to
eliminate UFO reports totally. The CIA decided not to declassify the sighting reports and tighten security
even more while continuing to deny “non-military personnel” access to UFO files.
One month later CIA director Walter Smith classified all UFO documentation and all subsequent
directors continue to endorse the policy.
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INITIATION OF A COVER-UP
In August 1953 Ruppelt left the Air Force out of disgust and because of the limitations placed on his
work by the CIA. The same month the Pentagon issued the notorious Air Force Regulation 200-2, that
prohibited the release of any information about a sighting to the public or media, except when it was
positively identified as natural phenomenon. The new regulation also ensured that all sightings would be
classified as restricted.
In December 1953 the much worse Joint-Army-Navy-Air Force Publication 146 made the releasing
of any information to the public a crime under the Espionage Act. [H: Still think I should ignore
Dharma’s position and just “show up”? Do you finally begin to SEE why it is not the right thing
to do?] And the most ominous aspect of JANAP 146 was that it applied to anyone who knew it existed,
including commercial airline pilots. Any information flow to the public was effectively cut.
By the end of the year Project Blue Book was severely decimated and, for all intents and purposes,
UFO research plunged into secrecy and under the control of the CIA. In just over six years since Kenneth
Arnold’s sighting of strange silvery objects, the infamous intelligence agency had secured complete official
silence on the subject of UFOs.
The cover-up began and continues today, due to the CIA’s indomitable power over all other intelligence groups within the U.S. security establishment. The truth is out there... and it just might be somewhere deep inside the secret files of the CIA.
[END OF QUOTING]
Readers, you live in a grand world of deception. I have to ask you whether or not you believe that you
should have access to modern technology for your use? Then how can you deny that some of the “things”
now being structured are actually BAD for you? How do you discern? So, the big boys know all about
you? What else is new? Is it not far more safe for you to be able to use a plastic card with a code than
carry great sums of cash in whatever currency is available on your vulnerable body? Are not tracking
systems quite handy for business or for reaching loved ones? Are you not already a slave to the system?
Why can we not somehow work together to get those who want to get through this time of shutdown—
through? You can’t have it ALL ways, people, in any circumstance of choices and, in this age, there is no
way for you to KNOW EVERYTHING TAKING PLACE.
I am not trying to proselytize anyone to any thing. I have a job to do; you have a job to do, and together
we can have a peaceful and positive progression—WITHIN WHATEVER SYSTEM EXISTS. You
attend whatever religious aspect of presentation you choose—but don’t say that I told you to do so. I tell
you that there is NO RELIGIOUS ORDER of value on your whole entire place—for religions have been
used to dupe you soundly.
My writer is not here to raise money for anything—she is here to write and remains caught in a play of
chance and destroy. Why should Ekkers build YOUR FUTURE? Well, they have committed themselves
to seeing through that which was started and, when that task is completed, perhaps they can return to their
appointed missions. The world doesn’t stop to let people off, friends. Life is what happens while you
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make other plans and those who destroy the value of life, for whatever reason, are losers in their very
experiences for they have no focus on anything beyond their tiny bands of reality supposition—and the
supposition is erroneous. I don’t want people around me or in my work who don’t want me or who can’t
believe that God can exist in REALITY. Why do you? Think hard about this while you consider unconditional love and practice unconditional hate for those you have selected to blame for your perceived
slights. My people will make things right even to their “enemies”, but the chosen wrongdoers and liars will
NEVER bring more than further damage and destruction—it is always the way of it no matter what the lips
may spew. If YOU did not keep your original agreements, contracts, side agreements and your word—
why think you that you are NOT TO BLAME FOR YOUR OWN CIRCUMSTANCES?
No person can function in trust and faith if the very ones who come forth and form contracts and agreements do NOT KEEP THEIRS. For instance, IF GEORGE GREEN HONORED HIS PROMISSORY
NOTE TO THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE THERE WOULD BE NO PROBLEM WITH THE INSTITUTE INSTANTLY HONORING THE SUPPOSED AGREEMENTS WITH OTHERS. HOWEVER,
REMEMBER THAT THERE WERE SEVERAL ASPECTS OF YOUR CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS WITH THE INSTITUTE—AND YOU WHO LOANED AND WITHDREW OUTSIDE
YOUR CONTRACTED AGREEMENT—HAVE BROKEN THE CONTRACTS—NOT THE INSTITUTE. GOLD HAS NOT GONE TO $800 AN OUNCE AND THAT IS THE BOTTOM LINE!
AND, MOREOVER, THE PLAN WORKS AND TODAY IS A DAY TO “BUY” MORE, NOT CASH
OUT! BUT I DO ASK WHY THE INSTITUTE SHOULD PAY FOR YOUR LEGAL COUNSEL,
WHO STATE, THEMSELVES, “I AM GOING TO RETIRE ON THIS CASE”!?! HOW IS IT THAT
SOME OF THE MALADJUSTED SEEM TO HAVE A SMALL PORTION OF THE CONTRACT
AND SOMEHOW HAVE “LOST” THE MOST IMPORTANT AGREEMENTS OF ALL? WHY
DON’T SOME OF YOU EXPLAIN TO GEORGE GREEN WHAT KIND OF PROMISSORY
AGREEMENT HE MADE AND BREAKS? HIS HAD NO SIDE AGREEMENT!!! IF YOU
HAVEN’T BOTHERED TO FIND OUT FACTS AND TRUTH, SO BE IT.
Now, for you who await my ongoing participation, we are making progress and it is not as slow in happening as it may well seem to you who wait in not knowing each step. I can’t tell you each step because of the
blatherers and tattlers who like trouble far more than truth or security. It is fine because that represents
your world better in operation than I could ever express in a ton of paperwork.
May we close, please, and get ready for the afternoon’s meeting. Thank you and good morning.
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CHAPTER 11
REC #1 HATONN
SUN., JUN. 23, 1996 8:41 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 312
SUN., JUN. 23, 1996
MURDER IN HIGH PLACES
My first thought was to leave this document as a “private” writing to protect you innocent bystanders. I no
longer think that to be the best approach to the circumstances unfolding.
ANDREAS PAPANDREOU
Greece’s first Socialist prime minister of and leader of Greece’s ruling party, is dead. It is claimed he died
of “heart failure”—and to some extent that is a true statement. In every form of MURDER the heart does
finally fail!
I, like Grandma, am beginning to see few ways to stop the insanity of greed-induced misery upon a world
in shame.
Was Papa a wonderful and glorious individual? No, and he was an enemy of the American Government—
which of course, does not lend itself well to the thieves and would-be One Worlders of the shadow
planners.
George Bush, Alan Greenspan, and Oliver North went to visit, only days before the death of, Russell
Herrman/Herman—Grandma’s husband. I bend my knee to this person who died rather than sign over
the one instrument of value which could recover this old world to THE PEOPLE. Vina: I wish to honor
Russell this day for this is, indeed, a sad day for the FREE world.
Papandreou was brought into the “certificate” circle and was working as quickly as possible to bring about
funding. I had met with him and he was gaining in strength as his kidneys had begun to again show signs of
increased function to the extent of consideration for cutting back on every-other-day hemodialysis. He
was setting forth agreements with the banks to honor our request for the contracts. I find it most interesting
that Bush was, within these last days, in Greece to visit Latsis, the head of the Greek Mafia. Wherever
Bush goes seems to go death to people in high places.
Mr. Bush doesn’t want to “deal at this time”? Fine, Georgie boy! You have just declared WAR on the
Federation and that suits me just fine! I can deal with Mr. Latsis a lot higher than you ever could have.
Vina, I hope you will understand the need to now put out a bunch of contracts for funding ALL OVER
THE GLOBE—to protect the contract. The hounds of hell have drawn unlawfully off that certificate,
brought down the largest banks in the world by lies and criminal actions and Costas Simitis may well not
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have the strength to confront the thugs.
It would appear to me that elderly Latsis may well see the value of higher resources and possibilities and
may well have placed himself in a power position wherein he can change the world Elite structure. This
game is going to get to be a sticky wicket game.
I loathe politics of every kind—democratic or socialistic, communist or monarchy—but to cover dastardly
intent through more murder is unacceptable. Plausible denial? I don’t think so, you scum-suckers. And
THIS is for you monitors of this keyboard: HELLENIC EXPRESS IS THE ONLY GAME IN TOWN,
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN! We came by way of Greece/Athenia/Hellena—and we shall now push
harder for cooperation. We asked almost nothing in relative value from you miserable misfits to humanity,
and you have reached out beyond your rightful circumstance. I make NO COMMENT on the honor or
the integrity of a politician prime minister but you have reached into MY LIVING ROOM for this dastardly deed and you SHALL BE FOUND OUT. I think you may well find that NOW is exactly the
RIGHT TIME “to deal”.
PREMIER
Papandreou was powerful enough to bring the socialists back to power in 1993 and, even after resigning
as premier, he has remained a powerful force in the party. I find it very interesting, gentlemen, that the
fourth congress of this party, since its founding, BEGINS ON THURSDAY! This is most certainly
going to be a COSTLY error in political decisions, no matter who is behind the charade.
Did Papandreou REALLY have anything to do with us or any “arrangements” for banking concerns? I
would certainly be very NERVOUS this day for the “destroyers” are loose and your own situation is most
tenuous indeed. You of the world power cabals had better start counting your geese and chickens. Yes
indeed, I believe “at this time”, right now, is a very good time to “deal”—the Israelites welcome the
opportunity to serve the cause of Satan far more than you can possibly realize. God’s troopers shall not
enter the fray to protect you who do these dastardly deeds in full intent. I think it would be nice if Mr.
Latsis now assisted in getting this mess cleared up and tucked away!
Perhaps Mr. Simitis can continue his participation in Florence, Italy AFTER he does his necessary duties
to Papandreou’s friends at the European Union summit. You know, most of the European Union countries
don’t really cotton to the New World Order Union!
And by the way, Vina, keep A.N. OUT OF YOUR SPACE! He thinks he can power-play the big boys—
but he cannot. He has cost you Russell’s life, so to speak, through his sneaking deals and will sell you to
the wolves without batting an eyelash.
I will wait until I hear back from a couple of contacts and then probably will run THIS writing in CONTACT on Tuesday.
Readers, this is as “breaking news” AS YOU ARE EVER GOING TO GET. I suggest you rev up the
subscriptions to CONTACT because it is going to be the only paper in the global community with such
“breaking news” from here on in!
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I don’t have to become you sorry slime-balls to do business but I think the give-and-take just got a lot
tighter for my business antagonists “at this time”. Moreover, I believe it now wise of me to assist the 5th
instead of taking “the 5th”. And you know that my people don’t know anything about my activities. THIS
comes as a big surprise to even my secretary. Did I realize it would be this way? Of course, you idiots.
However, perhaps this is a GOOD OPPORTUNITY to suggest that you start shutting down the miserable
excuse for an attorney in the Santa Barbara Savings debacle—like NOW. Horn has joined with the liars
and cheats of our adversaries and they have led him down the primrose path and the game is already ugly
enough without having made such a dreary mistake. You Elite factions who think you can continue to beat
the people out of everything they ever held dear will find it is not going to be easy to pull off much longer.
You may think you have my hands tied by your silly “extraterrestrial law” but I appreciate such laws from
you scum-rakers because they simply continue TO PROTECT MY PEOPLE IN THE SILENCE OF
UNKNOWING. This time, your interference is more than annoying, however, and the free world intenders are not going to be happy with your antics.
My suggestion? I suggest that you get INSTANTLY busy undoing whatever you thought you were doing.
Get this message to Al Martin, please, Journalist, and remind him of my status in the super-high level
security listings. And, I will repeat something here and now, and it is known that I speak in truth: We have
no intention of using funds for ANYTHING except projects for attending a transition time and will stay
completely OUT OF YOUR POLITICAL AND/OR CRIMINAL ANTICS. So, in the words of the old
Continental Airlines slogan—I suggest you “move your tails” for us and then you can do whatever you
want with your political corruptions. If citizens WANT your kind of garbage as leadership—have at it—
but LEAVE MY PEOPLE ALONE! The agreements with us are quite clear and succinct and every one
you break places you in jeopardy of our changing ours to suit the circumstance. We stay OUT of your
business of war and power—but you strain my patience. I suggest you big boys get your silly ducks in a
row and set this to corrected course.
I expect HELP to be forthcoming immediately, contacts arranged and follow-through on both assistance
and financial course correction. Raise a finger in anger against ANY of MY AMBASSADORS OF
GOOD WILL AND FRIENDSHIP and you shall rue the day the evil ideas hit your brain cells. May the
FORCE be understood! Or, go on with your take-out plans and MAKE MY DAY!
I ask that the surveillance officers attending this ALERT message—get it moving to the proper authorities.
The battle is joined and my troops are not as gentle nor understanding as AM I. This most recently
“silenced heart” shall be heard around the world for you turn a murder into an asset for “my side”, NOT
YOURS!
Gentlemen, I suggest you get your Monarch butterflies off my flowers, begin to shut down your false
Phoenix projects lest there be a lot more “air disasters” involving YOU. I am not going to save your assets
next time—mark it in your hearts!
Now, to you who feel like taunting from behind my skirts—I suggest you serious-up for this game is
dangerous and deadly as the viper’s bites always can be.
Oh yes indeed, Dharma, you certainly CAN do this—for as much longer as is required. No THING of
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freedom or God was earned easily and remember the punch line of this play: GOD WINS! You who think
I play silly romantic interludes with YOU, please check your contacts because I DO NOT. Further, to you
who care enough to paint your perception of my likeness, thank you, but remember that you perceive that
which you perceive and yet KNOW NOT. I am grateful that you ponder on higher energies and possibilities so ANY perception is YOUR PERCEPTION and is quite acceptable.
I’m sorry, however, to you who continue to ask my personal input through Dharma. I understand the need
to “touch” but she cannot handle the load so you very likely won’t get a response from her in these days of
total assault and time-consuming tasks. I am etheric and all-possible—she is human and exhausted while
being a bit beyond terrified. Thank you, artists who picture her wrapped within my wings, however, for
you better believe they are large and REAL.
I will discuss this at this afternoon’s meeting but only partially to allow our “prattlers” access to a bit of truth
for the spreading. Our would-be-enemies have just been undone by the good attorney and the good Exjudge Brent and I would be very nervous and a bit concerned about my hide if I were Ence/Enz and any of
his cutie-pie games players. I wonder, Rod, if you recall your reason for being at that farm in Cummings
Valley? It was for Research and Development projects and you were the licensed contractor. This does
not bode well for you or for your corporation’s standing. Mitch Thresher is not a good ally when you have
lied to him in all instances! All of you who expect to gain from “our losses” are WRONG and can expect
full-blown charges brought against you and all those secret warrants, legal harassment, etc., will be NOW
COUNTERED appropriately. I suggest you start clearing up Challenge Met corporation dealings right
away because Jason Brent was caught in a bundle of LIES right to Horn and Horn will not accommodate
anyone who proves him to be THE bad guy! Mr. Brent spilled the beans about all of you—AND GEORGE
GREEN—in front, AGAIN, of a roomful of witnesses!
By the way, Phoenix Institute for Research and Education, Ltd. has ALWAYS BEEN AND ALWAYS
WILL BE FOR THE PURPOSES OF RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND EDUCATION. IESC
has never been for ANYTHING other than Research and Development and what you did with your funds
is your business but you will find that Ekkers are NOT THE ONLY ONES ON THE MANAGEMENT
END OF THAT CONNECTION WITH YOU AND CHALLENGE MET—all of which information
regarding those transactions with YOU are now required by Horn’s litigation demands. It was an error to
mix the Nevada litigations against Green/Abbott/Horton with this case which dealt ONLY with the no-sale
of property regarding the Ekkers. You have put both Horn’s and Brent’s ass in a sling and now, through
Constitutional rights, all information thus far kept from any of our players about the south lot and undue
pressures against Ekkers through their law teams, WILL HAVE TO BE PRESENTED AND WHO,
HOW, WHAT, WHERE, AND WHEN—laid public. I appreciate your participation for you have accomplished what our people so far have been unable to accomplish. Thank you for your interest in this
case, lest you feel a headache coming on.
Now, to Ken Hardy: We are not interested in your plan for solving our problems at this late date. We
understand your need to inform us that you have “remained neutral” in all the ongoing confrontation.
However, you HAVE NOT REMAINED NEUTRAL—YOU CHOSE AGAINST US AND SO BE IT
FOR THAT WAS YOUR CHOICE AND THAT OF YOUR FRIENDS IN GOSSIP AND PRATTLE.
As to the recent note from Gunther Russbacher claiming that CONTACT had been unfair to him—and
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wallowing in his protection of Rayelan. So be it, credit cards and losses to MANY HELPERS makes him
a bald-faced liar and “ignorance” is not an excuse. The scuttle-butt around the intelligence community is
that, dead or alive, Gunther Russbacher is “THROUGH”. That is indeed sad for there was such potential
there for service. You can fool all of the people some of the time, most of the people all of the time—you
cannot fool ME any of the time! People such as Bob Peters may well forgive you two, but I would
suspect that there shall NEVER be a “forgetting”. Who is nuts and who is sane? Does it matter? Life
moves on while you make other plans and that simply IS the way it IS. Our people are ever so much wiser
this day than when some of you turned away and brought down your incredible attempts to destroy and
damage. I suggest you ALL make it clear and right with GOD and then, only then, effort to sooth my
position. Gunther had access to knowing about MY SECURITY FILES AND RANKING—so I am
surprised at attitudes of “I didn’t know”! I suggest all of you who are sucked back into the loop—hold on
to your credit cards! Believe the promise when you see the green of their eyes.
Speaking of “Green”: Jason Brent said at least three times under oath that he “VIOLENTLY disliked the
Ekkers”. However, he also said he DID NOT TAKE GREEN’S CASE WHEN GEORGE CALLED
HIM! A-hummnnn...! I think, after Brent’s voluntary deposition, there is a lot less animosity against the
Ekkers for suddenly the “reason” for the hatred just melted away. Jason Brent is on his way to vacation in
Spain next month—so you need to work fast if your plans are to further confuse him into your MESS.
Jason Brent was misled about the Ekker damage—they neither knew him nor his opponent in the election.
They didn’t even cast a vote. In the first couple of encounters in court the Ekkers thought Jason Brent a
fair judge—but indeed, it deteriorated rapidly from there. We find new respect for this man, however. He
responded HONESTLY to his stand on depopulation as presented in Mensa’s newsletter publication. He
also responded HONESTLY to his feelings about Ekkers and we most certainly appreciate such virtue.
Parties involved with Brent in dealings against Ekkers—and he told what they were, from dislike, to
representing the parties on the lot south of the Adam Drive Property—should be advised that shredding of
documents, signed warrants, secret dealings, etc., would not be a wise thing to do. I would, however,
remind all of you that our intent is not toward exposing the corruption—it is in getting rid of this albatross
around our necks. It would certainly seem the wiser course of action to simply put a halt to the shenanigans
regarding Turner’s farm because nothing there, including the lease from Turner, is anything other than
Research and Development which gives a large latitude of temporary use. That was a full understanding in
the beginning and it is obvious that the ONLY value of the farm property is to research and develop
product. What Ence/Enz has chosen to do by “snitching” is nothing—because there is NOTHING about
which to SNITCH. Enz/Ence only TOLD ON HIMSELF. I suggest Rod do whatever he wishes but a
long way from Tehachapi seems like almost too close as this unravels. All of you somehow think you are
only dealing with two old people, the Ekkers. NO, you are dealing AGAINST every participant, reader,
and friend of anything involved. Narrow understandings and self-focused status are often unwise. And
once again, the Ekkers do nothing to offend or insult YOU—it is your newly acquired allies who are
spilling their guts for their own protection and are dumping on you to accomplish their own shielding. Did
“sweet little” Tuten err? Yes indeed, especially when she wrote that particular and purposeful letter which
Green sent to his mailing list. Mr. Horn finds that one very, very interesting. When you blow your own
credibility with gamesmen of that rank and ruthlessness—they do not take well to your false input. Don’t
you realize, people, that you CANNOT lie to your own attorney? Stating sweet “intent” does not cut the
mustard, people, or touting “God wouldn’t...” for these dudes don’t care a whit about God of Light OR
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YOU. You compromise their status and you have ERRED. YOU HAVE COMPROMISED THEIR
CASE—TOTALLY.
Mr. Horn has laid every stake on your input, Green Gang, to make his case. What you have done is
PROVEN EKKERS’ CASE and PROVEN their integrity. Moreover, anything that might become amiss
with them and/or their property—YOU ARE REGISTERED AS SUSPECTS—WITH THE LAW AND
THE BAR ASSOCIATION. MAKE IT SO.
Enough, Dharma, we have much to do this day so let us leave this and move on. Thank you for staying the
course. Salu.
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CHAPTER 12
REC #1 HATONN
TUE., JUNE 25, 1996 7:30 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 314
TUE., JUNE 25, 1996
JERRY FALWELL,
ZIONIST
I suggest you citizens LISTEN very closely to Jerry Falwell these days and his prattlings because it will
show you which way the coin is spinning. He just stated YESTERDAY that he was completely happy
about whatever happens in the Middle East because if it ends in Armageddon it will be good for the
Christians because it will indicate a time of the “coming of the Lord” and fulfill the prophecies and, “We
shall again be with God.” Good grief, are you BLIND? You won’t be with God; you will be deaded in
your insane IGNORANCE and misinformation! So be it. Let me tell you, however, that this very statement MEANS that some major conflict is imminent or he would not be making such observations for he is
one of the planted robotic informers for public consumption.
INTERESTING FOCUS:
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
I realize that you readers would rather have me stick to Spiritual matters and continue the religious discussions. However, there is something upon which you need further input and that topic deals with the
National Security Agency.
The writing here will be from a lawsuit filed against the US National Security Agency and will reveal a
frightening array of technologies and programs designed to keep tabs on you individuals. Because it is
comprehensive for its volume of writings, we shall use it rather than simply have a general discussion.
I find it always annoying to be left, however, without dates and specifics regarding these matters but the
best I can offer right off the top is that this is also presented in NEXUS, April-May 1996 issue [Editor’s
note: NEXUS is an interesting magazine out of Australia. Here in the US, subscriptions to NEXUS
are $25 for 6 issues per year. Contact NEXUS at: P.O. Box 177, Kempton, IL 60946; telephone:
815-253-6464 or fax: 815-253-6300.]. Since that document has already been summarized we will use
it for simplification of presentation.
[QUOTING:]
COVERT OPERATIONS OF THE
US NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
The following document comprises evidence for a lawsuit filed at the US Courthouse in Washington, DC, by John St. Clair Akwei against the National Security Agency, Ft. George G. Meade,
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Maryland (Civil Action 92-0449), and constitutes his knowledge of the NSA’s structure, national
security activities, proprietary technologies and covert operations to monitor individual citizens.—
Ed.
l. THE NSA’S MISSION AND DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE OPERATION
* Communications Intelligence (COMINT)
Blanket coverage of all electronic communications in the US and the world to ensure national security.
The NSA at Ft. Meade, Maryland has had the most advanced computers in the world since the early
1960s. NSA technology is developed and implemented in secret from private corporations, academia
and the general public.
* Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)
The Signals Intelligence mission of the NSA has evolved into a program of decoding EMF [ElectroMagnetic Field] waves in the environment for wirelessly tapping into computers and tracking persons
with the electrical currents in their bodies. Signals Intelligence is based on the fact that everything in the
environment with an electric current in it has a magnetic flux around it which gives off EMF waves. The
NSA/DoD [Department of Defense] has developed proprietary advanced digital equipment which can
remotely analyze all objects, whether manmade or organic, that have electrical activity. [H: Still think
you won’t wear the mark of the Beast? Readers, you ARE the mark of the Beast so why don’t
you use your minds which God gave unto you and use that system for your own growth and
protection? That stance is not unGodly—it is acting in wisdom in the moment for service in the
anticipated future. Oh indeed, you certainly CAN remain good and Spiritually enlightened in the
very midst of your adversaries’ worst nightmares.]
* Domestic Intelligence (DOMINT)
The NSA has records on ALL US citizens. The NSA gathers information on US citizens who might be
of interest to any of the over 50,000 NSA agents (HUMINT). These agents are authorized by executive
order to spy on anyone. The NSA has a permanent national security anti-terrorist surveillance network in
place. This surveillance network is completely disguised and hidden from the public.
Tracking individuals in the US is easily and cost-effectively implemented with the NSA’s electronic
surveillance network. This network (DOMINT) covers the entire US, involves tens of thousands of NSA
personnel, and tracks millions of persons simultaneously. Cost-effective implementation of operations is
assured by NSA computer technology designed to minimize operations costs.
NSA personnel serve in quasi-public positions in their communities and run cover businesses and
legitimate businesses that can inform the intelligence community of persons they would want to track.
NSA personnel in the community usually have cover identities such as social workers, lawyers and business owners.
* Individual Citizens Occasionally Targeted for Surveillance by Independently-Operating NSA
Personnel
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NSA personnel can control the lives of hundreds of thousands of individuals in the US by using the
NSA’s domestic intelligence network and cover businesses. The operations independently run by them
can sometimes go beyond the bounds of law. Long-term control and sabotage of tens of thousands of
unwitting citizens by NSA operatives is likely to happen. NSA DOMINT has the ability to assassinate US
citizens covertly or run covert psychological control operations to cause subjects to be diagnosed with ill
mental health.
2. NSA’S DOMESTIC ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE NETWORK
As of the early 1960s, the most advanced computers in the world were at the NSA, Ft. Meade.
Research breakthroughs with these computers were kept for the NSA. At the present time the NSA has
nanotechnology computers that are 15 years ahead of present computer technology.
The NSA obtains blanket coverage of information in the US by using advanced computers that use
artificial intelligence to screen all communications, regardless of medium, for key words that should be
brought to the attention of NSA agents/cryptologists. These computers monitor all communications at the
transmitting and receiving ends. This blanket coverage of the US is a result of the NSA’s Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) mission.
The NSA’s electronic surveillance network is based on a cellular arrangement of devices that can
monitor the entire EMF spectrum. This equipment was developed, implemented and kept secret in the
same manner as other electronic warfare programs.
* Signals Intelligence Remote Computer Tampering
The NSA keeps track of all PCs and other computers sold in the US. This is an integral part of the
Domestic Intelligence network.
The NSA’s EMF equipment can tune in RF [Radio Frequency] emissions from personal computer
circuit boards (while filtering out emissions from monitors and power supplies). The RF emission from PC
circuit boards contains digital information in the PC. Coded RF waves from the NSA’s equipment can
resonate PC circuits and change data in the PCs. Thus the NSA can gain wireless modem-style entry into
any computer in the country for surveillance or anti-terrorist electronic warfare.
* Detecting EMF Fields in Humans for Surveillance
A subject’s bioelectric field can be remotely detected, so subjects can be monitored anywhere they
are. With special EMF equipment NSA cryptologists can remotely read evoked potentials (from EEGs).
These can be decoded into a person’s brain-states and thoughts. The subject is then perfectly monitored
from a distance.
NSA personnel can dial up any individual in the country on the Signals Intelligence EMF scanning
network and the NSA’s computers will then pinpoint and track that person 24 hours a day. The NSA can
pick out and track anyone in the US.
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3. NSA SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE USE OF EMF BRAIN STIMULATION
NSA Signals Intelligence used EMF Brain Stimulation for Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM) and
Electronic Brain Link (EBL). EMF Brain Stimulation has been in development since the MK-ULTRA
program of the early 1950s, which included neurological research into radiation (non-ionizing EMF) and
bioelectric research and development. The resulting secret technology is categorized at the National
Security Archives as “Radiation Intelligence”, defined as “information from unintentionally emanated electromagnetic waves in the environment, not including radioactivity or nuclear detonation”.
Signals Intelligence implemented and kept this technology secret in the same manner as other electronic warfare programs of the US Government. The NSA monitors available information about this
technology and withholds scientific research from the public. There are also international intelligence
agreements to keep this technology secret.
The NSA has proprietary electronic equipment that analyzes electrical activity in humans from a distance. NSA computer-generated brain mapping can continuously monitor all of the electrical activity in the
brain continuously. The NSA records and decodes individual brain maps (of hundreds of thousands of
persons) for national security purposes. EMF Brain Stimulation is also secretly used by the military for
brain-to-computer link (in military fighter aircraft, for example).
For electronic surveillance purposes, electrical activity in the speech center of the brain can be translated into the subject’s verbal thoughts. RNM can send encoded signals to the brain’s auditory cortex,
thus allowing audio communications direct to the brain (bypassing the ears). NSA operatives can use this
covertly to debilitate subjects by simulating auditory hallucinations characteristic of paranoid schizophrenia.
Without any contact with the subject, Remote Neural Monitoring can map out electrical activity from
the visual cortex of a subject’s brain and show images from the subject’s brain on a video monitor. NAS
operatives see what the surveillance subject’s eyes are seeing. [H: Editors: this is a good sentence to
put in a “highlight” box. This is exactly the way “I see” when transmitting into a room while
Dharma is translating for me. This is WHY I often have to stop and have her open her eyes. She
can, however, “see” through her eyelids—but energy form is my visual method of “seeing”.
There is nothing mysterious about our communications and you shall come to see that it is, in
fact, a very common method of technology.]
Visual memory can also be seen. RNM can send images direct to the visual cortex, bypassing the eyes
and optic nerves. NSA operatives can use this surreptitiously to put images into a surveillance subject’s
brain while they are in REM sleep for brain-programming purposes. [H: The point becomes, of course,
as to who you allow to use this methodology of communication and how much control you can
maintain over yourself and your mind. God does not tamper WITH YOUR BRAIN OR YOUR
MIND—and by experiencing in a positive Godly manner, you are automatically protected from
impact by negative energy forms. Let your guard down for one split second and you are “had”.
You can see it has happened to dozens of people who have come specifically to work WITH US
and have gone off on their own WRONG input and all but destroyed themselves. This is still a
common occurrence. Some have simply become cheats for information gathering to use against
us. Therefore, we do NOTHING which is even shady in character—NOTHING, so all there is
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to report to the enemy are lies and misinformation—which ends up being costly indeed to the
“other side”.]
* Capabilities of NSA Operatives Using RNM
There has been a Signals Intelligence network in the US since the 1940s. The NSA, Ft. Meade has in
place a vast two-way wireless RNM system which is used to track subjects and non-invasively monitor
audiovisual information in their brains. This is all done with no physical contact with the subject. RNM is
the ultimate method of surveillance and domestic intelligence. Speech, 3D sound and subliminal audio can
be sent to the auditory cortex of the subject’s brain (bypassing the ears), and images can be sent into the
visual cortex. RNM can alter a subject’s perceptions, moods and motor control.
Speech cortex-auditory cortex link has become the ultimate communications system for the intelligence community. RNM allows for a complete audiovisual brain-to-brain link or brain-to-computer link.
4. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE ELECTRONIC BRAIN
LINK TECHNOLOGY
NSA SIGINT can remotely detect, identify and monitor a person’s bioelectric fields. [H: Do you
now see why I said that “remote viewing” is so obsolete as to be foolish to waste your time or
energy on the game? You already KNOW what is coming so why waste funds on such silliness?]
The NSA’s Signals Intelligence has the proprietary ability to monitor remotely and non-invasively
information in the human brain by digitally decoding the evoked potentials in the 30-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt
electromagnetic emissions from the brain.
Neuronal activity in the brain creates a shifting electrical pattern that has a shifting magnetic flux. This
magnetic flux puts out a constant 30-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt electromagnetic (EMF) wave. Contained in the
electromagnetic emission from the brain are spikes and patterns called “evoked potentials”.
Every thought, reaction, motor command, auditory event and visual image in the brain has a corresponding “evoked potential” or set of “evoked potentials”. The EMF emission from the brain can be
decoded into the current thoughts, images and sounds in the subject’s brain.
NSA SIGINT uses EMF-transmitted Brain Stimulation as a communications system to transmit information (as well as nervous system messages) to intelligence agents and also to transmit to the brains of
covert operations subjects (on a non-perceptible level).
EMF Brain Stimulation works by sending a complexly coded and pulsed electromagnetic signal to
trigger evoked potentials (events) in the brain, thereby forming sound and visual images in the brain’s
neural circuits. EMF Brain Stimulation can also change a person’s brain-states and affect motor control.
Two-way electronic Brain Link is done by remotely monitoring neural audiovisual information while
transmitting sound to the auditory cortex (bypassing the ears) and transmitting faint images to the visual
cortex (bypassing the optic nerves and eyes). The images appear as floating 2D screens in the brain.
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Two-way electronic Brain Link has become the ultimate communications system for CIA/NSA personnel. Remote neural monitoring (RNM, remotely monitoring bioelectric information in the human brain)
has become the ultimate surveillance system. It is used by a limited number of agents in the US Intelligence
Community.
[H: Perhaps it becomes a bit more clearly explained why it is that people such as George Green,
Gunther Russbacher, Ronn Jackson, etc., cannot control their perceptions and will make totally
outrageous claims. They believe their perceptions to be valid and truthful. It becomes ever so
much wiser in all instances to get a circuit locked onto GOD and keep those brain fragments out
of the hands of the offenders.]
5. [H: no heading in original document]
RNM requires decoding the resonance frequency of each specific brain area. That frequency is then
modulated in order to impose information in that specific brain area.
The frequency to which the various brain areas respond varies from 3 Hz to 50 Hz. Only NSA Signals
Intelligence modulates signals in this frequency band.

table EMF brain stim.
This modulated information can be put into the brain at varying intensities from subliminal to perceptible.
Each person’s brain has a unique set of bioelectric resonance/entrainment frequencies. Sending audio
information to a person’s brain at the frequency of another person’s auditory cortex would result in that
audio information not being perceived.
The Plaintiff learned of RNM by being in two-way RNM contact with the Kinnecome group at the
NSA, Ft Meade.
They used RNM 3D sound direct to the brain to harass the Plaintiff from 10/90 to 5/91.
As of 5/91 they have had two-way RNM communications with the Plaintiff and have used RNM to
attempt to incapacitate the Plaintiff and hinder the Plaintiff from going to the authorities about their activities
against the Plaintiff in the last 12 years.
The Kinnecome group has about 100 persons working 24 hours a day at Ft Meade. They have also
brain-tapped persons the Plaintiff is in contact with to keep the Plaintiff isolated. This is the first time ever
that a private citizen has been harassed with RNM and has been able to bring a lawsuit against NSA
personnel misusing this intelligence operations method. [H: Yes, and it is ALLOWED because the
“big boys” NOW WANT YOU-THE-PEOPLE TO KNOW THEY ARE IN CONTROL AND
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THE GAME PLAN IS NOW FUNCTIONAL.]
6. NSA TECHNIQUES AND RESOURCES
Remote monitoring/tracking of individuals in any location, inside any building, continuously, anywhere
in the country.
A system of inexpensive implementation of these operations allows for thousands of persons in every
community to be spied on constantly by the NSA.
* Remote RNM Devices
NSA’s RNM equipment remotely reads the evoked potentials (EEGs) of the human brain for tracking
individuals, and can send messages through the nervous systems to affect their performance.
RNM can electronically identify individuals and track them anywhere in the US. This equipment is on
a network and is used for domestic intelligence operations, government security and military base security,
and in case of bioelectric warfare.
* Spotters and Walk-Bys in Metropolitan Areas
Tens of thousands of persons in each area work as spotters and neighborhood/businessplace spies
(sometimes unwittingly) following and checking on subjects who have been identified for covert control by
NSA personnel.
Agents working out of offices can be in constant communication with spotters who are keeping track
of the NSA’s thousands of subjects in public.
NSA agents in remote offices can instantly identify (using RNM) any individual spotted in public who
is in contact with surveillance subject.
* Chemicals and Drugs into Residential Buildings with Hidden NSA Installed and Maintained
Plastic Plumbing Lines
The NSA has kits for running lines into residential tap water and air ducts of subjects for the delivery
of drugs (such as sleeping gas or brainwashing-aiding drugs). This is an outgrowth of CIA pharmapsychology
(psychopharmacology).

[H: Right here is a good place to remind all of you that the “big boy bandidoes” do not object to
our little paper of small subscription. We tell YOU exactly how BIG they are—and further, warn
you that to FIGHT IS FOOLISH. Your hope for continuing survival in this controlled world—is
the frequency and LIGHT of GOD of Light, within Whose shield and function—you are safe. No
OTHER people are secure in their persons. You are NOW a controlled society with ability of the
controllers to isolate and focus on each INDIVIDUAL. I do not tell you this to bring fear for it
is too late for that to do anything as to changing the masses. If I can reach a few who demand
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“freedom” then we have done that which we could accomplish. God of Light always leaves
decisions and personal choices to the individual. This writing is simply to inform you who still
can’t believe that “big brother” would take even your mind, that it is now So. He can and he
HAS. We who now tell you the TRUTH of it, are not his enemy, in FACT, within his perception—
we are simply telling YOU how IT IS! There won’t be any militias who can fight your way out of
THIS KETTLE OF FISH, readers—only building patiently UP THROUGH in survival mode of
operations which allow you to be left alone to your small tasks and development. The Anti-God
of Light DOES NOT WANT TO TAKE ON GOD!]
* Brief Overview of Proprietary US Intelligence/Anti-Terrorist Equipment Mentioned
Fixed network of special EMF equipment that can read EEGs in human brains and identify/track
individuals by using digital computers. ESB (Electrical Stimulation to the Brain) via EMF signal from the
NSA Signals Intelligence is used to control subjects.
EMF equipment that gathers information from PC circuit boards by deciphering RF emissions, thereby
gaining wireless modem-style entry into any personal computer in the country.
All equipment hidden, all technology secret, all scientific research unreported (as in electronic warfare
research).
Not known to the public at all, yet complete and thorough implementation of this method of domestic
intelligence has been in place since the early 1980s.
[H: For the protection, at request, there will be no information given regarding Mr. Akwei.]
RESOURCES
These publications have only been discovered since December 1991, after Plaintiff had already notified
authorities (Dept. of Justice, etc.) of Public Corruption by named NSA employees. When no action was
taken against the NSA employees, I researched the Intelligence Community electronic surveillance technology involved and discovered the following publications.
The Body Electric: Electromagnetism and the Foundation of Life, by Robert Becker, M.D. Monitoring neuroelectric information in the brain; EM waves; ESB (pp. 265, 313, 318).
Cross Currents, by Robert Becker. Simulating auditory hallucinations (pp. 70, 78, 105, 210, 216, 220,
242, 299, 303). Remote computer tampering using the RF emissions from the logic board (p. 174).
Currents of Death, by Paul Brodeur. Driving brain electrical activity with external EM; magnetophosphenes;
Delgado (pp. 27, 93).
The Zapping of America, by Paul Brodeur. DoD EM ESB research; simulating auditory hallucinations.
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Of Mice and Men and Molecules, by John H. Heller, 1963. Bioelectricity; probing the brain with EM
waves (p. 110).
The Three-Pound Universe, by Judith Hooper. CIA EEG research; EEGs for surveillance (pp. 29, 132,
137).
In the Palaces of Memory, by George Johnson. EM emissions from the brain; the brain as an open
electromagnetic circuit.
The Puzzle Palace, by James Bamford. Signals intelligence; most advanced computers in the early
‘sixties.
The US Intelligence Community. Glossary terms at National Security Archives: Radiation Intelligence
(information from unintentionally emanated electromagnetic energy, excluding radioactive sources).
The Search for the “Manchurian Candidate”, by John Marks. Electrical or radio stimulation to the
brain; CIA R&D in bioelectrics (p. 227).
Secret Agenda, by Jim Hougan. National security cult groups.
Crimes of the Intelligence Community, by Morton Halperin. Surreptitious entries; intelligence agents
running operations against government workers.
War in the Age of Intelligent Machines. NSA computer supremacy, complete control of information.
Alternate Computers, by Time-Life Books, Molecule computers.
The Mind, by Richard Restak, M.D. EEG Systems, Inc.; decoding brain EM emanations; tracking thoughts
on a computer (p. 258).
MedTech, by Lawrence Galton. Triggering events in the brain, direct to auditory cortex signals.
Cyborg, by D.S. Halacy, Jr. 1965. Brain-to-computer link research contracts given out by the US Government.
Psychiatry and the CIA: Victims of Mind Control, by Harvey M. Weinstein, M.D. Dr. Cameron;
psychic driving; ultraconceptual communications.
Journey Into Madness: The True Story of Secret CIA Mind Control and Medical Abuse, by Gordon
Thomas. Intelligence R&D; Delgado; psychic driving with radio telemetry (pp. 127, 276, 116, 168-69).
Mind Manipulators, by Alan Scheflin and Edward M. Opton. MK-ULTRA brain research for information-gathering.
The Brain Changers, by Maya Pines. Listening to brain EM emissions (p. 19).
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Modern Bioelectricity. Inducing audio in the brain with EM waves; DoD cover-up; EM wave ESB;
remote EEGs.
Magnetic Stimulation in Clinical Neurophysiology, by Sudhansu Chokroverty. Magnetophosphenes;
images direct to the visual cortex.
The Mind of Man, by Nigel Calder. US Intelligence brain research.
Neuroelectric Society Conference, 1971. Audio direct to the brain with EM waves; two-way remote
EEGs.
Brain Control, by Elliot S. Valenstein. ESB; control of individuals.
Towards Century 21, by C.S. Wallia, Brain stimulation for direct-to-brain communications (p. 21).
Mind Wars, by Ron McRae (associate of Jack Anderson), Research into brain-to-brain electronic communications; remote neural EM detection (pp. 62, 106, 136).
Mind Tools, by Rudy Rucker. Brain tapping; communications with varying biomagnetic fields (p. 82).
US News & World Report, Jan 2, 1984. EM wave brain stimulation; intelligence community high tech (p.
38).
Ear Magazine. Article on extremely low frequency radio emissions in the natural environment; radio
emissions from the human body.
City Paper, Washington, DC, Jan 17, 1992. Article on FCC and NSA “complete radio spectrum”
listening posts.
Frontiers in Science, by Edward Hutchings, Jr. 1958 (p. 48).
Beyond Biofeedback, by Elmer and Alyce Green, 1977 (p. 118).
The Body Quantum, by Fred Alan Wolf.
Cloning: A Biologist Reports, by Robert Gilmore McKinnell. Ethical review of cloning humans.
Hoover’s FBI, by former agent William Turner. Routines of electronic surveillance work (p. 280).
July 20, 2019, by Arthur C. Clarke. LIDA; neurophonics; brain-computer link.
MegaBrain, by Michael Hutchison Rosnak, 1986. NSA Directive #145; personal files in computers;
computer-automated telephone tapping.
The Body Shop. 1968 implantation of an electrode array on the visual cortex for video direct to the brain;
other 1960s research into electronically triggering phosphenes in the brain, thus bypassing the eyes.
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Evoked Potentials, by David Regan. Decoding neuroelectric information in the brain.
[END OF QUOTING]
A BIT OF TIMELY OBJECTIVITY
You have to realize something right here and right now, readers, while you are “thinking” other thoughts
about what all is going on around you.
Let us focus for just a brief moment on your First Lady, Hillary. She can no more help what she does than
can a puppet on the proverbial string. She can’t remember what she HAS DONE—she is a PERFECT
example of such as Mind Control of the Monarch variety and then a total presentation of exactly the above
described control. She acts without any ability to “think” otherwise than what she does. She speaks to
Eleanor Roosevelt? No, she is controlled by the controllers who feed her whatever THEY want Eleanor
to say to the poor creature. She and Billy are being used to pull down all respect and semblance of “order”
within the government. All government employees are likewise manipulated and will serve the dark masters in full compliance. It matters not WHO you elect to any position, the controllers control it all. Did you
hear me? THEY ALREADY CONTROL IT ALL—HOOK, LINE, AND SINKER!
Why will they, then, respect my position? Because they know the game and they know that they may not
tamper with God’s true people—period. They can TRY but they will not prevail. It is fine for the sorting
becomes easy for us and so, too, does the protection at that level become comforting to you who UNDERSTAND.
I hope that you who would attend the book library for sales, please don’t do anything yet but we will want
to eventually be able to provide any book to which I refer through Phoenix Source. So, if you readers will
be patient a bit longer and only obtain the ones you feel drawn and/or pushed to get, we will probably soon
be able to offer the selections above, except magazine articles, at a better price than individually-purchased volumes. We are going through such a difficult time with lawsuits coming into finalization that we
simply have not the resources or the manpower to furnish all the desired things about which I write.
I do plan to cover the “VORTEX OF LIFE” and have already asked the “crew” to get and make ready for
your ordering, a device for charging water. This does not replace the micro-water but enhances the water.
It is a very simple magnetic vortex apparatus which will be relatively-inexpensive. For you who can’t
afford the expensive machines it will offer you some of the benefits. Please understand our position with
the MicroWater machines: our people are limited to pricing according to the manufacturers of the product.
We have no wish to compete but you will find, through prior contracts with New Gaia, a better pricing per
unit than from the original makers and current distributors. This is causing a lot of friction against New Gaia
and we may well have to change and increase the price of those units. Well, each person needs to also
make a living wage so we don’t have much defense when they haul you off to court on such matters. You
may well want to consider this as you decide whether or not you want one of the MicroWater machines
because you will NEVER get a better price—ANYWHERE—until, of course, someone else comes into
competition. This is the BEST machine available so I can’t speculate on other products or a time when
they might be available.
Our only purpose is to make it through here and have you have available that which will offer you a chance
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at survival as the hammer meets the anvil—nothing more. We are not here to SAVE anything, including
YOU. YOU will have to do for self if you want something done, for that old garbage of “God saving your
assets,” is incorrect. HE SHOWS THE WAY—YOU HAVE TO DO THE WALKING.
Thank you for your interest as we pick up the pace. Moreover, we can’t even begin to sift through past
presentations to offer you much INDEXING. However, it is time you seriously consider ALL OUR
PRIOR writings if you want to even be in the ballpark on game day.
I salute you who continue on this incredible pathway of experience. Salu.
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CHAPTER 13
REC #2 HATONN
WED., JUN. 26, 1996 8:29 A.M. YEAR 9, DAY 315
WED., JUN. 26, 1996
SABOTAGE AND VANDALISM
To the cute and childish ones who vandalized (sabotaged) the irrigation line at THE FARM within this
week, I suggest you run for cover for you left your calling card and your identity is KNOWN! This is being
referred to the authorities. You people begin to make the Ku Klux Klan look like a bunch of cry-babies
trying to hide their atrocities. Silly is as silly does! Charles, in addition to the prints left, has a paper which
obviously blew out or fell from your vehicle or a pocket—oh my, God truly DOES work in mysterious
ways to perform his wonders. My suggestion is that you might well want to shut down the ongoing games
with Mitch Thresher. Since the actions are ongoing by you, locally, the matter will be taken up non-locally
with authorities. It is truly interesting how things work out, is it not?
I am going to share with you readers one of the most remarkable bits of intrigue and criminal actions to
have been perpetrated on your banks and industries and you-the-people, of all time. To protect my writer
I am going to utilize an article but you can be SURE the parties involved in the One World Order are the
culprits.
We have priorly offered ALL of the forthcoming information but we have NEW readers who will enjoy the
revelation. To some of you unsuspecting readers, you will recognize NAMES and places and it will offend
your senses quite intensely. So be it for truth will always “out” eventually and we are no longer youngsters
who cannot face disillusionments.
One of our more interesting past topics has been the Nugan Hand Bank affair of the late 1970s. I’m sorry,
friends, but truth is the name of our game and our information stretches around the globe, Nugan Hand, of
course, being in Australia as a launch point for such bank crashes.
To protect my secretary I offer a well-done article from NEXUS, June-July 1996.
[QUOTING:]
THE MONEY LAUNDRY
THE DIRTY SIDE OF HIGH FINANCE
by David G. Guyatt, England, UK
[H: Editors of CONTACT: You may wish to run in full, again, the McFadden speech on banking
made before Congress. {See CONTACT pgs. 2-8 of Vol. 13, #8 (July 2, 1996) or pgs 73-100 of The
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Phoenix Journal #17 The Naked Phoenix for this classic}]
A quarter of the massive funds circulating the globe each year are the illicit proceeds of gunrunning, drug-trafficking and money-laundering operations.
Ever since the Nugan Hand Bank affair of the late 1970s, bank crashes have followed a slick and
familiar template. Narcotics trafficking, gun running, CIA covert ops, money laundering and fraud on a
massive scale are just some of the ingredients that have sent bank after bank crashing to its knees. Once
the smoke clears, bank depositors and shareholders are left picking up the tab.
With a spate of billion-dollar financial scandals hitting the headlines, 1995 wasn’t such a good year for
harassed bank regulators and shareholders. Calls for tougher regulation of the burgeoning financial markets in the wake of the Daiwa, Barings and other debacles are little more than PR palliatives designed to
calm the nerves of a cynical public who still form the hard backbone of bank depositors. With the best will
in the world, regulators can’t keep pace with an evolving and sophisticated money machine that daily
shuffles upwards of 24 billion E-bucks around the globe in the blink of an eye. Following the Barings
debacle, the Bank of England has told me that it will resist tougher regulation—fearing that this will drive
financial institutions to less-regulated centres. (Phone conversation with this writer, Dec. 1995.)
Yet tough regulation, even when emplaced, is easily and regularly evaded. Banking and crime are
Cimmerian handmaidens for the simple reason that banks are where the money is. Having access to the
money and being ‘connected’ is the name of the game where the stakes are other people’s money. This is
the dark side of the financial community, a hidden face that largely goes unreported—until, that is, a major
banking scandal hits the front pages. Squirming under the glare of public attention, successive bank
disclosures have revealed the sinister connections that leading banks have with organized crime and the
intelligence community. The money-shufflers of ‘Spooksville’ need ‘black funds’ to finance covert operations and appear happy to exchange guns and military hardware for dope that is, in turn, peddled for
dollars used to finance other black operations. This happy-go-lucky ‘Ferris wheel’ approach to moneyraising on the part of the intelligence community reveals a long history of entanglements with the Mafia.
Organized crime syndicates are now the single largest business sector on the planet and are set to
grow. They just love banking. Having accumulated a staggering US$820 BILLION a year from its
legitimate investments (Sterling, Claire, Crime Without Frontiers, Little Brown, London, 1994). Dozens
of nations who maintain strict bank secrecy laws are, de facto, providing full banking services to these
mandarins of dirty money. A large number of banks are actually owned by Mafia syndicates. (Sterling,
Claire, op. cit., p. 23. See also p. 111, citing the Yakuza’s near-miss attempt to take control of Parisbas,
a leading French bank.) Some of the largest and most respectable appear content to turn a blind eye and
earn massive commissions from laundering dirty money. (Kochan & Whittington, Bankrupt: the BCCI
Fraud, Victor Gollancz, London, 1991, p. 96.) The prudent image of bankers is just that: an image.
Banking survives purely on depositor confidence, making it the biggest ongoing “confidence trick” the
world has ever witnessed. (Sir Kit McMahon, former Chairman of Midland Bank Group Plc, stated
during a British TV programme, broadcast in Autumn 1995, that banking is a “confidence trick”.) That
confidence has been dented by one scandal following on the heels of another.
[H: To the editors: You may wish to run in full, again, the McFadden speech on banking made
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before Congress.]
THE CIA’S HEROIN CONNECTION
One of the earliest scandals was the Nugan Hand Bank affair. Michael Hand, an ex-CIA operative
from the Bronx, joined up in 1973 with Frank Nugan, an Australian playboy and inheritor of a Mafia
fortune, and incorporated the Nugan Hand Bank. The bank sported an interesting and exclusive board of
directors. President of the bank was (Retired) Rear Admiral Earl Yates, former chief of the US Navy’s
strategic planning. Legal counsel was the CIA’s William Colby, and Walter McDonald, former deputy
director of the spook agency, was listed as a consultant. An in-house commodity trader on the bank’s
payroll was also a leading heroin importer, while [General] Richard Secord, later to be implicated in the
Iran-Contra affair, was said to have a business connection.
Seven years later, the bank collapsed following the discovery of Frank Nugan’s body slumped in his
Mercedes. Clutching a gun in one hand and sporting a hole through the head, Nugan was also holding a
bible that contained an embarrassing list of names including William Colby, DCI of the CIA, and Bob
Wilson, the House Armed Services Committee’s ranking Republican. Other names listed had a variety of
backgrounds, ranging from known narcotics traffickers, politicians and businessmen to personalities from
sports and the media. Beside each name were listed amounts running into five and six numbers. Following
public outrage, the US Senate held an investigation into Nugan Hand’s operations. Amongst other things
it discovered that the bank operated a branch in Chiang Mai, Thailand—heart of Triad country. The
branch was dedicated to laundering the Golden Triangle’s heroin revenue. Connected to the bank’s office
by an interconnecting door was the DEA’s (Drug Enforcement Administration’s) local office—premises
that were also shared with the CIA. (Robinson, Jeffrey, The Laundrymen, Simon & Schuster, London,
1994, p. 266.)
At about the same time that Frank Nugan’s skull was developing powder-burns, Michele Sindona, a
free-wheeling financial whiz-kid and consigliere for the Sicilian Mafia, had purchased New York’s Franklin
National Bank and driven it to the wall with losses totaling US$40 million. Ranked the 29th largest bank
in the US, the Franklin crash became the biggest on record at that time. Establishing a fictitious company,
Fasco AG, in Liechtenstein, Sindona was able to obtain a majority interest in the Italy-based Banca Privata
Finanziera. BPA was an excellent acquisition for Sindona, for not only did it have a close relationship with
Britain’s blue-chip Hambros Bank but it also had a preferential partnership arrangement with Continental
Illinois Bank of Chicago, owned and presided over by David Kennedy (later to become Finance Minister
in the Nixon Administration). Continental Illinois was later to crash spectacularly in the mid-’80s, only to
be rescued with an estimated four billion US tax dollars.
MOBSTERS, MASONS AND
THE ITALIAN CONNECTION
Described by Time magazine as “the greatest Italian since Mussolini”, Sindona used his relationship
with David Kennedy to get close to Bishop Paul Marcinkus, head of the Vatican Bank (the Institute for
Religious Works [IOR]), and thereafter set in motion a tangled web of financial fraud that almost brought
the IOR to its knees. His empire rapidly grew, pulling a number of financial institutions into his ownership,
including, in addition to his BPA, the Banca Unione, the Germany-based Wolf Bank, the Generale
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Immobiliare, Geneva’s Finance Bank, Edilcentro, a finance company set up in the Bahamas, New York’s
Franklin National Bank plus 140 other companies spread throughout the globe.
Sindona’s connection to the Mafia probably dates back to World War II when he joined in the Mafia
preparations for American landings in Sicily. However, it was during the ’70s that the Sicilian Mafia chose
him as their money man. Four years later, in 1974, Don Michele’s [Sindona] world began collapsing
around him. It was later discovered he had been skimming off the mob’s narcodollars which he was
charged with laundering. Incarcerated in prison for his part in the Franklin Bank crash, Sindona was later
found dead in his cell. A dose of strychnine laced in his coffee brought a 25-year sentence to an abrupt
end. If Sindona’s death was anything, it was too late. His intimate involvement with another bank that
crashed with massive losses was to have calamitous and far-reaching effects on Italy’s ruling elite as well as
the spooks of Langley.
Banco Ambrosiano was the largest private bank in Italy until it collapsed in 1982 with losses approaching a massive US$2 BILLION. At the centre of the scandal was Roberto Calvi, Chairman of
Ambrosiano and Lodge brother of Licio Gelli, the shadowy Grand Master of the Italian P2 (Propaganda
2) Masonic Lodge. Gelli, once an Oberleutnant in Himmler’s SS, held the reins of power and knew how
to use them—for which he was dubbed “The Puppet Master”. A consummate blackmailer, he kept a
secret record of wrongdoing of all those he came into contact with, and wasn’t shy in using it to his
advantage. P2’s membership roll included highly placed politicians, cabinet members, heads of the Italian
armed forces and the intelligence services, together with leading industrialists, media magnates, judges,
Mafiosi, members of the Vatican Curia and, of course, high-flying financiers—including Sindona. P2’s
‘elite’ membership, linked by their extreme right-wing political views, perfectly dovetailed with the CIA’s
long-standing desire to eradicate Communism from the Italian political scene.
The P2 and Banco Ambrosiano scandal broke when Calvi was found ‘suicided’ on 17 June 1982.
With his hands tied behind his back and a rope around his neck, he had been suspended from London’s
Blackfriars Bridge in what some saw as a ritual killing. Calvi was P2’s banker and had been involved in
embezzling massive sums of money out of his bank and into secretive ‘offshore’ companies in Liechtenstein
and elsewhere. A number of these companies were linked to the Vatican Bank. P2 was responsible for
the number of CIA-backed political atrocities at the time, including the bombing of Bologna railway station
in August 1980 where 85 innocents were slaughtered—and mischievously attributed to left-wing terrorists.
It took 10 years before the real story came out. Francesco Mannino Mannonia, a penitito (defector)
from the Sicilian Mafia, confirmed in 1992 that Calvi was strangled by Francesco di Carlo, the mob’s
heroin ‘traffic manager’, at the instruction of Pippo Calo of the Corleone family. We now know that Calvi,
together with Gelli and Sindona, was embezzling the Mafia out of a fortune. Gelli was ‘handling’ for the
Corleonesi a large sum of money which he passed to Calvi who promptly used it to shore up his failing
bank. Smart to the last, Gelli helped the mob recover “tens of billions of lire” before bolting out of sight.
Despite his best efforts, he was eventually arrested in Switzerland to where he had travelled to arrange the
secret transfer of US$120 million of Ambrosiano’s lost loot. Bribing a guard with $20,000, he managed to
escape. Once over the French border, he climbed aboard a helicopter for the short trip to Monaco, home
of P2’s ‘super-Lodge’. From Monaco he travelled to Paraguay—a favourite bolt-hole of many of his
wartime Nazi comrades—and disappeared from sight. The missing billions have never been recovered.
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The Ambrosiano affair was significant for revealing the web of interconnections that existed within
Italy’s ruling class. On the one hand, the CIA was using P2’s ‘covered’ (secret) Lodge and illicit funds to
conduct covert warfare on Italy’s Communists. At the other extreme, it demonstrated the Mafia’s total
infiltration of Italian business and politics—a feat achieved following their induction into Masonry. Antonio
Calderoni, a Mafia defector, revealed that, during 1977, Mafia bosses were formally invited to join a
covered Masonic Lodge. They agreed to join on the understanding that they would learn the secrets of
Masonry but would not reveal Mafia secrets. “Men of Honour who get to be bosses belong to the
Masonry: this must not escape you,” another Mafia defector, Leonardo Messina, revealed. “Because it is
in the Masonry that we can have total contact with businessmen, with the institutions, with the men who
administer power...” Messina went on to add that the Mafia’s secret association with Masonry is “an
obligatory passage for the Mafia on a world level”. Masons, like the intelligence community, bankers and
the Mafia, share a common interest in secrecy. Similarly, they all have a common interest in money,
especially other people’s money.
HISTORY’S BIGGEST-EVER SCAM
The ‘connections’ that had been forged and which lay behind Italy’s greatest-yet banking debacle
were to be re-enacted years later in America. The Savings and Loan (S&L) scam—by far the greatest
banking rip-off of all time—sees the same cast of players at work. “Something very significant happened
during our country’s savings-and-loan crisis, the greatest financial disaster since the Great Depression. It
happened quietly, secretly, without any fanfare and attention. It happened before our very eyes and we
knew it not. What we missed was the massive transfer of wealth from the American taxpayer to a select
group of extremely rich, powerful people.” These ominous words opened the introduction to Pete Brewton’s
massively researched book, The Mafia, CIA & George Bush—the untold story of America’s greatest
financial debacle. (SPI Books, New York, 1992.) Brewton, an award-winning investigative journalist,
spent years tracing the subterranean web of interconnections that sat at the heart of this affair that looted
the American taxpayer of close to US$1 TRILLION. However, there was more to the S&L affair than
these words portrayed.
The “select group of extremely rich, powerful people” that Brewton fingers, includes the CIA, President George Bush, Senator Lloyd Bentsen, a swag-sack of other influential Texans and well-known members of the Mafia. For the CIA, the group had access to a vast pool of ‘black funds’ that enabled it to
engage in illegal activities including Iran-Contra and Middle East weapons deals. Brewton’s all-toorealistic view is that this group of interconnected ‘businessmen’ recognized that the S&L industry was
perfectly structured for a mammoth scam. Backed by government guarantees and regulators who would
bow to the right kind of pressure, the S&Ls were like ripe plums waiting to be plucked.
Back in his VP days, Bush intervened with federal regulators in a corrupt Florida Savings and Loan
that close friends, his sons Jeb and Neil, and a handful of Mafia associates were systematically plundering.
The thrift eventually went belly-up to the tune of US$700 million. For a man who regularly keeps a
“plausible deniability” diary, whose hidden background includes his CIA operational activities pre-dating
his appointment to DCI by 15 years, and who, moreover, had questionable links to the pock-faced Panamanian dictator, Colombian cartel money-launderer and one-time CIA asset Col. Manuel Noriega, the
thought of his sons cherry-picking thousand-dollar bills off the S&L money tree is all in a day’s play. (For
a brief synopsis on Bush’s secret background, see Mark Lane’s Plausible Denial [Plexus Publishing,
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London, 1992, pp. 330-333.])
In any complex financial scam, the really important question is to discover where the looted funds
eventually come to rest. As with the Nugan Hand, Franklin and Ambrosiano debacles, this question has
never been satisfactorily answered for the S&L scam. However, despite a perpetual smoke-screen, some
interesting facts have emerged. In another Florida S&L bust that cost US$200 million in a shady landdeal, the cash disappeared down the sunset trail of Du Pont’s St. Joe Paper Co. The trail went cold in
Jersey, one of the Channel Islands. The Channel Isles have long been offshore tax havens with strict
banking secrecy, and, as a consequence, a large contingent of foreign banks have offices there. It is now
believed that the looted funds were ultimately used by CIA cut-outs to procure weapons for Iraq.
A central figure in the S&L sale of the century was Walter Mischer, a close friend of Senator Lloyd
Bentsen and a long-time ‘acquaintance’ of George Bush. Mischer was closely ‘connected’ to the New
Orleans Marcello family, one of the most powerful Mafia families in the country. Never a ‘one-family’
man, he also did business with Mafia associates from New York and Chicago. Mischer is considered to
be the most powerful man in Texas, and certainly one of the richest. His “I’m just a country boy” demeanor belies a sharp, analytical business mind and an icy streak of ruthlessness. With a finger in every
pie, his influence stretches wide to include business, crime, finance, the intelligence community, and domestic and international politics. Brewton believes that Mischer “is without peer in Texas and perhaps in the
entire country”. Regarded as a pragmatist, he generally bets both ways in the political election stakes,
placing money on both the rear- and fore-legs of the horse we’ve come to know as ‘Demopublican’
politics.
Another figure who weaved his crooked way through the S&L tale is Herman K. Beebe, the so-called
“Godfather” of the dirty Texas S&Ls and associate of the Louisiana mob. Beebe and Mischer are longterm business associates. Coincidentally, Beebe also has known connections to the Marcello family.
While both men were busy ‘burning out’ the odd couple of a dozen Savings & Loans Beebe was transferring US$3 million in ‘seed’ money from his bank, Bossier Bank & Trust, to Harvey McLean, Jr. to establish the small Washington, DC-based Palmer National Bank that boasted a board which at one time or
another were largely featured in the White House telephone directory. The board chairman, Stefan Halper,
was a member of the Nixon White House. His father-in-law, Ray S. Cline, formerly Deputy Director of
Intelligence at the CIA and one of the old OSS ‘China’ veterans, was a top foreign policy and defence
adviser in the Bush presidential campaign. Other board members included John Barnum (Deputy Secretary of the Department of Transportation, 1974-77), Frederick V. Malek (Nixon’s White House personnel chief and the Bush-Quayle campaign manager), William Kilberg (Department of Labor, 1973-77, and
member of the Reagan-Bush transition team), and John A. Knebel (President Ford’s Secretary of Agriculture).
Palmer National was the bank of choice for the National Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty’s
fund-raising activities that provided US$10 million to Col. Oliver North’s covert gun-running programme
that saw weapons shipped south to Nicaragua and east to Iran. This operation was essentially the brainchild of former DCI William Casey who cunningly revived the old ‘conduit’ system of money laundering
that had been used with great success during the ’50s to fund secretly the Nazi war criminals recruited to
spearhead the ex-SS ‘freedom fighters’ scheduled for deployment behind enemy lines in the event that the
Soviets invaded Europe. (Loftus, John, The Belarus Secret, Paragon House, 1989.) Casey, and old
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OSS warrior, saw no shame in using Nazi war criminals—many of them guilty of the most horrendous
crimes against humanity—in his fervent anti-Communism. This view permeated the thinking of many of the
old Cold Warriors in the CIA and elsewhere. (The story of former Nazis connected to the P2, Banco
Ambrosiano and BNL affairs remains largely untold.) Casey used North as his cut-out, thus kick-starting
the ongoing row between the Pentagon and the CIA about who should conduct ‘covert ops’. North’s
superiors in the Pentagon have never forgiven him for being the CIA’s manikin. At the same time, Ray
Cline, who had retired from the CIA and formed a family-owned company called SIFT Inc., was ‘advising’ Major General John Singlaub—the principal operations officer in the Nicaraguan arms affair.
While George Bush was wearing his S&L hat on his off-days, his all-singing, all-dancing, gun, dope ‘n’
money-laundering operations were about to receive a damaging blow as yet another massive financial
scandal hit the front pages. Half a dozen regional offices of the Italy-based Banca Nazionale del Lavoro
were raided by FBI agents following a tip-off from two junior officers of BNL Atlanta. (The BNL affair is
covered in Alan Friedman’s Spider’s Web; Faber & Faber, London, 1993.) The BNL affair seamlessly
follows the well-oiled template with the involvement of the CIA, Britain’s SIS, US Presidents Reagan and
Bush, British Prime Minister Thatcher, and two of Italy’s most corrupt senior politicians, Bettino Craxi and
the Mafia-linked Giulio Andreotti. It was to reveal the international covert network that was engaged in
illegally shipping arms to Iraq’s dictator, Saddam Hussein. Even during the height of Operation Desert
Storm, CIA operatives were frantically attempting to put together an urgent assignment of USmade SAM missiles destined for Iraq’s bloody war-machine. [H: Please don’t forget, readers,
that in one of those branches of BCCI and BNL there were accounts for BOTH Saddam Hussein
(something like $250 million in ONE alone) and also a similar account and amount in the same
bank for George Bush, all nicely arranged jointly.] By a happy coincidence, BNL, owned by the
Italian Treasury, was run by a close friend and Lodge brother of Andreotti. Alberto Ferrari, who reigned
as BNL’s Director-General, was a notorious member of P2. Nor was he alone in his Masonic affiliations.
BNL, dubbed “the bank of the P2”, was quickly shown to have among its upper echelons a veritable nest
of P2 operatives...” with intimate connections to the most powerful figures in successive US administrations.
THE COCAINE CONNECTION
Weapons-dealing is a highly lucrative ‘inter-government’ business and hundreds of billions of dollars
are involved annually. Equally lucrative is the narcotics trade which generates a staggering US$500 BILLION per annum.
As well as having a peripheral role in the Iraqi weapons affair, the Bank for Credit and Commerce
International (BCCI)—known as the “Bank for Crooks and Criminals International”—became one of the
major money-laundering operations for the Colombian cartels. Many of the same old cast of players are
found picking the bones out of this bank that collapsed with estimated debts in excess of $10 BILLION.
“BCCI was operated as a corrupt and criminal organization throughout its entire 19-year history. It
systematically falsified its records. It knowingly allowed itself to be used to launder the illegal income of
drug-sellers and other criminals. And it paid bribes and kickbacks to public officials.” (Kochan &
Whittington, op. cit. p. 4. See also Adams and Frantz, A Full Service Bank [Simon & Schuster, London,
1991], on the BCCI affair.)
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Over a few short years, the BCCI affair would slowly swell to prodigious proportions, bringing numerous casualties in its wake. One of these was Clark Clifford, Chairman of First American Bancshares,
friend of presidents and dozens of Washington insiders. Disgraced, Clifford and his prestigious Washington law-firm partner Robert Altman walked away with a cool US$18 million. Few individuals or institutions who were touched by the scandal would wholly escape censure. BCCI’s founder, Agha Hasan
Abedi, assiduously courted power and influence. A close friend was former US President Jimmy Carter.
[H: All of you will, however, remember that Clark Clifford never got more than a very laughable
slap to the hand for his billion dollar costs to you-the-people.]
BCCI aggressively set out to launder the Colombian cartels’ massive drug money that would eventually see up to 40 other banks directly or peripherally involved—many of them blue-blooded luminaries of
the banking firmament. Setting up a branch in Panama, BCCI soon cut a deal with Panama’s Noriega,
opening an account for him in the name of “Zorro”. Dirty funds were collected and wired to Europe. From
there, Certificates of Deposit (CDs) were issued that could be used as collateral against loans issued.
Another technique involved cycling the money through an affiliated company, Capcom Financial Services,
whose huge futures and options business was an ideal laundering vehicle.
Discontented with just the narcotics industry, BCCI developed close ties to the ‘spook’ community,
maintaining accounts for Israel’s Mossad, America’s CIA, Britain’s SIS, France’s DGSE, plus the security
services of Pakistan and Switzerland. The CIA’s accounts with BCCI covered several years of covert
operations on the part of that agency. Principally, payments were made to finance Afghan rebels and to
bribe General Noriega. Almost unbelievably, BCCI’s customers also included the notorious Abu Nidal
terrorist organization and the Iran-backed Hezbollah—long regarded as the arch enemies of the Western
intelligence community. Abu Nidal’s Fatah Revolutionary Council had a US$60 million account at London’s
fashionable Sloane Street branch. At the same time, the bank was responsible for financing deals in which
Mossad provided weapons to Arab terrorists. Peru, buckling under the burden of sovereign debt, used
BCCI to hide its cash reserves away from the grasping hands of creditor banks.
Outdoing the security services of many small nations, the BCCI also ran its own global intelligence
network, known as “the black network”, employing an estimated 1,500 trained operatives. Based in
Karachi, this was a network “of hand-picked individuals who underwent a one-year training course in
psychological warfare, spying techniques and the use of firearms”.
When major banks aren’t colluding with spooks and organized crime, they appear to settle back and
engage in dubious ‘in-house’ business. Most don’t hit the headlines, being swept away from the glare of
the media by red-faced executives.
One of those that wasn’t so lucky was Daiwa Bank Ltd. Squirming with loss of face, Daiwa executives announced to a round-mouthed media that Toshihide Iguchi, a small-time Japanese trader working
out of Daiwa’s New York office, had racked up a US$1.1 BILLION loss trading US Treasury bonds.
Stretching credulity beyond belief, Daiwa claimed that the 44-year-old Iguchi, following a modest trading
loss of $200,000, spent the next 11 years writing 30,000 “unauthorized” tickets in an attempt to reverse
his misfortune. This equates to a staggering $400,000 per trading day, making Iguchi one of the unluckiest
suckers the world of high finance has ever encountered.
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THE BARINGS COVER-UP
Though for sheer bad luck we couldn’t do much worse than Nick Leeson, the young and inexperienced British trader at Barings, Singapore, who, with the aid of a ‘dump’ account known as the “five
eights”—signifying in Chinese superstition “all the luck”—bumped up losses of US$1.6 BILLION over a
three-year period, sending Barings crashing to its knees. Until then, Barings sat at the top of the British
establishment tree as the oldest merchant bank in London. Dripping with history and dark secrets, Barings
dated back to the mid-17th century. By modern standards it was a small bank with a net worth in the
US$600 million range but still managed to punch above its weight. That is, until it began speculating its
depositors’ and shareholders’ money in Singapore’s futures market, SIMEX.
All the signs are that the Barings affair is a straightforward case of ‘bonus fever’ amongst the senior
executives who benefited from excessive annual bonuses. [H: Perish the thought, readers, this is a
DIRECT result of the Bush Boy’s use of the Durham/Herrman Gold Certificate that Grandma
writes about. It was unlawfully and illegally USED IN MANY PLACES and was the direct
source of Bush’s “super-fund” of which Bush often bragged—until of course, the thing was
retrieved and reaffirmed, replaced and re-registered, etc., PUBLICLY IN RECORDED
RECORDS OF LEGAL RECORDINGS.] Nevertheless, there may be more to it than that. The fact
that their inexperienced young SIMEX trader, Nick Leeson, didn’t contribute one dime to the bank’s
bottom line throughout his three-year tenure as “the big swing dick” on the Singapore futures exchange is
beside the point. Leeson contrived to report profits by creating false accounting entries, and thus, year on
year, was able to conjure a host of ghost profits—carefully hiding his real month-on-month losses that
eventually grew to a teeth-grinding US$1.6 BILLION. [H: The losses however, were in the US$2.4
BILLION category as were several other Certificate skivings in the same amount that brought
down other banks as well.] His superiors, the bank’s senior executives, delighted with the performance
of their star in the east, awarded themselves bonuses of US$1.6 million-plus for the year ending 1993.
Despite crashing with massive losses, the directors walked to new jobs with the Dutch financial group ING
which galloped to the rescue. Snug in their new sinecures, they negotiated US$152 million in back bonuses covering the tragic year 1994—where reported earnings of US$320 million in reality concealed
accumulated losses of US$260 million, which were soon to increase sixfold.
It is now clear that Leeson didn’t operate alone. Those tagged with assisting and/or colluding with him
include the CEO, Peter Norris, and the Director of Finance, Geoffrey Broadhurst. Discovering the degree
of complicity involved at senior levels, 23 directors and senior staff were forced to resign by their new
Dutch owners. This did not stop the Bank of England’s less-than-zealous efforts to apportion blame to
anyone other than Leeson, but does catalogue a list of impediments to its investigation. These include the
accidental destruction of “significant classes” of records within the offices of Barings, London, which are
cited as being “missing”, “corrupted” or not “routinely retained”. The sleuths of Threadneedle Street,
however, did not once venture inside the door of Barings’ offices during their entire investigation. Had they
done so, it is not outside the realms of possibility that they may have discovered “significant classes” of
documents corrupting away before their very eyes. [H: Well, with Credit Lyonaise the entire bank
was burned to “dissolve” those same types of documents.]
Importantly, nobody is saying which banks provided the immense funding that the Barings operation
consumed. Nor is anybody revealing why these banks would so readily lend funds that amounted to a cool
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US$1.4 BILLION to a small bank with an insignificant net worth. [H: Oh yes, one or two are “saying”
and it all goes right back to the stolen Gold Certificate which was used for all this disastrous
insanity.] Seeking to clarify this point, I asked the Bank of England to name which banks provided funds
to the group and whether they formed a formal or informal syndicate. I was politely told that “we don’t
have this information, but if we do it’s confidential and not available”. A curious answer indeed. Meanwhile, the only casualty besides, of course, the bank’s shareholders—who, with unspeakably poor grace,
continue to grumble about their missing US$160 million—is Leeson. Found guilty and given a six-and-ahalf-year sentence, he now resides in Singapore’s Changi Prison. Some believe he joins Daiwa’s Iguchi as
a scapegoat, demonstrating that when the bucks go down in the ‘connected’ world of high finance, those
who have most to gain, do not.
MORE MONEY SPENT ON
DOPE THAN FOOD
The sheer volume of money skating around the world’s financial markets is staggering, and a huge
proportion of it is illegal. Of a massive US$6 TRILLION that annually circulates the globe, one quarter—
US$1.5 TRILLION—is illicit, and a third of this, US$500 BILLION, is narcodollars. US$200 BILLION worth of narcotics are shipped to the US annually, roughly one third of the total annual import bill.
Random forensic testing throughout the US reveals that virtually every single banknote contains microscopic traces of cocaine. Globally, more money is spent on dope than on food. With these sums at stake,
banks and the financial community are, de facto, laundering dirty money.
Operating with the CIA is a small team known as the “Fifth Column”. Staffed by experienced computer-hackers using a Cray supercomputer, this group tracks dirty money accumulated in secret offshore
bank accounts by “scores of high-level US political figures”. Once the funds are tracked and the secret
authorization code located, the money is electronically swept up and deposited in the US Treasury. Intelligence sources estimate that in excess of US$2 BILLION has been gathered in this manner, and none of
the now-poorer high-profile figures is contemplating lodging complaints. Illegal? You betcha it is, but no
more than any one of a dozen other operations that have previously come to light.
A great many more bank scandals can be expected in the coming years. Why this should be so is
simple. It’s not their money they’re playing with. It’s yours and mine. If a bank goes belly-up, culpable
bank executives slide into other cushy jobs with other banks or disappear down the sunset trail toting a
swag-bag of ‘lost’ loot—sometimes both. Simply stated, high finance is a ‘connected’ world where presidents touch shoulders with mobsters, bankers shake hands with Masons, regulators buckle under political
pressure, law enforcement protects crime, the CIA ‘does its thing’, and fortunes can be and are won.
Bankers say of themselves that theirs is a “prudent” profession. In the last analysis, this is true. Nothing can be more prudent than playing with and losing other people’s money.
[END OF QUOTING]
I would guess that not even one of you who have just read this, feel better! Dharma is sick to her stomach
because along with this writing have come many “blasts” of unknown origin against the house and immediate vicinity as the opposition makes an effort to scare away the boogy-man’s shields for protection of this
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specific secretary. No thank you. Terror and “fear” are two different things, readers. Dharma is terrorized—but fear is not a part of it. If you gnats wish to play hard-ball with the Command, it is quite suitable
with me. I would suggest, rather, that some wisdom be used on their part and consider agreements and
contracts which might well be KEPT! Further, I think you might wish, surveillance teams, to suggest that
somebody get in touch with Mr. Tilton of Santa Barbara Savings and Loan and perhaps he might like to be
clued in to the fact that Mr. Horn is just about ready to have revealed the entire SBS debacle from ground
up! I am past weary of my people taking the bashing from the thugs and outlaws of your lands. We can
actually be most agreeable to negotiations—for we are not here to SAVE a DAMNED THING. We do,
however, expect cooperation with our meagre building needs. We also dislike our people being badgered
and cost everything, by the thugs of the bandits in point above. I suggest you not push me over the limits
of my non-involvement.
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Cmdr. Phoenix
Intergalactic Federation
June 26, 1996, day 315, year 9 (!!!)
Good morning.
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